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ser era

It's no secret. The video industry is in the midst of amass migration to
digital technology. PC-based open systems are the wave of the
future. You can make the transition quick and painless for your
product by building it on Matrox DigiSuite — a solid foundation of
digital video hardware and software development tools that you put
together in myriad configurations to meet your exact requirements.

Move from expensive block
DigiMix

What do you need to build?

DigiMotion

DigiVid

• Nonlinear Editing Systems (NLE)

Marvel Millennium
Genesis

DigiSDK

• Virtual VTRs

DigiTcols

• Video-on-Demand Servers (VOD)

DigiSeguencer
DigiLinx

DigiCG

DigiVTR

• Near Video-on-Demand Servers (NVOD)
• Interactive TV

3D DVE

• Live Video Switchers

DigiPaint
DigiStd1

• Digital Disk Recorders (DDR)

DigiDVE
Movie-2 bus

• M-JPEG to MPEG Transcoders
• Commercial Insertion Systems
• Instant Replay Systems
• Time Delay Systems
• CATV Barker Channels
• 2D and 3D Animation Stations
• Animation Recorders
• Graphics/Paint Workstations
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• Character Generators (CG)

ee

o

• Closed Captioning and Teletext Systems
X

r

• Digital Audio Workstations (DA\A/)
• Visual Effects/Compositing Systems

boxes tc. competitively-priced, PC-based open systems.
Use only the best materials.

And the best tools for the ¡ob.

Choose the building blocks you need for your

Matrox DigiTools" are based on the new Microsoft

application from the extensive Matrox collection,
the growing list of board-level components from

multimedia software architecture with OpenDML
extensions. A comprehensive selection of proven

third parties or design your own digital video

software modules from Matrox and third parties
speeds your application development.

MOVIE hardware around the open standard
Movie-2 bus. DigiSuite components
are modular, highly-integrated, true
10-bit CCIR-601 and take full
advantage of the PCI-bus.

• Matrox DigiSDK" — Component Object Model
(COM) software development kit for
Windows NT 3.51 and Windows 95

• Matrox DigiMix" — digital video/graphics mixer
and 2D DVE unit

• Matrox DigiSequencer" — infinite-layer
audio/video/graphics compositing and
sequencing engine

• Matrox DigiMotion" — dual channel motion-JPEG

• Matrox DigiVTR" — VTR control software

codec/digital audio mixer/Fast-20 SCSI controller
• Matrox DigiVid" — multi-channel analog video
I/O and serial communication interface
• Matrox QMPEG-2" — four channel MPEG-2
audio/video decoder
• Matrox Marvel Millennium" — video-in-a-window
console display controller
• Matrox Genesis" — DSP-based application accelerator

• Image North Technologies DigiCG, DigiPaint,
DigiDVE and DigiStill — application modules
Our solid foundation of state-of-the-art boards,
advanced software development tools and worldrenowned OEM engineering support lets you

For more information,
please call:
1-800-361-4903 or
(514) 685-2630
Metros Electronic Systems Ltd.
1025 St-Regis Blvd., Dorval
Quebec, Canada, HOP 2T4
Fax: 1514) 685-2853

Internet: kttel/www.matrox.comivideo

make a smooth transition to the digital domain
and get your PC-based product to market quickly.

• Serial digital (DI) I/O interface, realtime 3D DVE,
MPEG encoders and other third party Movie-2
bus compatible products
Circle Reader Service No. 1
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38 Abrief history of fiber
By Rob Koslowsky and Drew Martino, Nortel Broadband
Networks, adivision of Northern Telecom Inc.
The introduction of fiber optics has revolutionized the telecommunications industry. Though the recognition of fiber's capacity
as acarrier goes all the way back to the ancient Greeks, it is
only in the last two or three decades that the development of the
technology has matured.

52 Integrated optic modulators
By S.W Merritt,

Fiber: Mining the ' I
distance learning market

About the Cover

Photo by Ron Lower); The
Stock Market

McBrien and E.R. Yates, Uniphase Telecommunications Products

This article details integrated optic modulators, which meet the needs of hybrid fiber/coax system architectures, and the design criteria and performance data for both the devices and externally modulated systems.

62 Making decisions about 1550
By Frank La Barbera, General Instrument Corp.

Photo by Seman Design Group, The Stock
Market

Taking into account the relatively high cost of 1550 nm equipment for broadband communications, it's critical that service providers have the right information to select the equipment bestsuited to their performance needs. This article provides an analysis of 1550 link components.

28 Multimedia distance
learning networks

72 Laser safety

B\ Bob Beatin and Join Donahue,
Broadband Networks Inc.

By Michael Lafferty

For many operators, the provision of distance
learning services is now on the front burner,
either because of mandatory franchise renewal
requirements, or for the opportunity to generate new revenues. The cover story details
some real-world projects, including the TEEN
(Technology Excellence in Education
Network) system.

While telling technicians that alaser will blow ahole through their head is probably not an
effective safety training method, alittle fear goes along way in preventing laser-related injuries.

78 Brouse honored with Polaris Award
By Roger Brown and Leslie Ellis

The christening of Jones Intercable's John Brouse as this year's Polaris Award winner for fiber
optic innovation was one of the highlights of the SCTE's Conference on Emerging Technologies.
The conference also featured updates on critical network performance data.

84 DBS: Minor headache? Or major pain?
By Michael Lafferty
The number of Direct Broadcast Satellite (DBS) systems is doubling from two to four this year.
DBS prices are expected to fall, and cable may face increased pressure.

STE

1°

92 Telecom Perspective
B.
%lied Dan son

CED magazine is recognized by the Society of
Cable Telecommunications Engineers.

Engineering executives continue to gather data on the performance parameters of HFC networks
to help them evaluate the cost/benefit equation for digital communications.
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branch bank. Second-class postage paid at New York NY 10019 and additional mailing offices. CED is published on behalf of the cable television and broadband communications industries. POSTMASTER: Please send address changes to
CED Circulation, P.O. Box 10728, Riverton, NJ 08076-0728. MEMBERS OF THE BPA. Canada Post International Publications Mail Product (Canadian distribution) Sales Agreement No. 649945. Printed in U.S.A.
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AT here's the satellite and broadVVband technology that bridges
the gap between yesterday and
tomorrow? Right here at Standard.
From our first frequency-agile
receivers and modulators to the
breakthrough innovations of the
still-emerging Stratum series of
advanced network modulation
equipment, Standard has been in
the forefront of headend technology,
offering value, ease of use, space
saving design and exceptional signal quality.
Need examples? How about our
Agile Omni Broadcast series, very
possibly the most acclaimed commercial satellite TV receivers of
all time? Or our TVM series of
modulators that revolutionized

how MSOs regarded frequencyagile performance? Or our spacesaving, cost-saving CSG-60 BTSC
stereo generator? Or the CATV
industry's top-selling IRD, the onerack-high Agile IRD-II?
Standard will help you cope
with the challenges of bandwidth
expansion with our new TVM550
frequency agile modulator and a
changing industry with advanced
technologies like our remarkable
Stratum Series of signal distribution products. Stratum can put 78
channels in asix-foot rack space,
and give you all the status monitoring, redundancy and remote
control you could ask for.
Year after year, Standard has
continued atradition of quality and

innovation. And we aren't stopping
now. To learn the latest about the
right technology for right now, use
that old tried and true technology
at the bottom of this ad.
Give us acall.
The Right Technology for Right Now.

Standard

Communications

SATELLITE & BROADBAND
PROCDUCMS

DIVISIC)1\1

P.O. Box 92151 •Los Angeles, CA 90009-2151
310/532-5300 ext. 280 •lbS Free 800/745-2445
Fax: 800/722-2329 ribil Free) •310/532-0397 (CAS Intl Only)
Canadian Address: 41 Industrial Pkwy S., Units 5& 6
Aurora, Ontario Canada L4G-3Y5
905/841-7557 Main • Fax: 905/841-3693
Sales: 800/638-4741

An the technology
you need.
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10 In Perspective

12 Color Bursts
Compiled by Roger Brown

By Roger Brown
The issue of who owns in-home wiring is rearing its ugly head again, but oddly enough, the
consumer electronics industry may just come to the rescue of the cable industry this time
around.

18 Spotlight
By Dana Cervenka

Scientific-Atlanta has licensed advanced encryption technology from RSA Data Security Inc., to
be included in its PowerKEY digital conditional
access system.

103 Return Path

John Brouse, winner of the 1996 Polaris Award for fiber optic innovation, traces his career
path from his days in the military to his work with the "headend of the future."

20 Frontline

Results of asurvey on interconnects.

105 What's Ahead
106 New Products

By Wendell Bailey, NCTA
Bailey tells tales of the blizzard that hit the East Coast last month. Bad weather is hard on
techs, but is it good for business?

108 In the News

22 Farmer's Market
By Jim Farmer, Antec Technology Center
A fellow named Brunswick works himself into astew over anew spectrum analyzer and
offers advice on getting the most out of this important piece of test equipment.

24 Capital Currents

READER SERVI CES
74 Ad Index

By Jeffrey Krauss, Telecommunications and Technology Policy
How would you like to have atax applied to your use of the Internet that would subsidize
local exchange telephone companies?

75 Internet Directory

26 Ciciora's Corner

97 Product Showcase

By Walt Ciciora, Ph.D.

109 Classifieds

Serious hazards arise from subscriber set-top ownership.

114 MyV
iew
By Archer Taylor, Malarkey-Taylor Associates
Engineers and suppliers already know how to make the return path work and are ready to roll
when business conditions permit.

Circle Reader Service No. 3

every need.
Easily applied today, greatly appreciated tomorrow.
For the right marker for the right job call 8002572448.
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There's only one thing
worse than making a
measurement up here.
Making it twice.

Sixty feet up with your hands full. Let's hope
you understand the ins and outs of your cable
test equipment — or that your equipment is
from HP CaLan.
Our easy-to-use, one button measurements
give you accurate and repeatable results
every time you take areading. Plus, its abundant data storage capacity lets you capture
the results of tough measurements for indepth analysis in the comfort of your office.
So the only thing hard about these instruments is the case that surrounds them.
What's more, on those rare occasions when
our help menus don't have the answers you're
looking for, our instant on-line assistance
will. Providing you with quick answers whenever and wherever you need them most.
To find out how HP CaLan can improve
your cable TV testing ability (and
maybe even get you home faster) call
HP CaLan at 1-800-452-4844, Ext. 1213*.
www.hp.com/go/catv
*In Canada call 1-800-276-8661, Dept. 127

There is abetter way.

HP CaLan 2010/3010

HP CaLan 8591C

for system sweep and

for all RF and video

level measurement.

measurements.

Now Available! HP 85921A FCC Report
Generator Software for the HP CaLan 8591C.
Now you can get the HP CaLan
2010/3010 at a reduced price!

HP CaLan 85942A

Call for details.

for low cost FCC
video testing.
Circle Reader Service No. 4
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ADC and
Hitachi.
Broadband
transport
without
limits...
where the impossible
becomes possible through
advanced technology and
superior customer support.
Can this alliance bring you
the network technology of
the future?
Yes.
By combining Hitachi's
SONET transmission and
ATM switching technology
with ADC's local loop
service delivery solutions,
we've created one of the
most powerful end-to-end
solutions available today.
ADC and Hitachi represent
amajor force with the
capabilities and resources
to produce next-generation
transport solutions —
solutions designed to
meet arapidly changing
and highly competitive
telecommunications industry.
Call ADC at 1-800-366-3891

Amazing -things happen.

for end-to-end solutions and
everything in-between.

"Telecommunications •
o

HITACHI
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While Congress was busy last December shooting holes in new

'Øb

telecom legislation, the cable industry apparently dodged another
bullet when the Federal Communications Commission put off adecision on apotentially troublesome issue related to the ownership of
drop cable in multiple dwelling units. To make along
story short, private cable operators like Liberty Cable in
New York City are hoping to have those drops—installed
at great expense by cable operators like Time Warner—
considered part of the building, making them available to
all video competitors free of charge.
This isn't the first time that in-home cabling issues
have risen to the top of the priority list. For years, the
industry has been trying to deal with substandard inhome wiring and connectors that are typically installed
by do-it-yourselfers. Often, the equipment used comes
from retail hardware and electronics stores and is of poor
quality, with little or no shielding.
While cable operators understand homeowners' motivation to perform in-home wiring themselves, substandard components lead to poor picture quality and noise,
and could induce other problems higher in the network.
Afew years ago, the NCTA Engineering Committee
attempted to tackle the issue by establishing an in-home
wiring subcommittee. That group's task was to evaluate
the extent of network problems associated with in-home
cabling and suggest solutions. Also, the SCIE organized a
committee and asked it to write aseries of recommended
practices aimed at making the entire drop system better.
Others took adifferent tack and attempted to open a
dialogue between the cable industry and organizations
such as the homebuilders association, among others. The
intent was simple: educate homebuilders about the issue
and press them to use high-quality coax and connectors when prewiring new homes for cable service. Square D, an electrical equipment manufacturer, developed the Elan home network, which was a
compilation of high-quality components aimed at distributing high
performance signals throughout the house.
Lately, however, action has been lacking. The NCTA subcommittee has been largely inactive, and other initiatives seem to have lost
their momentum. This is problematic, because the issue has actually
become more important as the industry stands ready to deploy digital networks. Substandard in-home wiring could very well make digital service delivery impossible.
Oddly enough, the consumer electronics industry might come to
the rescue. Through agroup called Wire America, the CE industry
intends to spend millions of dollars educating the public on the benefits of using high-quality wire and components in the home. Why?
Because electronics equipment manufacturers are currently focused
on two issues that scream for high-quality premise wiring: home theaters and home automation.
The cable industry shouldn't be caught unaware by this new initiative. It behooves everyone to quickly convene ameeting between
EIA and cable TV interests to determine the scope and message of
this education effort so that all parties can benefit. Having already
been down this path, MSOs could approach the meeting proleptically and help make the effort fruitful.

Seems
like deja vu
all over
again

Roger Brown
Editor
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Because the Infobahn
is a 2-Way Street

Return path traffic ahead.
The superhighway is coming head-on.

system and

And Harmonic Lightwaves' complete optical

expanded bandwidth options to handle digital

return path system gives you the reliable

and analog services. Everything goes through

two-way network you'll need to do business.

our receivers.., onto the superhighway...and

• There's a

right back to our headend transceivers. • Return

digital

path is critical-path to expanding your revenues.

return

To learn more, contact Harmonic Lightwaves at

path for

3005 Bunker Hill Lane, Santa Clara, CA 95054

our network

USA, fax 408-970-8543 or call 408-970-9880

management

or 800-788-1330.

to„

Harmonic Lightwaves
St i. your network in a new light
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S-A licenses RSA's encryption
for new PowerKEY system
Scientific-Atlanta Inc. announced that it has
licensed advanced encryption technology from
RSA Data Security Inc. to be included in its
PowerKEY digital conditional access system,
which is being developed for use in set-top terminals, headend components, cable modems
and network element management software.
The system will combine public key and
secret key cryptographic methods in physically secure implementations to provide ahighperformance security solution for broadband
networks.
Sophisticated conditional access systems
allow cable and other broadband network
operators to be more flexible in implementing
new services that employ easy-to-use security.
For example, both content providers and network operators can have their own secure way
to protect content and communicate interactively with subscribers. Theft of services, falsified orders and vandalism of software and
databases can be curtailed. Sensitive information, such as credit card numbers, can be
encrypted and exchanged. In addition, the
identity of the sender and the message content
can be authenticated—an important capability
for multi-provider authorization environments
and for validation of orders from subscribers.
The PowerKEY system, which is designed
to be alicensable access control and security
system, will combine robust security and
encryption techniques with physically secure
implementation and sophisticated control systems. The PowerKEY system will be available
on avariety of interactive and broadcast networks. Its key functions will include: message
authentication to reject altered content and prevent downloading computer viruses to digital
terminals; unambiguous confirmation of
sendér's identity; public key encryption for
secure transfer of entitlements, authorizations
and consumer orders; high-speed secret key
encryption to protect against theft of services;
physically secure logic with renewable and
replaceable security modules to thwart pirate
tampering; seamless operation in support of
both analog and digital services; multiprovider authenticated key management; forward and reverse path protection; and messaging with guaranteed non-repudiation without
need for trusted third parties.
RSA's products are considered ade facto
standard for data encryption and authentication. The license to Scientific-Atlanta is the
first that RSA has granted to aset-top terminal

12

manufacturer of its widely adopted, patented
technique for private messaging and digital
signature authentication. The agreement provides for the licensing of RSA technology,
including the algorithms that enable RSA's
public key-private key cryptography. No other
terms of the agreement were disclosed.
S-A plans to use RSA cryptography algorithms in its end-to-end digital systems—set-top
terminals, headend equipment and control systems—to improve communications security for
digital pay-per-view, cable modems and other
broadcast and interactive applications.
The widespread deployment of RSA
encryption methods supports the move to open
standards of interactivity. The system's implementation of RSA algorithms and Cylink
Corporation's "Stanford patents" (licensing of
which was also announced) is designed to be
compatible with global open standards, such as
MPEG, DVB and DAVIC.
RSA developed and patented amethod of
exchanging authenticated secret messages
without exchanging secret keys. Most encryption systems rely on the sender of amessage
or document to know the receiver's "secret
key." The more parties asecret key is distributed to, the more vulnerable it becomes to
unauthorized use. With RSA's "public key"
approach, aperson's public key can be made
available to any interested party to send that
person aprivate message. There is no need to
privately exchange secret keys. For other parts
of the electronic network services application,
such as digital video transmission, the
PowerKEY system will employ proven private
key algorithms that provide high-speed operation and excellent signal security.

DAVIC issues specs
turns to data protocols

The Digital Audio-Visual Council (DAVIC)
met its self-imposed deadline and released version 1.0 of its technical specification for an
interoperable, end-to-end digital communications network during its mid-December Berlin
meeting, but already has plans to broaden the
scope of the work to include high-speed data
modems.
So, even while the group's first document is
shipped off to the International Standards
Organization for approval as aglobal standard,
development of asimilar set of protocols for

data networks "has become the priority issue,"
according to Bob Luff, chief technical officer
at Scientific-Atlanta and akey member of the
DAVIC management committee.
In fact, to meet an aggressive deadline that
cable operators believe is paramount in their
rush to capitalize on the popularity of on-line
services, DAVIC has scheduled aMay meeting
so that it can develop Release 1.1 by June of
this year. That deadline, though aggressive,
would dovetail well with asimilar effort spearheaded by Cable Television Laboratories,
which is trying to lay down interoperable standards by the middle of April 1996.
According to Luff, development of modem
standards could only help spur the development of interactive TV and encourage others
to embrace the DAVIC 1.0 standard.
DAVIC Release 1.0 covers awide range of
interface protocols, including modulation
methods, forward error correction, set-top/network interfaces, interfaces between servers
and set-tops and ahost of others considered to
be essential for adigital interactive TV network. Included in Release 1.0 are specs for
hybrid fiber/coax networks, fiber-to-the-curb
networks and satellite links.
As it turns its attention to data transfer, Luff
said DAVIC leaders have already agreed that
compliant systems should be able to at least
browse the Internet through aset-top device,
while PC users should be able to access
DAVIC servers, which should spur renewed
interest in interactive TV, Luff noted.
Finally, Luff said other DAVIC goals that
were originally supposed to be addressed in
Release 1.1 will instead be pushed back into
Release 1.2, scheduled for completion at the
end of 1996. This was done to give the group
more time to concentrate on data transfer issues.

TWC, Shaw announce
cable modem deals

Time Warner Cable (TWC) and Canadian
cable operator Shaw Communications both
recently announced agreements to purchase
and deploy high-speed data modems.
TWC will purchase 50,000 modems from
Toshiba Corporation of Japan and deploy them
in as many as three systems—starting with the
San Diego cable operation. Each of the systems will be upgraded to HFC (hybrid
fiber/coaxial cable), allowing for broadband
communications of up to 750 MHz.
Toshiba will begin shipment to TWC early
this summer. The order includes the sale of the
modems, as well as equipment for the headends and distribution hubs.
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Steve Holt Wants
To Put Your Business In ABox.

Steve Holt
Sprint/North sap,*
Market Development Manager-MAS

If telecommunications applications are in your future, get to know Steve Holt now He can help you wrap
up new technology in aneat "box" -afiber hub or head-end enclosure engineered and installed by our
Network Installation Application Services (NIAS).
No one else can speed your entrance into telephony so efficiently as Sprint/North Supply NIAS. With one contact,
one order, one invoice, NIAS is the single-source solution to help you determine your broadband equipment needs.
To assemble your equipment from several different manufacturers, quickly and cost effectively To install it all above
or below ground in asafe, secure enclosure ... environmentally controlled to protect your equipment. NIAS even
pre-wires your enclosure for timely turn-up.
Steve and his NIAS group have the telecommunications know-how to take care of it all ... right down to
landscaping the new installation to make you agood neighbor to your customers. So when you need
broadband or telephony products, call Sprint/North Supply, your full line national
distributor. We're thinking outside the box for you.
....-;.- \ FREE SUBSCRIPTION. Call and order your FREE fax HotSheet, with the product and
.......:..
3_,,- ' service information you need now. NO OBLIGATION.
..,-..e- ,---ei•
.:-:-- ,--_---_e.:.-----1-800-639-CATV
On Line, On Call, On Tuï
-- _ 5
..--;-----e
-

>--

Sprint

*es-

North Supply
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Toshiba and TWC have been jointly developing this high-speed cable data system in the
United States, and recently performed technical trials of this new system.
Toshiba officials said the company aims to
be amajor player in this emerging service area
and is positioning itself as both an equipment
supplier and system integrator. In doing so,
Toshiba is able to draw from its integrated
capabilities and expertise in computers, semiconductors, telecommunications and consumer
products. The company is also aiming to
extend this technology to countries outside the
U.S., including Japan.
Meanwhile, Shaw Communications
announced amulti-year agreement in principle
to purchase 100,000 CyberSURFR cable
modems and Cable Router infrastructure products from Motorola Inc.-Multimedia Group.
Motorola will provide 100,000 modems
plus associated infrastructure, beginning in late
1996. Shaw will deploy the equipment to serve
both its commercial and residential customers.
The CyberSURFR modem connects subscriber personal computers to the HFC system
via astandard 10Base-T 802.3 LAN connection specifically designed for data communications for on-line services, Internet access,
telecommuting and other emerging services for
home and business PC users. The modem
offers throughput speeds of up to 10 Mbps in
the downstream path and upstream path
throughput of 768 Kbps. The Cable Router is
installed in the network headend where it

interfaces the hybrid fiber/coax distribution
network to local or remote IP networks.

GI, Fore Systems
to work together

General Instrument last month announced
plans to work with Fore Systems to jointly
develop ahigh-speed, ATM-based telecommunications network system that will allow
broadband network operators to deploy services over hybrid fiber/coax (HFC) networks.
Fore Systems designs and manufactures networking products based on ATM technology,
including switches, adapter cards, LAN access
products and system software.
The system envisioned by GI and Fore will
be able to deliver full-motion video in real time
to the PC, along with Internet and on-line service access. Also, amultimedia library of CDROM titles will be made available on demand.
The system will be designed to provide
computer connections at speeds up to 25
megabits per second. Servers and content gateways at the headend would be connected to
Fore Systems switching products to aprocessor that will be jointly developed by the two
companies. This process will send traffic
downstream over an HFC network to ahighspeed cable data modem. The modem is connected to ahome personal computer outfitted
with astandard network interface card.
General Instrument is already developing a

specialized network navigator for use with
the system.
The two companies view ATM as offering
several advantages over other proposed cable
data systems, including: scalability, billing
flexibility, adherence to standard interfaces and
high quality service delivery of multimedia.

US West demos
LMDS technology

Add LMDS to the list of technologies the
telephone companies plan to use to compete
with established cable operators.
US West Communications successfully
demonstrated Local Multipoint Distribution
Service technology at its Advanced
Technologies laboratory in Boulder, Colo, last
month, sending ahost of video and data applications over ashort, indoor link.
Specifically, the demo featured transmitters
and receivers developed by Endgate
Technologies sending entertainment video,
data from both Unix- and Macintosh-based
local area networks and four lines of telephone
traffic across the expansive indoor lobby.
LMDS technology involves sending data at
28 GHz—which makes it aline-of-sight technology limited to serving areas about 3kilometers in radius, according to Earl
Langenberg, executive director of the Growth
Division at US West and the person who lead
the demonstration team. However, signal prop-
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In network monitoring,
it's the A.M. of a new age.
AM Communications offers a
decade of experience in cable network monitoring. Mlore than 400 AM
systems are at work today, under our
own name or within the products Df
some pretty famous strategic allies.
Our new products include not
only Echo, a low-cost end-of-line
monitor, but also a truly exciting
second generation cable network
monitoring system featuring easyto-use OmniVu software. It's a
Windows-based, open architecture
system that's powerful, rich in

features, and distinctly affordable
in price.
AM's total monitoring solutions
include hardware, software, ard
technical service that's ¡n-dept l and
on time. Please call (215-536-1354,
1-800-248-9004), fax (215-536-1475),
or write (1900 AM Drive, Quakertown,
PA 18951-9004). And give us the
opportunity to do a little crowirg
about what we
/can do for you.
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0 C OLOR BURSTS
agation tests performed by US West show that
signals can be sent through glass and even
through trees, if the gain is turned up enough.
Although many technologists are skeptical,
companies such as Texas Instruments, Hewlett
Packard and Philips are all working on developing transceivers for LMDS applications.
In addition to US West, which is exploring
awide range of technology options that would
leverage its extensive base of twisted pair
wires, Bell Atlantic is known to be interested
in LMDS options. In fact, Bell Atlantic is an
investor in CellularVision of New York, which
has asingle transmitter providing service to
residents of Brighton Beach. CellularVision
hopes to take advantage of arecent FCC decision and expand its service area to include
Manhattan, Brooklyn, Queens and the Bronx
over the next few months.
In its demo, US West showed how the system could be used to simultaneously deliver
entertainment video, data and telephony services. A laser disk player sent video over the
network, while internal Unix and Appletallc
LANs were tied into the transmitter via Zenith
4Mbps modems. Finally, modems from First
Pacific Networks were used to demonstrate the
telephony service.

ADC, PCS Wireless
form strategic alliance

ADC Telecommunications Inc. announced
that it will form astrategic alliance with PCS
Wireless Inc. of Vancouver, B.C., Canada. The
formation of the alliance was conditional upon
due diligence and the execution of formal documentation by January 31, 1996.
The first component of the agreement
between the companies is ADC's commitment
to purchase 5million shares, or 15 percent, of
PCS Wireless at approximately market value.
The second component is the establishment of
ajoint venture to operate aworldwide Remote
Antenna Driver/Remote Antenna Signal
Processor (RAD/RASP) business.
The JV will be initially capitalized at
U.S.$5 million. PCS Wireless will transfer
product development employees to the JV, and
ADC will provide the JV with access to its
manufacturing, sales and marketing resources.
The third component of the alliance is a
non-exclusive original equipment manufacturing and licensing agreement for PCS Wireless
to supply ADC with Frequency Division
Duplex (FDD) cellular and PCS Microcell
EXtender/Base station EXtender (MEX/BEX)
products. ADC will integrate these technologies and products into its current wireless
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products and market them globally.
"ADC's alliance with PCS Wifeless solidifies our developing position as asystems supplier in the wireless local loop market," said
William J. Cadogan, ADC's chairman, president
and chief executive officer. "In addition, the
agreement immediately adds to ADC's in-building RF distribution capability," added Cadogan.
PCS Wireless designs distributed antenna
arrays (DAAs) for cellular and PCS telecommunications systems. The company's product
offerings consist primarily of dedicated coaxbased DAAs which include the MEX/BEX
products targeted for indoor use, and wide area
network-based DAAs, which include the
RAD/RASP products targeted for outdoor use.

Stellar One set-top
nominated for award

Stellar One Corp.'s Stellar 1000 digital settop has received the Chairman's Nomination
for the 1996 Computerworld Smithsonian
Award. The Stellar One product has been nominated in the category of Environment, Energy
and Agriculture. As anominee, the Stellar
1000 has already been approved for inclusion
in the permanent research collection of the
Smithsonian Institution and will become part
of the Smithsonian's on-line information
resource on the Internet World Wide Web.
Through the use of Novell's NEST and new
power line technology, The Stellar 1000 interactive digital video set-top box will send high
quality digital video, voice and data across
electrical power lines, enabling consumers to
use menus and other displays on their television sets to manage home energy use and control intelligent appliances from their home,
office, hotel or other remote sites.
The Stellar 1000 will also allow electrical
utility power companies to better deal with
power management on the power grid.
Applications include the interactive playback
and control of stored or real-time video on a
network, live video transmission from acamera in the home with remote camera control,
remote operation of home systems including
lights and VCR, intelligent home security systems and time-shifted broadcast video.
The Stellar 1000 was one of the first interactive digital video set-top boxes and the most
widely deployed in ADSL (Asymmetric Digital
Subscriber Line) worldwide market trials.
The Computenvorld Smithsonian Award
Program was founded seven years ago to honor
the creativity and inspiration of those who use
modern information technology to improve the
course of human life. The awards are recorded

in apermanent research collection at the
Smithsonian's National Museum of American
History to provide future generations with an
understanding of the information technology
revolution. Previous award recipients include
the Boeing 777 Aircraft, America Online, the
Internet and the New York Stock Exchange.

Jottings

Continental Cablevision has filed an application for certification as acompetitive access
provider in the state of New Hampshire. The
company has been experimenting with highspeed data transfer between alocal hospital
and doctors' offices in the Exeter, N.H. area
and envisions asimilar commercial service
rollout if certification is granted ... Primestar
and LodgeNet Entertainment Corp. will create ajoint venture to provide digital television
and other guest room services to the lodging
industry. The agreement will help LodgeNet
bring advanced television services to owners
of hotels and motels—even those with fewer
than 100 guest rooms. LodgeNet already provides premium services to 245,000 U.S. hotel
rooms ... Cincinnati Bell Information
Systems has installed its CableMaster 2000
subscriber management and billing solution in
lime Warner Cable's Austin, Texas system.
The cable CSRs will be provided with more
account information, and the system will be
able to use the data to agreater extent, officials say .... Digital Equipment Corp. and
SkyConnect have allied to provide anational
on-line system that automatically distributes
and inserts local spot advertising. Under the
agreement, SkyConnect will begin selling and
installing Digital's ad insertion system and will
modify its software to operate as afront-end to
Digital's Mediaplex servers ... CableLabs'
1996 $14 million budget will consist of $10
million for operations, $3.7 million for the
research funding pool and almost $500,000 for
capital equipment. Key projects in 1996 will
be developing cable data modem interface
standards, helping its members deploy digital
transmission and compression technology and
helping operators obtain technology to enter
the telecommunications business ... AT&T
Network Systems and Hewlett-Packard will
jointly design and build broadband networks
using acommon network architecture to form
worldwide intelligent networks. In addition,
the two companies will develop networks as
platforms for high-speed Internet access, wireless network broadband service delivery and
broadband enterprise networks. They are also
co-developing operational support systems and
business support systems.... CIED
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FOR INTELLIGENT SOLUTIONS

Call now,
800-233-2267,
for more
information
about
SystemSelect.

SystemSelectTM, C-COR's platform for afull range of network solutions
for the cable television, telephone, and broadcast industries.
C-COR's fiber optic and RF products offer advanced networking capabilities for today's hybrid
fiber/coax architectures.
POWERFUL..LinkNetTM AM fiber optic equipment offers 750 MHz capability on single or dual fibers;
redundant optical backup; aflexible, modular, upgradable platform; and the network management option.
FLEXIBLE...F1exNetTM RF amplifiers offer cost-effective, flexible capability from basic service to interactive
multimedia. FlexNetTM 750 MHz amplifiers come in aIGHz housing and are backed by C-COR's extended
warranty.
RELIABLE...Multi and single channel uncompressed digital video fiber optic systems provide highly-reliable,
cost-effective delivery of video, audio, and data over long distances with no signal degradation.
Network analysis, design, installation and maintenance assistance, repair, training, and a24-hour technical support
hotline are also part of SystemSelecfm.
For Intelligent Solutions!
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SPOTLIGHT

J
ones Intercable's John Brouse, winner of this year's

Polaris Award for fiber optic innovation, has been
involved with enough professional disciplines to fill at
least two lifetimes. After enlisting in the
U.S. Navy in 1968, he signed up for its
nuclear power program, obtained his
bachelor's degree in meteorology, went
to naval flight school and ended up specializing in electronic warfare, obtained
amaster's degree in telecommunications systems management, and was in
on the initial staff up of Naval Space
Command.
His time spent in small, entrepreneurial types of units within the military
left him well-prepared to enter the cable
industry—Brouse knows how to be
competitive, and he knows how to gather intelligence. The common element
throughout his career has been experience with the very latest in high-tech
electronics equipment. "I go all the way
back to my electronic warfare days in
managing spectrum," notes Brouse. "A
lot of people say, 'I need more and
more bandwidth.' And in fact, we don't.
What we need is fewer people competing for available bandwidth."
One program he worked on for the
Navy had the mission of mapping the
entire surface of the ocean, pulling out
the effects of the weather, and allowing
for the impact of structures like sea mounds and the
Marianas Trench. Why would the military spend its
time mapping the surface of the ocean? To ensure better targeting accuracy for missiles launched from submarines, or, as Brouse explains, "as they break the surface of the water, they know which way is up."

Pushing
fiber to the
limit for
Jones

John Brouse

Broward County sows seeds of Alexandria
His time in the military came to aclose in 1988,
when Brouse, on afluke, got into the cable industry.
During the course of ajob interview with aformer military colleague, his friend casually mentioned that he
had bumped into an executive with Jones Intercable on
aski lift, and that exec just happened to be looking for
someone with Brouse's qualifications. The Jones' executive turned out to be Bob Luff, now chief technical
officer? with Scientific-Atlanta, Broadband Division,
whom Brouse credits with having the guts to pull in
someone from outside the cable industry.
"Bob certainly put alot on the line," he recalls.
"Here's this guy who has no idea what cable is, other
than you pay the bill every month."
Brouse entered the cable industry as system engineering manager for Jones Intercable's Broward
County, Ha. system, where he and his mentor, Hugh
Bramble, implemented the Cable Area Network
(CAN), which centers around high reliability. The
CED
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Broward County system was the testbed for an economical, first-generation status monitoring system, and
the project also laid the groundwork for Jones' "headend of the future" in Alexandria, Va., which Brouse
helped to design.

Afinancial manager of technology

The challenge of Alexandria was not only to ensure
that the network met high standards of reliability, but
also, to ensure that the design of the system was financially competitive. To that end, Brouse mulled over
ways to economize the use of expensive technologies
like DFB lasers by utilizing switchable optical couplers, which allow the use of lower-powered lasers on
smaller rings in Alexandria.
Jones' use of switchable optical couplers has another fringe benefit: "free" fiber surveillance. Engineers
can send 90 percent of the light down the primary
route, and 10 percent down the backup route; thus, by
monitoring the voltage on the optical receiver, they
have afiber optic surveillance system.
In addition to his work with maximizing the potential
of fiber, Brouse is also throwing his energies into ways
to utilize new technologies like spread spectrum, as well
as an evaluation of distributed vs. centralized networks.
While engineering systems like Alexandria, Brouse
has worn anumber of hats at Jones.
./ In 1991, as special projects engineer for the operator, he was instrumental in securing three experimental
PCS licenses.
e/ After moving into aposition that managed advanced
applications and network design, he focused on evaluating new technologies.
t/ As director of network development, he threw his
efforts into the rebuild and upgrade of Jones' systems.
V Most recently, he moved over to become engineering director for about one-quarter of the company's
systems, responsible for those in the Midwest.
But that's about what you would expect for aman
whose master's thesis was entitled, "The modern analog and digital communications channel from amanager's perspective," eventually used as atextbook for a
master's course in electrical engineering.

Ski bum
Though his employer is based in Colorado, Brouse
scoffs at the notion that he is lucky to be near such
prime skiing country. "This is nothing compared to
Utah snow," he declares. You can't really blame him,
though, because skiing has been afavorite hobby since
his days as astudent at the University of Utah, when it
was 30 minutes "from the time Iclosed my backdoor
until Iwas sitting on the lift," recalls Brouse.
His time for such pursuits is somewhat limited these
days, given his professional responsibilities, but Brouse
seems to be happy with his latest career. "If we can
become as competitive as Ithink we can," he notes,
"...we, as an industry, are going to make life better."
—Dana Cervenka
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It's the kind of achievement our customers have come to expect—they know that Alpha will always

be there. And the fact that Alpha reliability is taken for granted is our greatest satisfaction.
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ow! Snow, snow, and more snow. All of the snow
that you would ever want to see (except for certain skiing operations) was, and actually still is, available for
your pleasure all over the East Coast of
the United States. Just so that you don't
feel too sorry for me, Ishould mention
that for the first part of the "Blizzard of
'96," Iwas holed up in an airport hotel
in Denver waiting for aflight to the
East Coast. But I'm sure that all of
your friends and colleagues from this
part of the world have already regaled
you with tales of missed flights and
lonely hotel rooms, so Iwill relent and
get on with this essay.
One of the things that Inoticed as I
struggled to get into and out of the
District of Columbia during this period
was the number of customer service
personnel who Isaw on the streets of
both my home community and the
areas around my office in downtown. I
was pleased to notice that local cable
television trucks and service personnel
were well represented in this admittedly unscientific sample.
Having once been an outside construction type of person myself, I
know the feeling of going out into the
teeth of astorm to do ajob when
every part of the body cries for just a
few more minutes in front of the fire
or TV. But there they were, slogging through snow
and icy wind, while their customers snuggled up to
their TVs and VCRs.
And just to prove that every cloud has some sort of
silver lining, the reports from several cable systems in
this area of huge increases in PPV buy rates made me
think of what it might take for the viewing public to
realize what agreat service cable systems and their
programmers offer.

Blizzard
of '96 was
ablessing
for cable

By Wendell Bailey,
VP of Science
and Technology, NCTA

Neither snow, nor more snow...
It has been suggested by one wag that cable engineers need to come up with aviable technique for
cloud seeding. An interesting idea, but Ithink that I'll
pass. The sight of those service people hiking over
snow-clogged streets, past block after block of closed
store fronts, made me think that in spite of improved
buy rates for certain services, there had to be an enormous amount of plant damage from the storms.
The people going into customers' homes to check
out snowy pictures had to have it better than the cable
engineer Isaw hanging on to astrand with one hand,
an amp cover with the other, and the pole with his third
hand! Well, it seemed like he had three, but the snow
was whipping, and aworking man was doing his job. It
made me glad that Idon't have to climb poles anymore, and equally glad that the people who do don't
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offer excuses when something needs to be fixed.
It may not seem that this type of effort is necessary
under those circumstances, but Ialso had achance to
talk to friends and neighbors who could not get
through the first three sentences without mentioning
the fact that they were staying glued to their cable TV.
Iheard about reports on CNN, The Weather Channel
and local news Channel 8; Iheard about movies, sports
and all kinds of things that most of us take for granted.
Suddenly, everyone was glad that they had cable
television, and not asingle person complained (within my hearing range) that the service was overpriced
or the programming was poor. It would seem that
those types of comments are saved for the cocktail
parties when the weather is more pleasant. There
probably is adeep, societal explanation for the fact
that we would notice such athing, but Idon't have a
clue as to what it would be.

Hibernation breeds appreciation
All of the experiences that Ihave had during this
storm have left me with several observations. What
would make aperson slog through snow and climb a
pole in this kind of weather? It can't just be the paycheck. Ibelieve that it's the desire to do the job that
needs doing, even if it is inconvenient and difficult.
Our industry is full of these kinds of people.
What would make subscribers notice the value of a
ubiquitous service like cable, after spending so much
time knocking it to friends and neighbors? It could just
be that when you really need information and are
forced to submit to being entertained, it's hard to look
someone in the eye and say that it's "just that boring
old cable system," without feeling just atad cynical.
So, after all is said and done, the East Coaster who
reads this may smile and tell afew tales of how he
handled the "Blizzard of '96,' but Iwonder what those
of you who live and work in places where this kind of
weather is an everyday occurrence think about all of
this. Do your techs continue to provide service, even as
the wind blows the snow into their face? Do the subscribers who are constantly faced with this level of
hibernation appreciate the offerings of the cable system
more than most? Do those of you in the more rigorous
climes have better PPV rates than those in temperate
areas of the country? How does the cable plant hold up
to repeated poundings of this sort, as opposed to the
once or twice ayear deal that we have here? See, Itold
you that there was aneed for deep societal thinking
after an experience like this.
The cable companies all did their best in atough situation, but Iam reminded of acomment that the CEO
of acable system on atropical isle once made to me:
"The worst days for my business are when the sun
shines and the sky is absolutely blue and perfect,
because that's when all of my subscribers go to the
beach, and while sitting at ease, they begin to think that
maybe they don't need my service:' It seems that bad
weather, in any guise, shows cable at its best. CIED
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FARMER'S M ARKET

I

hare afriend who works for asmall cable operator,
whose name is being withheld to protect the guilty.
Though not his real name, we call him Brunswick,
because he is always getting into a
stew about something. (If you don't
know about Brunswick Stew, you have
missed the second biggest treat in my
part of the country.) Here's aletter I
got from him recently.

Brunswick
stews over
spectrum
analyzers

By Jim Farmer,
Chief Technical Officer,
Antec Technology Center

Hi Jim:
Late one morning, Iwas sitting in
my office going over some trouble
reports and working on my long-range
plan (where to eat lunch). Iheard this
screaming and pounding coming from
the headend. Coverdale, my headend
tech, was yelling and beating his head
on the desk. Ilike to let my guys
express themselves, but I'm not sure
how much more that foot prop will
take.
"Easy there, Covers," Isaid.
"Nothing could be so bad as to make
you wreck that old desk."
"Brunswick, the levels of all channels are unstable. Itested levels with
that new spectrum analyzer you bought.
You said it would tell me alot about
our signals, but it can't even read a
level right. It's not working."
Considering what I'd paid for the
thing, Ireally got in astew when he said that. Iwalked
over to the analyzer, still displaying the output of our
channel 8modulator. Sure enough, there was the picture carrier, bouncing up and down as the picture
changed. Ihit afew buttons and the signal level
jumped up and stayed steady.
"Gee, how did you get it to do that, Brunswick?"
"Well, it's adeep secret known only to bosses and
smart people, but if you drive to lunch, I'll let you in
on it," Isaid.

Afancy signal level meter

Have acomment?
Contact Jim via e-mail at:
jfanner@ix.netcom.com
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A few minutes later, we were seated on plastic seats
at aplastic table, using plastic plates and forks to eat,
well, Idon't want to know: it probably had plastic in it.
Ihad to confess to Covers that he made the same mistake Imade the first time Ifired up an analyzer.
"A spectrum analyzer is little more than afancy signal level meter, with the readout replaced with agraph
of signal level versus frequency," Iexplained. "You
could do much the same thing it does if you tune asignal level meter to afrequency, record the signal level,
move to aslightly higher frequency and record the signal level there, and so on. If you plot the readings versus frequency on agraph, you would get about the
same display as the analyzer gives you.
"The analyzer lets you get yourself into abunch of

trouble by giving you lots of adjustments to set incorrectly. Not only does the manufacturer let you mess up,
but they also program the silly thing to mess up your
readings automatically, if you don't override some of
the settings. One of the adjustments the analyzer folks
let you mess up is the resolution, or IF bandwidth.
"The TV signal is amplitude modulated. That is, we
transmit picture information by changing the amplitude, or strength, of the carrier. So how can we talk
about asignal strength measurement when we are
changing the strength of that signal all the time?"
Icould see by Covers' interest in his last french fry
that he didn't remember how "signal level" was
defined and measured for video, so Icontinued.
"The modulated TV signal consists of video and
sync. The sync is transmitted at the highest amplitude
of the carrier, and the level during sync is what we call
the 'signal level.' But we can't measure the amplitude
unless we have enough bandwidth to let the sync tip
come through in some semblance of its shape, so that
we can measure its amplitude. Remember that the narrower apulse (such as sync tip), the wider the bandwidth we need in order to reproduce it. We don't have
to reproduce the sync tip perfectly to read its amplitude, but we do need enough bandwidth to let the sync
tip reach its maximum amplitude.
"You were letting the analyzer automatically set the
resolution bandwidth for you. Because it didn't know
that you were measuring atelevision signal, it set itself
to measure narrower band signals. It was measuring
with aresolution bandwidth so low that the sync tip
wasn't getting through to the CRT. When that happens,
you tend to measure something closer to the average
signal level. That's why the amplitude kept bouncing
around like your kid after Imanage to fill him full of
chocolate, before giving him back to you. That average
signal level depends on picture content. The high level
you saw floating through the display was the vertical
sync. Because vertical sync is longer than horizontal
sync, you can see its peak level even with the lower
bandwidth. However, it doesn't constantly occur in the
display because of the way the analyzer sweep is triggered."
Covers couldn't stretch out that last fry any longer,
so we headed back to the office. On the way back, I
told him about the video, or baseband bandwidth,
which also has to be set right. As arule of thumb, both
IF and baseband bandwidths should be set to at least
300 kHz in order to measure video signal level.
Ihope Covers is out there right now, experimenting
with the spectrum analyzer, while Iwrite to you. Think
you could do something on spectrum analyzers and
how to use them?
Best,
Brunswick
OK, anyone else out there interested in abit more
on spectrum analyzers? Let me know CED
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th-i 450 Combination Meter
weibigke ifindailtiy... The new CLI-1450 presents

leakage detection and MicroStealth measurement
capability in asingle, handheld installer meter.

The CLI-1450 Leakage/Signal Level Meter with
0.5 p.V sensitivity finds even the smallest leaks
and automatically converts distances to equivalent
10-foot readings, maximizing freedom from error.

Tagging Cambay— False alarms are virtually
eliminated with head-end video 'tagging that
differentiates leaks and increases detection range.
Installers save time and unnecessary aggravation.
It's even compatible with existing tagging systems.
Vain. You'll wonder how we squeezed so much
capability into amulti-channel tester, yet offer it at
afraction of the price you'd expect.

MicraSteldlb bluitkChannel Capability—

The CLI-1450 also includes the industry's
popular installer meter features:
•Multi-channel, high
resolution LCD display
on asingle screen
•Up to 890 MHz
•Lightweight/hand-held
•Rugged/water resistant

The CLI-1450 leakage/signal level meter is jus
part of the complete line of quality test and
measurement equipment from Wavetek. Each
product offers powerful performance and is
designed to meet your specific testing needs.
All the performance, speed, and ease of use you
demand—at aprice you expect from aleader.'

Call 1-800-622-5515
http://www.wavetek.com
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ould you like to have a5-cents-per-minute tax
slapped onto your use of the Internet that would subsidize local exchange telephone companies? That's the
latest proposal being floated by the
FCC, as part of its upcoming revisions
to telephone access charges.
The last time the FCC wanted to
impose access charges on "enhanced
service vendors" like packet data networks and data retrieval services, it
encountered afirestorm of grassroots
opposition and threats from Congress.
The FCC backed down. Now, an FCC
staffer has been quoted as saying that
this time, Internet users could be hit
with this tax.
Back in the days of AT&T's monopoly, long distance calls cost alot more
than today, and asubstantial portion of
the long distance revenues were
siphoned off by AT&T and used to
cover the cost of the local telephone
network. Economists might say this
was not asubsidy, because the local
network was needed to originate and
complete long distance calls. But by
AT&T's bookkeeping, for every minute
the local network was used, long distance calls were charged three times the
amount that local calls were charged.
MCI became successful partly
because its customers did not have to
pay the same subsidy to the local network that AT&T
customers paid. But in 1983, after the divestiture of the
Bell Operating Companies, the FCC replaced the
AT&T subsidies with asystem of access charges paid
by all competing long distance carriers.
It's these access charges paid by long distance carriers that might be imposed on Internet service
providers. If you recall, before access charges, you
would make an MCI long distance call by keying in a
local phone number, logging in to MCI by keying in an
account number, then keying the number of the called
party. MCI paid ordinary local phone rates for that
local number you dialed, covering the path from the
local telephone company switch to the MCI switch.
Today, MCI pays "carrier common line charges"
which are much higher than ordinary local phone rates
for the path from the telco switch to the MCI switch.
As aresult, MCI pays local phone companies like
Nynex as much as 5to 6cents for every minute those
local lines are used. This adds asignificant amount to
MCI's long distance charges.
Of course, MCI received some benefits from this
conversion to access charges, because there were modifications to local telco switches as well. Everyone then
was "pre-subscribed" to AT&T; to use any other long
distance service, you had to key or dial many more
digits. Today, you can pre-subscribe to MCI, or you

Access
charges
for the
Internet

By Jeffrey Krauss,
access charge wonk
and President of
Telecommunications and
Technology Policy

Have acomment?
Contact Jeff via e-mail at:
jkrauss@cpcug.org
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can dial into its network using the access code 10222.
There's no need to dial alocal phone number. You
don't need to key in an account number. These
improvements are known as "equal access."
Today, you send Internet e-mail by keying in alocal
phone number, logging in and then keying in the e-mail
address of the recipient. Your Internet service provider
pays local phone rates for the path from the telco
switch to its Internet server/switch. It's exactly the
same as using MCI before the days of access charges.
But Internet users would not benefit at all from these
access charges.
Wait aminute. Maybe the FCC will do something
rational and require that the new access charges be
used to subsidize local ISDN data services rather than
voice services. Naahhh!

The last time around
In 1987, the FCC proposed to apply these carrier
common line charges to "enhanced service vendors."
("Enhanced service vendor" is the term the FCC uses
to designate anyone that offers aservice in which
telecommunications and computer processing elements
are combined; it includes packet switching networks, email networks, database retrieval services, burglar
alarm monitoring, etc.) The FCC received formal comments from 129 parties, and many informal comments
and letters, mostly opposing the idea. Not surprisingly,
the local telcos loved it.
There was no public use of the Internet then, but there
were packet switched networks such as Telenet and
Tymnet, and many companies were just starting to set up
corporate e-mail networks on these packet networks.
The banks were doing electronic funds transfer over
enhanced service networks. CompuServe existed then,
and so did Quantum Computer Services, which later
changed its name to America Online. In addition, even
then, there were thousands of electronic bulletin boards
which had begun to exchange messages across the country. They all opposed the FCC's plan.
In October 1987, Congressman Ed Markey convened ahearing in Boston on the issue. Not surprisingly, he had no problem rounding up witnesses who
opposed the FCC's plan. The FCC Chairman at that
time, Dennis Patrick, tried to defend the FCC's proposal. It is fair to say that he did not enjoy that hearing.

Future of access charges
As local telephone service is opened to competition,
the FCC recognizes that it will be forced to revise the
access charge policies. Today, local monopoly telcos
reap awindfall from access charge taxes imposed on
long distance carriers. It isn't fair to continue these
subsidies to the established local telcos while requiring
new competitive local phone carriers (like cable companies and PCS operators) to operate without them.
Access charge taxes should be eliminated over time, so
that competing phone companies have alevel playing
field. Get rid of 'em, don't create new ones! CIED
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T

he Telecommunications Bill keeps promising to be
passed, but things keep getting in the way. It is not possible at this point to know for sure whether the Bill
will succeed. However, there are some
parts of it that deserve serious consideration because of the problems they will
cause.
The topic covered here is the hazards of retail sale of set-top boxes.
Congressman Bliley has put forth an
amendment requiring the sale of set-top
boxes from consumer electronics retailers such as Circuit City, one of his constituents. As Imentioned in aprevious
column, the consumer electronics
industry has positioned set-top boxes as
evil things, the work of the devil. These
nasty things get in the way of all of
those wonderful TV and VCR features
and functions (whether you want those
attributes or not!). The only reason
folks don't use those features and functions is not because nobody cares, but
because the evil set-top box gets in the
way.

Hazards
of retail
set-top
sales

Amixed bag

By Walter S. Ciciora,
Ph.D.
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Sometime in 1995, there was an
apparition from heaven that told the
consumer electronics guys they were
not seeing things clearly. The set-top
box is in fact awonderful thing that
can be sold at retail! Rather than trying to kill off settop boxes, the consumer electronics guys now want to
make and sell them! We've entered anew era!
Very little in life is all bad or all good. Most things
have advantages and disadvantages. From acable operator's perspective, the advantages to subscriber ownership of set-top boxes are primarily economic and
potentially customer satisfaction. Certainly, getting the
subscriber to pay for the hardware and its maintenance
is areal blessing. Also, there is the potential that the
subscriber who owns the set-top box will see it as a
benefit, rather than as something that gets in the way of
TV and VCR features and functions. There is something about apride of ownership that brings a"halo"
effect. As Imentioned in aprevious column, the VCR
is in almost every way a"set-top box" which has as
much interference with the features and functions of a
TV as does acable set-top box. Yet you never hear any
complaints about VCR interference with TV features!
Serious hazards arise from subscriber set-top box
ownership. Perhaps the first issue is that of resolution
of in-home problems. Most subscribers do not realize
that the leasing of aset-top box brings with it in-home
pre-paid service. This service is generously provided
and covers not only technical difficulties, but even
assistance in usage and user errors such as not checking to see if the set-top box is plugged in. It will be

important to advise subscribers who purchase their settop boxes that this assistance must come from the
retailer, the manufacturer, or will be an extra charge
when provided by the cable operator.
Signal security is amajor concern. When the cable
operator provides the set-top box, it can decide when
signal security has been breached and replace the
boxes. Subscribers will not lose an "investment" in inhome hardware. When subscribers own set-top boxes,
they will be faced with replacing them if they wish to
continue service.

When aservice fails
A serious drawback to subscriber ownership of settop boxes comes from the hurdle this creates to taking
new services. If the set-top box owned by the subscriber does not have the technology to provide access
to anew service, the subscriber will have to choose
between a) not taking the service, b) adding asecond
set-top box to provide access to the service, and c)
replacing the existing set-top box with anew one that
combines the old capability with the new. Clearly, this
presents financial, convenience and "just doing it" hurdles to subscribers who might otherwise try anew service.
Another aspect of this problem is that anew service
needs to attract subscribers quickly. If the cable operator provides the set-top box, it will be installed in a
large number of homes simultaneously. The service
provider quickly adds subscriptions. When the service
provider has to rely on consumers purchasing set-top
boxes, there will be asignificant reduction in the speed
of penetration. Many service providers will not be able
to survive long enough under these conditions. This
raises yet another concern: what happens when aservice fails? Under current conditions, aservice which
fails and leaves hardware useless does not directly
impact subscribers. If the subscriber purchases asettop box for the new service and it then fails, the subscriber will bear the loss. Not only will this cause
unhappiness, but it will further reduce the willingness
to try new services in the future.

Subscriber education
While these problems are not yet upon us, the potential is high that they will be in the near future. It is
worthwhile giving them some serious thought now.
Probably the most important action to be taken by
cable operators is subscriber education. The issue here
is "management of expectations." If the consumer is
well aware of the advantages and disadvantages of his
purchase decision and proceeds with an informed decision, the likelihood of later problems is reduced.
Another way of minimizing the problem is to
require all set-top boxes sold at retail to comply with
FCC requirements for "cable ready" TVs and VCRs.
This includes the Decoder Interface. A modular settop box minimizes many of the problems described
above. CC-0
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and Product Development,
Broadband Networks Inc.

C

able television operators have along history of
providing service to institutional customers such as
schools, businesses and government users. In the past
18 months, the combined factors of increased competition and demanding franchise renewals have made the
provision of distance learning service mandatory for
many operators, and for some, an opportunity to generate new revenues.

system and wholeheartedly embraced afiber optic
solution.
The first systems were designed in a"ring" topology
with amaximum capacity of 16 simultaneous channels
on the ring. Each location was capable of transmitting
one channel and receiving three. This channel configuration stemmed from the conventional wisdom that the
maximum number of remote sites an instructor could

This article reviews the history of fiber optic distance learning system design. The focus is on the cur-

manage during one session was three, therefore, three
receive channels.

rent state-of-the art, which is adedicated fiber optic

In general, these systems met the needs of the first
users, but the limitations of the basic design approach
made it difficult and expensive to add new sites,

network that can deliver acomprehensive set of interactive video and data services. Also discussed are some
real-life experiences related to bidding and building
multimedia distance learning networks.

The early days—FM rings
in the second half of the 1980s, FM fiber optics
became acommercially viable solution for headend
interconnects and other applications such as distance

increase channel capacity and troubleshoot problems.
It was agood solution for its time, but it never provided the functionality and cost to allow for the wide-scale
deployment of distance learning networks.

AM fiber optics
In 1990 the cable TV industry embraced AM fiber

learning. These first networks were either directly
owned and operated by the school district or supplied
by atelephone or alternate access company. In both
cases, the parties involved, including the design consul-

to two factors. Distance learning projects often have a

tants, had no desire to deal with acoax/amplifier-based

12- to 36-month cycle, beginning with aconsulting

optic solutions for trunking applications. Acceptance of
AM technology in the world of distance learning did
not occur for several more years and can be attributed
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work was designed, and because of the people involved.
The TEEN Network represents the efforts of agroup
of dedicated educators and administrators to provide a
modern curriculum to students at five rural schools in
Kansas (Figure 1). Working with engineering consultant
Tele-Systems, the group first considered the classic FM
ring approach but determined it was too limiting in
terms of channel capacity and site expansion.
The conclusion was adesign approach that used both

Using AM
electronics

AM and FM transmission electronics in astar architecture. For the inbound portion of the network, the remote
sites were configured the same as in aclassic FM

reduced the total
cost of the

design. Each site used an individual FM modulator and
FM transmitter to deliver one channel to the next site,
and eventually to the system headend, which was locat-

network,
while providing

ed at Marion.
At Marion, all of the signals were received and FM
demodulated to baseband. The signal package was then
AM modulated and fed to AM transmitters for delivery

expanded
channel capacity

outbound. Cost considerations dictated aminimal fiber
gcount and the need to share fibers between sites. To
address the situation, the outbound portion of the sysgtern was designed with cascaded AM links. The output
El(
'of high-power DFB transmitters delivers the entire
§ channel package to each site. AM receivers detect the
2signal package at each site,
and the receiver output is simF

ply fed to acable-ready TV
set for channel selection and

Figure 1: Technology Excellence in
Education Network (TEEN)

viewing.
engineer defining abid specification. Many projects in
the early '90s were built based upon bid specifications
that were written prior to the introduction of AM transmission electronics.
The second factor relates to the type of people who
were doing the design of distance learning systems—
they were not cable television engineers! It took anumber of years, more time than you would reasonably
expect, for the majority of the engineering community
outside of the cable industry to understand the advantages of AM systems.
One of the notable exceptions was Ameritech. In 1991,
the company built alarge distance learning network in
Indianapolis that connected 90 schools for interactive
multichannel video and 10 MB data using AM electronics
in astar architecture. It is still today one of the largest
interactive distance learning networks in the country.

AM/FM hybrid designs—TEEN network

Herington

The AM/FM hybrid
approach provided the best
advantages of both transmission techniques. The robust
nature of FM inbound trans-

14.8 miles

Lost Springs
Hillsboro

mission allowed for the
received signals at the headend
to be of broadcast quality, even
though most of the sites were
located many miles away. The
high quality of the inbound
signals at this point allows
them to be either retransmitted

11.6 miles
19.6 miles

Marion
Peabody
AM/FM hybrid des!
•Total network miles-65

e

outbound to the TEEN locations or to another network.
In either case, the system is designed so that the
roundtrip signal performance meets or exceeds what the
students are watching in their own home.
Using AM electronics reduced the total cost of the
network while providing expanded channel capacity.

"AM/FM hybrid" networks were designed and built.
The TEEN (Technology Excellence in Education
Network) was one of those systems and was an

The TEEN outbound transmitters were built for 450
MHz of usable bandwidth, which will meet the needs of
the users for many years to come. It also made the
classroom relatively simple to install, because the end'
user interface device is astandard cable-ready TV with

extremely interesting project because of how the net-

ahandheld remote control.

By 1993, AM fiber optics was becoming more commonly understood, and in that year, some of the first

Sim
16.9 miles
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In the years that ha‘ epassed, the TEEN
users have consistently expanded the service
capability of the system. Today, the network
includes Ethernet data service, as well as a
codec for long distance conferencing with
other networks. The next challenge for the
TEEN group is Internet access, which it
hopes to have up and running sometime in
1996.

A11
/1/FM hybrid design-today

cation in that optical splitting is used to allow

1he basic concepts ol the AM/FM hybrid
design approach are still being used today.
The most significant differences between the

one DFB transmitter to serve multiple sites.
The inbound portion uses the same design

TEEN design and the design work done today
have to be considered refinements, more than
real changes.
Today's outbound design (Figure 2, page
32) looks just like acable TV trunking appli-

Lindsay Electronics

approach but more cost-effective FM transmission equipment.
The TEEN design used frequency agile FM
modulators and demodulators with separate
transmitters and receivers. This allowed the
network to be easily configured for afull 16
inbound channels. Today, it is generally recognized that most schools will never need to
transmit more than four simultaneous video
channels, and the majority of sites will only
require one channel. This has led to the use of
lower cost fixed frequency modulation and
demodulation equipment, that in the case of
the single channel requirement, is all integrated into one small package (Figure 3, page 34).

The service package today
What has changed significantly in the past
three years is the set of services most end
users expect to be provided by amodern distance learning network, including:
V Outbound video-550 MHz is aminimum
requirement, and many users want 750 MHz.
The actual number of channels to be delivered
outbound upon system turn-up varies depending on available funds but is rarely less than 40
channels. The bottom line is that users want as
many channels and as much usable bandwidth
as possible for broadcast-only service, interactive videoconferencing and media retrieval.
V Fax—Any capability of the network that
reduces the end user's existing cost helps pay
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•5-42, MHz Reverse
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quarter

for the network. Most users expect the network to provide the capability for fax service
between sites. This capability is relatively simple and inexpensive to implement, and in fact,
was provided as part of the functionality of the
TEEN Network.
V Data-10 MB Ethernet & Internet Access.
This is the must-have service. For many educators it is more important than the video service. The 10 MB Ethernet capability can be
used for administrative functions, such as
attendance, payroll, record keeping, etc.

Going the extra mile ... for the lost mile
Since 1953

.
50 Mary 5ireei-Ms-t, Lindsay, Ontario, Canada Keel
Tel: (705) 324 2196 Fax: (705) 324 5474 Tel: (800) 465 7046 (US. only)

Schools see this as ameans to centralize their
data processing functions and to reduce MIS
expenditures. Internet is almost self-explanatory. Does anyone want their children to attend
schools that aren't connected to the Internet? It
is the 1990s' version of the encyclopedia.
Commercially available and proven RF
modems have greatly simplified the simultane-
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Ethernet, Internet and multiple full
motion video services. RF bridges
connect each remote Local Area
Network (LAN) into amulti-site
Wide Area Network (WAN). The
WAN can approach a200-mile ser-

Connect to
)'LAN
file server

Connect local video to
optical transmitter

e

Baseband
video/audio

FM
Optical
receivers

ous transmission of 10 MB

vice radius and be fully symmetrical
with full 10 MB throughput. The
bridges connect to the WAN via
standard cable TV video RF frequencies to allow data carriers to be
combined and transmitted with the
video channels (Figure 2).
A central headend collects the

Typical site

inbound data carrier from each LAN
and uses afrequency translator to

Combined video
from all sites

Site 2

Figure 2: Interactive
multimedia
network:
AM/FM hybrid
design

•
•
•

FM RX

convert the data package to ahigh

Site 3

frequency outbound carrier returned

Site 4

to each site's bridge. The headend

Site 5

equalizer or "pacer" router synchro-

Site 6

nizes the data flow and network
authorization between LANs
(Figure 4, page 35).
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bandwidth and access between sources and
users.
Any network that provides all of these

Figure 3: Integrated FM transmission
TR1101-NT
optical transmitter carries:
full motion video,
multiple audio &
10 MB data
on one fiber

Full motion video

Baseband audio inputs
SingleBaseband video input
mode
RF auxiliary input
fiber
(channels T9 or T10)
TR1101-T-VDA transmitter

L

capabilities has to include system switching
or be designed so that system switching can
easily be added in the future. Many of the

RF data moder
up to 10 MB

early distance learning networks were complicated to use and discouraged rather than

IEEE 802.3

LAN interface

Internet Protocol (IP) access is connected from the
local Internet provider or "gateway" and connected to
the WAN using an IP router. The IP router allows
simultaneous Internet and Ethernet service over the
WAN Ethernet bridge/translator network. The IP router
directs Internet access to LAN users via their IP
address, while other protocols are directed by the
Ethernet pacer.
The network management software allocates data

encouraged teachers and students to use the
system.
The technology can't interfere with the
learning process, and this is best accomplished by giving the teacher very simple
tools to set-up and control conferences.

Based upon the feedback received, the following are some of the user capabilities that need to be
provided by amodern distance learning network:
V End users can schedule their own conference and
receive immediate feedback upon their request.
V If the conference can't be scheduled as requested,
the network provides alternate conference times and
dates.
V The classroom environment provides the teacher
and students with afull-motion, continuous view of

"I JUST CONNECTED
DISNEY TO CHANNEL
32 WITH THE TOUCH
OF AN ICON..."

Review
34
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all participants.
The teacher can control and switch
the video images being viewed.
if The teacher has access to multiple
views of any one location.
if The teacher can remotely control

Figure 4: Headend configuration for concurrent Ethernet/Internet connection

Outbound data channels
to remote sites

Optical splitters

source devices, such as VCRs, cameras and microphones.
The control functions are all
through ahandheld remote control,
like the one teachers use in their own
home.
The classic approach to setting up a
video switch is to establish acentralized baseband matrix switch at the
system headend. This approach can be
very expensive both in terms of the
penalty it places on the transmission
electronics and the cost of growing the
switch in the future. To avoid these
problems, the focus has moved to distributed switching solutions using simple programmable demodulators at the

\

Outbound transmitters
convert electrical to optical

"Pacer
modem

Video channels
for interactive
conferencing
Software control package:
1) SNMP (Internet)
2) TCP/IP (Internet)
3) Boot server (Ethernet)
4) MAC manager (Ethernet)

Internet handoff:
T1through DS-3

s‘.

Internet protocol
(IP) router modem

Inbound data channels
from remote sites

Inbound receivers convert
optical to electrical

school controlled by the EDCOMM

"...AND ICONTROL
HUNDREDS OF OTHER
DEVICES RIGHT FROM
MY PC WITH THE
VIDEO COMMANDER®
VISUAL ROUTING
SYSTEM:
IRIS TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
We Make Connections Easy!

CALL 1800 354-4747 EXT.12

FOR A FREE 10 MINUTE DEMONSTRATION.
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network management system.
The advantages of this approach, beyond
reduced cost, include the capability to designate any site on the network as agateway and
the ability to grow the switching capability of
the network in an incremental manner based
upon the needs of each site.
A growing number of cable operators are
exploring the possibility of providing distance

Distance learning—the business case

learning solutions. The common perception is
that this growth is resulting from aneed to satisfy franchise requirements. This is partly true,
but ignores the fact that cable operators see the
opportunity to generate new revenues and
enhance their public image. It also does not

This multi-purpose strategy is the case for
Comcast in New Jersey and Marcus in
Wisconsin. End users are capable and willing

recognize the reaction of many cable operators
to imminent competition for video service in
their franchise areas.

has worked very closely with Comcast and

ifr

to pay for both video and data services, if they
are delivered with cost-performance tradeoffs
that are of real value. The authors' company
Marcus to put together cost-effective solutions
that include simultaneous full-motion videoconferencing, 10 MB Ethernet service and full
Internet access.
This combined set of services and the guaranteed capability for future expansion to more
sites and other systems gave Comcast and
Marcus dramatic advantages (and the winning
bids) versus the competition.
These systems provide the infrastructure
and demonstrate the capability to reach anew
customer base with an expanding number of
site and service requirements. Most importantly, both systems use current, cost-effective
technology in designs suitable for wider scale
business plans.

•The most highly selective bandpass filters.
• Sharp notch filters for reinsertion with
minimal loss to adjacent channels.
• Pay-TV traps shipped overnight.
• Large selection of terrestrial interference filters
to improve C-band reception.
•Custom filters designed to your specifications.

Areas up to 70 square miles are serviced
with expansion capability provided for 30, 60
or more fully interactive sites. These sites
can include government institutions, medical
facilities, colleges and schools to provide
multiple market opportunities all supported
by one network.
The building of infrastructure and the
delivery of service today at arealistic price
positions Marcus and Comcast extremely
well for future growth. Their competition has
been pushed back, their networks have
expanded their reach and service capability,
and as corporate citizens, they are viewed as
providing an innovative, important service to
their communities.
It isn't hard to understand that this is awinning strategy for these two operators and others who share the vision.
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Ask for our new Cable Television Catalog Vol. 1#4.
Request Fastrap Vol. 1#2 for
Pay-TV Traps &
TVRO Vol.1 #3 for
Terrestrial Interference filters.
MICROWAVE

FILTER

COMPANY

6743 KINNE STREET
EAST SYRACUSE, M' 13057
800-448-1666 •315-437-3953
FAX 315-463-1467
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Distance learning—defined as providing
interactive video, audio and data services to
schools, businesses and government—is areal
business that is of strategic importance to the
cable industry.
The existing franchise, when combined
with the use of acomprehensive multimedia
design solution, provides the cable operator
with enormous advantages over the competition. CED
1996

To bend glass without breaking it is impressive.
To do it decades from now is amazing.
Alcatel fiber with the revolutionary AFC3
coating system actually gets stronger and
stays flexible as it ages. Not convinced that's
amazing? Consider for amoment. What else
in the world defies the unwritten natural law
that everything gets weaker, more brittle and
less flexible with age? Yet few attributes could
be more important for the fiber you install in
your network. Because after you install it,
you need to access it. Tomorrow. Months from
now. And years from now. Get Alcatel
AFC3 protected fiber, and you won't worry
about flexing, stripping or splicing. For years
and years. For a brochure on Alcatel world
class fiber and cable products, please
call 1-800-ALCATEL.

ALCATEL

Cl 995 Alcatel
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FIBER O PTIC EVOLUTION

Fiber optic evolution
extends
capacity, reach
TroyFrpirethseelil
all
a
td a
i
)

By Rob Koslowsky, Director of Transport
Marketing, and Drew Martino, Marketing
Support Specialist, Norte! Broadband
Networks, Atlanta, adivision of Northern
Telecom Inc.

T
he past decade has ushered in adramatic in-

crease in bandwidth-hungry applications. Many
predict that by the end of this decade, traffic
will be almost 10 times today's volume, due to
the emergence of multimedia applications.
The transformation of electronic communications to an Information Highway is being realized by fiber optic cables. With abandwidth
capacity thousands of times greater than copper and coax lines, fiber cables provide atransmission medium that is quickly leading communications onto the "high performance highway." The appeal of fiber is that compared to
copper and coaxial cable, it can carry thousands of more bits per second, and it has abit
error rate athousand times less.

In the beginning ...
Optical communications pre-dates both
electrical and radio communications. Queen

Clytemnestra received news of the fall of Troy
in 1184 B.C. by way of optic il communications. A series of bonfires, on line-of-sight
hilltop locations, relayed this information atotal distance of 900 km. This was one of the
first long distance networks.
The ancient Greeks observed that light
could be guided by apiece of glass. And it
wasn't until 1966, when Kao and Hockham
(U.K.) suggested optical fiber for long distance
transmission, that fiber optics development
mushroomed. The 1970s brought fiber optic
technology to service providers. Abasic fiber
optic link features adigital bit-stream, obtained
from data, video or telephony sources, driving
alaser transmitter to produce light pulses. At
the receiver, these impulses appear attenuated
and widened due to the fiber characteristics. A
photodiode receiver converts the impulses back
to the original bit-stream. Both telephony and
cable TV providers deployed systems with up
to 10 km reach, carrying afew voice circuits or
video channels. During the early 1980s, fiber's
loss characteristics and pulse narrowing advantages were improved. This improvement allowed service providers to extend the reach and

First multichannel cable
TV installation in the
United States

71

'72

'73

Corning Glass Works
scientists fabricate first
low-loss optical fiber

38
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'76

'77

'78

'79

First video
trunking system
installed in the
United States

Moving information from point Ato point B
is therefore not anew challenge—telecom managers have been addressing this issue for a
number of years, and usually responded by
packing transport pipelines to capacity or by
increasing the size of the pipeline itself. This
was accomplished by removing the copper bottleneck and replacing it with digital microwave
radio technology and optical fiber systems
throughout the 1980s. By the close of the
decade, fiber transport was the delivery vehicle
of choice for high bandwidth transport. Figure
lb illustrates the industry's experience with
asynchronous fiber technology, the precursor
to Sonet technology (page 44).
Various types of asynchronous technologies
were developed during the 1980s, all with vendor-specific protocols. During that time, manufacturers developed extensive experience with
service providers. From this experience, it was
learned that fiber technology reduces burst-errors, an important requirement for data and
video transmission. Field operation of fiber
electronics confirmed the reliability of laser
device technology and the reduction in maintenance routines, which is so important to operations personnel.
It was also discovered that available bandwidth attracts use, resulting in development of

New high-power
DFB and YAC
transmitters are introduced

Installation of
largest cable
TV trunking
system in U.S.,

'75

Fiber—the early years

New 1300 nm
singlemode fibers
introduced

Table 1: Fiber optics time line

'70

increase capacity of their fiber optic systems
by an order of magnitude. Figure la [1] illustrates the bit rate capabilities for several types
of transmission media, including fiber (see
page 42). Clearly, there is still plenty of room
for higher bit rate electronics to fully exploit
the bandwidth carrying capability of optical
fibers.

'80

'81

'82

First AM transmitters
make multichannel
video over fiber a reality

ATC engineers
begin testing
concept of AM
fiber backbones

'83

'84

'85

'86

Beginning of
use of 1310 nm
equipment in cable
TV applications

'87

I

'88

The "Fiber Trunk
and Feeder" concept
is born

'89

'90

Fiber networks
begin to become
cost competitive
to coaxial networks
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'91

'92

The term
"Hybrid
Fiber/Coax"
becomes
pervasive

'93

'94

'95

MSOs are actively
deploying fiber to nodes
often serving as
few as 500 homes

NOTICE HOW HE ISN'T WORRIED ONE BIT
ABOUT KEEPING HIS NETWORK RUNNING SMOOTHLY.
The fact is, Roger would be wigging out if he wasn't
using Siecor to help tackle his CATV network. Because
Siecor gives him tailored solutions. Not just cookie-cutter
solutions originally designed for other applications.
For instance, when Roger needed his cable jackets
striped so they wouldn't be confused with other cables,
Siecor started striping. When he requested a19-inch

fiber distribution frame instead of astandard 23-inch frame,
Siecor began building. And when Roger sought an easier way
to control his network, Siecor supplied him with network
management software that gives detailed information on every
component in his network. Basically, Siecor has come up
with every tailored solution Roger could hope for.
Except maybe, some good-sized hair clippers.

SIECOR

What can we do for you?
Circle Reader Service No. 22

HAVE No FEAR. CALL 1-800- SIECOR -4 FOR MORE I
NFORMATION.
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higher-speed optics. Fiber cables required no
upgrades. Capacity and reach were extended
by deploying new fiber electronics. It was also
learned that "cable cut" survivability was a
definite requirement. Outages were not acceptable for fiber cables simultaneously carrying 8,064 voice channels.
At the same time, Sonet and SDH signaling
standards were in development [2], as service
providers and manufacturers alike realized that

the expansion of the communications infrastructure and the "shrinking globe" required
common terms and standards so that messaging
could change routes and travel on other highways with equal ease. Product compatibility
among vendors would allow efficient "packing" of circuits and access with add-drop multiplexing (ADM) and virtual tributary bandwidth
management (VTBM).
During the 1990s, one supplier alone has

ces oiler
0C-1,
0C-3, 0C-12
or 0C-24
performance
in a4-pin
package.

For Sonet
receivers, EPITAXX
provides choices that give you
design freedom. Now, with
EPITAXX's ERM531,'4,'5, and 6 series of
PIN-Transimpedance Amplifier Modules
and a few off-the-shelf parts, you can
design a Sonet receiver to meet your own
needs. Our solutions will allow you to
attain greater sensitivity. You'll also save
board space and increase your options
for layout and optical termination. And,
you will save money! Call us to learn how.

Epi
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DEVICES

7 Graphics Drive
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shipped more than 20,000 Sonet network elements (as of December 1, 1995). This translates into an additional field capacity of over
16 million DS-ls supporting the longest
Sonet routes in both Canada and the United
States.
Outages have been reduced to barely minutes per DS-3 annually, and network survivability within rings and between rings is now
available, allowing adamaged central office
to be bypassed by uninterrupted traffic.
The industry has pushed the performance
pedal-to-the-metal, from abit error rate of 1x
10E-9to 1x10E -12 ,an improvement of three
orders of magnitude. In fact, the new OC-192
technology includes forward error correction
(FEC) so that bit errors can be detected and
corrected-further improving the quality of the
digital signal. Manufacturing environments
today subscribe to an ISO 9001 level, to ensure quality processes, procurement and production. And the traffic keeps building on the
highways as fast as they're constructed-available fiber bandwidth continues to attract use.

Managing the high perlormance highway
Manufacturers have managed the complexity of the electronics for the high performance
highway so that network providers can do the
job of delivering high-end services. To facilitate the service demand, fiber optic terminal
evolution has seen the industry triple or

eigwetim
Sonet for
video transport
Unlike analog technology, digital signals retain strength and clarity when
transmitted over great distances. Only
digital technology can handle highspeed data and graphics/video transport
as well as voice. Sonet delivers astandard-based fiber platform that is finding
industry acceptance for delivering video.
Cable TV operators and local exchange carriers are minimizing capital,
operations and maintenance expenses
by establishing Sonet rings for super
headends that efficiently connect with
mini-headends across acity or across a
region.
Interexchange carriers are providing
aservice for terrestrial delivery of video
signals. Governments are increasingly
funding integrated community networks
for deploying educational programs to
rural schools, for sharing resources
across agencies, or for enabling town
hall meetings.
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Your Subscribers are Monitoring
Your Network Performance.

NÉWSPRINO

Are You?
•Complete Headend Monitoring
and Control
• Increase Subscriber Satisfaction
•Reduce Out of Service Time
•Self-healing Capabilities
•Automatic Service Restoral
•Reduce Maintenance/
Troubleshooting Costs

BARC
For more information,
call (770) 590-7900 or write:
BARCO
1000 Cobb Place Boulevard
Kencesavv, Ga 30144
Tel: (770) 590-7900
Fax: (770) 590-8836

ROSA software keeps an eye on your
network. It can see problems before
they are noticeable to your subscribers,
reducing service outages and maintaining
high levels of customer satisfaction.
ROSA also simplifies maintenance and
troubleshooting, pinpointing problems,
switching in backup equipment, and
reducing service dispatch calls.
ROSA is short for Remote Control and
Diagnostic System Open System Architecture. But it's long on promoting
the highest quality of service and
keeping subscribers happy.
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Figure la: Maximum bit rate possible for various transport media
Wire

Coax
10 Gbps systems
deployed in 1996

Fiber
Current rate

1M

Potential

1G
Bit Rate (bit/second)

quadruple fiber bit rate capacity every four
years. This is shown in Figure 2a.
Another perspective is that from 1980 (four
DS-1 fiber systems) to 1996 (5,376 DS-1 systems), the following occurred with fiber:
V Capacity is 1,554 times more on the same
two fibers;

1T

Flexibility is five times greater with pointto-point terminals, regenerators, rings, ADM
and hubbing;
6
, Size is the same: about 1/2 of a
7-foot rack,
23-inches wide;
V Power consumption is the same: afew hundred watts.

il

Incorporation of microprocessors, microcontrollers and software into fiber electronics has
significantly increased functionality and rendered external monitoring devices obsolete.
Monitoring of the network is centralized and
instantaneous, enabling the identification and
resolution of potential problems before they
can impact service. This is critically important,
because it guarantees uninterrupted service to
many who can realize huge losses from just
minutes of downtime. Although transparent to
the customer, simplified maintenance and problem reporting add adegree of reliability to the
network and ensure prompt action in the event
of aproblem. In fact, anumber of service
providers have back-up monitoring centers.
This proactive approach to correcting problems
improves customer satisfaction.
Enabled by the construction of these high
performance highways, all service providers
are now seeking ashare of the growing access
market by delivering voice, information and
entertainment to businesses and residences. CableLabs is considering gigabit Sonet rings for
video distribution; Bellcore is examining
Sonet rings for telco new service deliveries;
competitive
access
providers are
looking at gigabit Sonet
rings for service delivery
for ATM; utility operators
are deploying
Sonet rings for
power grid
management;
and corporate
America is
eyeing gigabit
Sonet rings for high-speed data transfer.
With the prevalence of fiber plant and standards based optoelectronics, service providers
can deliver DS-1 and DS-3 private line services in days, instead of weeks or months. Figure 2b illustrates the improved responsiveness
service providers have achieved. It is predicted
that by the year 2000, 50 Mbps services will
be activated within hours after customer request.
The capacity of networks to meet demand
has been achallenge for service providers over
the past 10 years. What seemed like adequate
bandwidth at the beginning of the "service revolution" has barely kept pace with emerging
technologies. Trends such as simplification of
today's voice networks, continued growth of
domestic and toll traffic, increasing emphasis

By the year 2000,

BUM!'

50 IVIlms services
may be activated

within hours

after customer
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FREE! Cal for Your New 1996 BUDCO Catalog
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DAWN...
THE SATELLITE
COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALISTS

FREE

Professional

Expertise

Before Dawn, end-users were in the
dark about details relating to
satellite communications equipment.
Dawn Satellite specialists are
meeting the product and service
needs of today's commercial satellite
users.

Dawn Satellite is dedicated to shedding
light on all of your satellite
communications requirements. Some
products and services provided are:

As product providers for the Radio,
CATV, Broadcast TV, and Educational
markets, we employ experts who can
competently advise you on all your
communications needs.
And, unlike some companies, our
commitment to you does not end
there — we continue to provide
engineering and
technical support
even after the sale.

Products:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Digital Ready LNB's
Satellite Antennas
Block Translators
Downconverters
Satellite Receivers
Cable and Connectors
Antenna Motorization Systems
Accessories

Services
•
•
•
•

Technical Assistance
Design and Engineering
Installation
Field Service

Dawn Satellite delivers only
quality products with unparalleled
service, in avery cost-effective
manner. We will prepare you to
meet the dawn of anew age in
satellite communications.
Pee>
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MeeTirae k

Call Toll Free
1-800-866-6969
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DAWN

SATELLITE

The Satellite Communications
Equipment Specialists
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Figure lb: Industry fiber experience
on reducing downinteresting mix of
time, interconnection
services off the highof servers at native
way to those who
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Burst errors reduced
speeds and wide area
wish to tap in from
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FD-3
networking are driving
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FD-135
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Reduced maintenance
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No cable upgrades
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1988
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been challenged to
added to the infraCable cut
FD-565 ring
provide adequate
structure with larger
survivability
transmission capabilichunks of bandwidth,
1990
Sonet
ty within cost conboth fiber exhaust
straints.
and fiber electronics
So, asolid Sonet inbit rates will need refrastructure allows significant growth and sersoftware-based evolution; and
view by the service provider. They will also
vice flexibility. Sonet technology ensures that a V conduct network planning reviews to elimineed to look at the long-haul or interoffice equaservice provider can rapidly deploy services.
nate network bottlenecks and maximize fiber
tion. Such route analysis and subsequent planFigure 3a illustrates this "service ready" conutilization.
ning are driven by dollars per bit economics.
cept.
The high performance highway infrastruc"How far and how fast can Ipropel this traffic?"
The requirements for aservice ready Sonet
ture today is weaving acomplex web of highwill be the question for the network manager.
infrastructure are as follows:
capacity traffic pipes across the country, and an
Many service providers are now looking for
V ensure high capacity OC-48 and
innovative ways to increase the trafOC-192 solutions are available;
fic-handling capacity of existing
Figure 2a: Fiber optic terminal evolution
V ensure access networks are flexifiber routes without incurring the
ble to accommodate both OC-3 and
expense of laying additional fiber
Lightwave transport bit rate (Mbps)
OC-12 levels of traffic;
cable. This trend will accelerate in
V deliver both "cable cut" ring and
the future as new and emerging serTimeline
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for the information superhighways
2000
38400
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V simplify network upgrades with
of the future will require innovative
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DEPENDABLE, FLEXIBLE
Frequency Agile 54 through 450 MHz
Exceeds FCC differential gain/phase/CL specification
Also sub-low channel version 36OHLT
Available in Domestic and International Standards from
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SYSTEMS, INC.
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For over 30 years, RMS Electronics, aworld-wide manufacturer and distributor
of quality off- the-shelf passive electronic devices and components has been serving the CATV industry.
ONLY RMS PRODUCTS CARRY THE 1GHZ PLUSTM GUARANTEE!
This means our products are tested to exceed the industry standard of 1Ghz
to an unprecedented 1.2Ghz, ensuring reliability today as well as expanded bandwidth capabilities for tomorrow.
Find out more about UPS 1Ghz PlusTm products. and how they can give you the power to make
your cable network more trouble free. Call your RMS Distributor today.

_Maw

Hai
Electronics, Inc.
Quality CATV Devices That Are Built To Last
RMS ELECTRONICS
800-223-8312
UNITED STATES

RMS, UK
441-256-881-525
UNITED KINGDOM

ERIVISION
4162-391-1134
SWITZERLAND

SUPER CABLE S.R.L.
541-433-2427
SOUTH AMERICA

TELONIX COMM.
800-667-2105
CANADA
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COMM WEST
604-465-0068
CANADA

NUCHEM AUSTRALIA PTY
6142-634-6333
AUSTRALIA

PAMA CO. LTD.
426-515-7547
CZECH REPUBLIC
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Figure 3a: "Service ready" Sonet requirements

Broadband and
narrowband access
Residential

Video
sources

Business

Government/
education
Potential product values
networks
•High capacity
•Survivable network infrastructure
•Bandwidth management
•Concatenated 155 Mbps-622 Mbps services
•Software-based evolution
•Multi-vendor OSI management

ATM

Sonet enables rapid deployment of services

tens. If an operator's fiber is enclosed in a
pipeline, installed in atunnel, buried under a
street or strung along ahigh voltage transmission line, then upgrade plans do not call for
more deployment of fiber. Service providers

are maximizing the fiber resources that are already there. Upgrading 0C-48 electronics to
0C-192 provides a4:1 fiber utilization, a4:1
network element reduction and bandwidth
management across the "pipeline."

Constructing the access ramps
During the past year, the importance of
having aflexible access plant to service end
users has become evident. Large clusters of
bandwidth-hungry businesses require 0C-12
capacity, while anumber of more widely distributed DS-1 users can be served with 0C-3
capacity. Survivable Sonet rings are mandatory in this environment and must be able to be
quickly reconfigured, delivering service adaptive access.
Sonet ring bandwidth management capabilities also provide flexibility and the responsiveness needed to position the network to carry
new services. The synchronous nature of Sonet
allows the ring terminal to be seen as aSonet
LAN which accommodates standard and nonstandard interfaces.
Existing and future services can be dropped
directly from this Sonet bus, allowing much
greater flexibility in offering new or existing
services anywhere in the access network, and
increasing the service provider's responsiveness to its customers.
What is the next step? Aservice provider in
the year 2000 will be considering deployment

SadieIces New IGHz Calibrators
Portable, ±1/4 dB Flatness, 4.5-1000 MHz
Ideal
for Calibrating
Signal Level Meters
and all CATV Equipment.
El Expanded Freq. Range
SC600: 4.5-600 MHz
SC1000: 4.5-1000 MHz
H Increased Noise Output
Level: +20 dB
El Precision Rotary
Attenuator
El HorizontalNertical
Sync Pulse Simulation
Made in the USA by:

Sadelco, Inc.
(,)
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Sadelco was 1st to advocate using H. Sadel's patented
White Noise Application to calibrate Signal Level Meters
and other CATV equipment, more than a decade ago.

75 West Forest Avenue, Englewood, New Jersey 07631
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Now try this.
Remember the appeal of your favorite
building blocks? Anything you could
imagine, you could create. Today
MEGAFLEX allows you to create
any architecture from fiber deep
HFC (hybrid fiber-coax) to passive
coaxial networks with one optical
RF platform. Technically sophisticated,
yet cost-effective, MEGAFLEX gives
you the features you've been waiting
for in one simple, flexible design.

•Separate optical & RF platforms
allow future upgrades

•Easy access to all plug-ins through
the module cover

•4high level outputs

•Status monitoring

•1.5 GHz housing platform—
screwless seizure

•Attenuators on each return path and
forward path

•Bridger switching
•15 amperes pass through current
•40-90Vac voltage power supply

Imagine creating the architecture
for the next generation, then call
us at 1-800-336-3526 for the
building blocks.

Architecture for the next generation.'

AUGAT BROADBAND
Augat Communication Products Inc., 23315 66th Avenue South, Kent, Washington 98032, Phone: 206-854-9802 or 800-336-3526, Fax: 206-813-1001
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Figure 3b: Optical amplifiers double system reach while maintaining
the capacity gains of wave division multiplexing
25 miles
40 km
1990

OC -48 1310 nm

1992

OC -48 1550 nm

1993

Extended reach

50 miles
80 km

100 miles
160 km

(2.4 Gbpà)
Gbps-D

(4.8 Gbps-)

OC -48 1553 nm
OC -48 1557 nm

1995

y 1996

OC -48 1553 nrn with optical amplifiers
OC -48 1557 rim with optical amplifiers

OC -192

(10 Gbps)

Increased
capacity
Figure 4: OC-192 Sonet pipeline

2.4 Gbps
STS-48c

50 Mbps
STS-1
600 Mbps
STS -12c

150 Mbps
STS-3c

•Optical hubbing with 0C-4810C-12 tributaries
•STS-3c, STS-12c, STS-48c broadband channels
•High capacity longhaul and ring networks

No more DS-3 connections?

Figure 5: Optical networks
Natural evolution for
Sonet/ATM backbone
networks.

WDM
routers

Higher utilization of
fiber capacity and
efficient vety high-speed
backbone networking.
Significant reduction
in interface ports.
Requirements .
Multi-wavelength
technologies/WDM
routing.
Operational visibility
for all optical NEs.
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of multi-wavelength technologies to implement
advanced optical networks. Optical amplifiers
will require flat gain across multiple wavelengths.
Another technical challenge will be the development of passive devices, which split and
redirect alarge number of wavelengths with
high isolation between channels. Manufacturers need to fabricate new laser arrays with multiple wavelengths, separated by nanometers.
Work is underway by many industry participants to ensure fiber capacity and reach continue to be maximized.
The network of the future will push network elements like Sonet terminals and ATM
multiplexers into the end user environment.
This is illustrated in Figure 5. The service
provider will create an all-fiber network with
higher utilization and capacity than possible
today. Interface ports will no longer be electrical. Consequently, there will be fewer of
them and the backbone will finally become
"all fiber."
The technology challenges to be overcome
include multi-wavelength WDM routing and
operational visibility of optical network elements. With continued investment in the
Sonet "pipelines" of today, optical backbones
will become areality in no time.
The challenges for manufacturers and service
providers are to keep pace with fiber technology
as it evolves and with the service provision demands in delivering the bandwidth, reliability,
and capabilities that communities of the future
will require. High-octane Sonet elements, comprising asolid high performance backbone,
complete with flexible fiber access, planned in
advance and expanded cost-effectively, will be
the key requirements to future success. And,
with fiber as the foundation, the communications path is clear. Welcome to the high performance highway. CUD
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This is even better.
You loved those building blocks because
they fit together in an infinite number
of ways. Today, the PHOTON 5000 high
density modular platform makes it easy
for you to choose any combination of
nine interchangeable DFB laser transmitters and up te 18 optical receivers
to exactly match your performance
needs. This state-of-the-art product
is available now with the features you
need to transition into the future:

•High density platform with nine
modules in three rack units requires less
space in the headend—lowering costs.
•Open architecture/microprocessor
control allows modules to be monitored
and controlled from the front panel or
through the software interface with no
new proprietary software system.
•Redundant power option improves
network reliability.

•Hot module swapout allows modules
to be inserted or removed without
disrupting service for network upgrades
and maintenance.
PHOTON 5000 makes building
architecture for the next generation
easy, it also brings back great memories.
For more information, call
1-800-336-3526.

Architecture for the next generation:"

OUT 'WA7Farir"
Augat Communication Products Inc., 23315 66th Avenue South, Kent, Washington 98032, Phone: 206-854-9802 or 800-336-3526, Fax: 206-813-1001
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Integrated optic
requvrreds modulators tor
GHz IIFC systems

By S. W. Merritt, G. J. McBrien, and E. R.
Yates, Uniphase Telecommunications Products

T
he use of fiber optic transmission in cable

TV systems resulted from user demands for
greater reliability, more bandwidth (channels),
lower distortion, longer reach, and lower cost
installations than was possible with all-coax
systems. Fiber optic transmission for cable
television became practical in the late 1980s,
when optical links were demonstrated to meet
the dynamic range and cost targets set by the
industry.
Early installations supported 40 channels in
afiber-to-the-feeder architecture, where the
optical links connected aheadend with coaxial
networks, each serving several thousand subscribers. The advantages of fiber-to-the-feeder

over all-coaxial networks were achieved
through the elimination of RF trunking amplifiers between the headend and the neighborhood to be served. As the amplifiers were
eliminated, the system reliability improved
dramatically. System reach was increased as
the distortion contributions associated with the
amplifiers along the transmission route were
eliminated [
1]. As aresult, system upgrades to
the increased bandwidths required for 60 and
80 channels were practical in systems using
fiber-to-the-feeder.
Externally modulated transmitters for cable
TV utilizing high power, low noise diode
pumped YAG lasers operating at 1320 nm
have been available for several years. The relatively high cost of the externally modulated
transmitter is justified by the high optical out-

put power attainable. The high power allows a
larger number of subscribers to be served than
can be accomplished with adirectly modulated transmitter. Alternatively, alonger system
reach can be achieved. New externally modulated transmitters operating at 1550 nm are
being introduced at this time. External modulation allows dispersion-free operation at this
wavelength, allowing the user to take advantage of lower optical attenuation in the fiber,
and the use of optical amplifier technology.
The result to the system user is longer reach
than can be achieved with other link technologies.
As deregulation of the cable TV and
telecommunications industries continues,
hybrid fiber/coax network architectures are
being deployed to deliver services in addition
to analog broadcast video. These services
include digital video, voice and data signals.
Interactive services requiring two-way transmission are being introduced. The additional
services require additional bandwidth. Further,
system reliability becomes more critical, and
headend/central office complexity and cost
increases as the equipment required to provide
interactive and video-on-demand services is
added.

Redundant rings

Dual ring architectures are gaining favor for
the distribution of services as an alternative to
star-star plants. Both are shown in Figure 1.
The redundant dual ring architecture is similar
to Sonet rings deployed by the telcos, and
offers enhanced reliability over the star-star.
Optical 111
Both ring and star architectures utilize apridistribution node
mary transport network to distribute common
signals to secondary nodes, where local programming may be added.
Primary transport ring
Secondary transport ring
Fiber
Coax
Aprimary ring is used to interconnect a
distribution
distribution master headend which receives satellite downFiber transport
links with widely spaced secondary headends.
Because the primary ring links are for headend-to-headend communication, the modulaSecondary
Headend
tion format used for signal transmission at this
node
system level is at the discretion of the system
operator.
The secondary headends distribute analog
Figure lb: Star-star signal distribution architecture for cable TV and hybrid fiber/coax systems in
broadcast video, are the source for video-onuse today [3].
demand programming, and add local content
to the programming. The modulation format
used for transmission from the secFigure 2: Frequency plan proposed by Scientific-Atlanta for HFC systems supports analog and digital
ondary headends must be compativideo, data and voice signals (51
ble with end user equipment (NTSC
televisions, set-top boxes). In addition, the secondary headends service
the functions associated with the
1000
reception of upstream voice and data
5
30 54
450
700
750
signals. A typical frequency plan for
Frequency, MHz
Figure la: Dual ring-star signal distribution architecture for ahybrid fiber/coax system as proposed
by cable companies and equipment suppliers [2].
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and video production applications« Computer platforms from Mac's to mainframes
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date the ring size, and additional
optical power is required to drive
widely spaced multiple nodes.
Frequencies below 50 MHz must be
VRF
VBias
APE waveguides
useful for voice and data transmission, and means for suppressing
nonlinear effects such as stimulated
Brillouin scattering must be included in the system design.
PM fiber in
The features of externally moduSM fiber out
lated transmitters, which are particularly favorable to the new systems,
Phase modulator
include operation at high optical
power levels and the excellent suppression of second order distortion
products. The unique distortion
characteristics
of externally moduPhotodetector
lated systems allow their cascade
with directly modulated transmitters
interactive hybrid fiber/coax distribution is
fiber/coax systems designed for the distribuwith little overall impact on the distortion budshown in Figure 2. Modulation formats for the
tion of video, data and voice signals, therefore,
get of the system, thus increasing overall sysdigital signals include spectrally efficient techincreases the performance specifications and
tem reach [4].
niques such as n-QAM and n-VSB. These sigreach over what is required in aone-way, 550
The schematic of an integrated optic circuit
nals are analog-like in structure and, unlike 1/0
MHz, 80-channel analog cable TV distribution
with an external modulator designed for use in
digital transmission formats, require high
system. Bandwidth to 750 MHz is required
hybrid fiber/coax systems is shown in Figure
fidelity transmission systems.
now, with bandwidth upgradeability to 1GHz.
3. The circuit includes aphase modulator and
The requirements of modern hybrid
System reach must be increased to accommoan intensity modulator with a3dB coupler to
generate complementary optical outputs. The
annealed proton exchange optical waveguides
•hdug •Unsiiii 1001.8 DFS •MAW« •nfitiuW •
provide for single polarization operation. The
phase modulator can be used for line broadenTER LOCK •CABLE READY •BRADY CABLE PRO •KW
ing, and the output coupler allows light norTED
mally lost in asingle output Mach-Zehnder
CAL..
structure to be recovered and used in transmisICTS •
sion.
In addition, the integral photodiode at the
• :
output provides asignal for control circuitry.
LEMCO TOOLS •DFS •D
The circuitry is used to monitor and fine tune
CABLE READY .
•
the operating point of the modulator to mini•REDINGTON •W
mize even order distortion products.
Figure 3: Integrated optic chip for HFC applications includes aphase modulator for SBS suppression, a
dual output intensity modulator to maximize overall optical throughput, and an integral photodiode
for generating asignal for control circuitry.
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Modulator performance
Fundamental issues associated with modulator performance include achieving fiat frequency and linear phase responses, maintaining constant input impedance over the frequency band, and meeting drive power requirements which are compatible with commercially available electronic amplifiers. These transfer function and impedance parameters are
particularly important if the linearization electronics are to operate as required. Low optical
insertion loss, minimal optical reflections, and
stable operating characteristics are also
required for optimal system performance.
Figures 4-6 show the frequency response,
deviation from linear phase and impedance
characteristic of amodulator designed for HFC
systems operating to 1GHz. The nearly ideal
characteristics are critical to successful lin-
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the one-stop source for what you need,
when you need it. Even if what you
need is nothing more than a
little old-fashioned support.

Satisfaction is always in stock.
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within 0.3 dB. Then
the zero voltage
operating point of
the modulator is set
during the manufacturing process to
within 100 mV of
the ideal operating
point. A small
applied voltage is
adequate to bring the
even-order distortion
products to -70 dBc
200
400
600
800
1000
under operating conFrequency (MHz)
ditions. A photodiode
earization as is required for transmission at
incorporated into the modulator package prohigh modulation indices. The typical thirdvides acontrol current for use in fine tuning
order intercept point at the RF input port to a
the bias point.
1300 nm modulator is +27 dBm (+28.5 dBm
Optical reflections from the end faces of the
at 1550 nm) and is compatible with commerintegrated optic chip are suppressed by more
cially available preamplifiers used in cable TV
than 60 dB to the incident light by angle poltransmission systems.
ishing the endfaces of the chip. Reflected light
falls outside the
Figure 5: Minimal deviation from linear phase allows for wideband harmonic
acceptance of
suppression using linearization circuitry.
the fiber, and is
20
not guided back
to the laser
15
source.
10
Stable oper5
ating charactern
istics are
achieved at
E -5
o
optical powers
10
of 200 mW
1-0 15
over tempera03 -20
tures from -25
0
200
400
600
800
1000
degrees
C to 75
Frequency (MHz)
degrees C.
The modulator illustrated in Figure 3utiThere are several advantages associated
lizes adirectional output coupler to provide
with the use of integrated optic modulators in
for two complementary optical signals. For
conjunction with continuous wavelength
these signals to be simultaneously linear, both
sources. These include chirp-free signal transmust be simultaneously biased to the half
mission, allowing 1550 nm sources and optical
intensity operating point. This is achieved by
amplifiers to be used in the networks. Because
balancing the legs of the output coupler to
most of the fiber installed in the field is dispersive at 1550 nm,
Figure 6: Constant impedance characteristic minimizes reflections at the
laser chirp must
modulator RF input.
be eliminated if
o
this wavelength is
to be used for
-10
signal transmission. Optical loss
in fiber decreases
from 0.4 dB/km
at 1300 nm to 0.2
dB/km at 1550
nm; longer distances/more
sub-50
o
200
400
600
800
scribers can be
1000
Frequency (MHz)
reached in 1550
Figure 4: Frequency response of modulator designed for HFC systems is
flat to 1GHz.

nm systems for agiven transmitter output
power.
Long distance, high-power optical transmission systems using coherent sources are
adversely affected by nonlinear effects including stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS).
These effects degrade the carrier-to-noise ratio
of the link and limit the useful reach of alink
to adistance substantially less than predicted
by alink loss budget calculation.
Unless suppressed, SBS negates the advantages of high power transmission in long reach
applications. Because SBS is acoherent effect,
it can be suppressed by broadening the optical
spectrum emitted from the transmitter. This

e
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Ongoing fiber research promises additional
support for HFC bandwidth requirements.
Photo courtesy Uniphase
Telecommunications Products.

can be achieved by phase modulating the optical carrier. This technique allows optical transmission over distances greater than 50 km with
little degradation in carrier-to-noise ratio.

Performance of alinearized transmitter
Because the 1(V) characteristic of an interferometric modulator is not linear, but sinusoidal, atransmitter using the component must
include some means for canceling the odd
order harmonics which are generated. Three
techniques which have been demonstrated to
provide suppression of the harmonics introduced by the modulator include predistortion
of the electronic signal at the modulator input,
feedforward cancellation, and harmonic cancellation in the optical domain.
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We Listen —And Respond!

Extreme
We recognize your desire for atruly responsive
telecommunication equipment supplier. You'll find that's
exactly what we are at Tellabs. We continually demonstrate
our responsiveness —in the products we provide, in the
development of your network and in the ways we work with
you. Surf our ads to discover the depths of our responsive
nature. Then, visit Tellabs on the Internet for more information
on the ways we listen —and respond!

Thanksgiving Day, U.S.A., 3p.m. Adozen family
members present. The carving knife is poised over
the bird. Atelephone rings. Jim
Lauretig, director of Tellabs
Customer Services, responds.
ACanadian customer has a
competitor's digital crossconnect which is down. They
urgently need critical
hardware that the competitor
can't supply. "Can we provide it?", the
Tellabs account manager wants to know. Seven hours
later, Lauretig returns home, to reflect on the blessings
in his life and the satisfaction of this day's work. The
equipment is on its way. Acustomer is happy. Lauretig
contentedly bites into acold sandwich, his first taste of
turkey that day.

Circle Reader Service No. 38
Tellabs and 'gilded are registered Ii.S. trademarks of Tellabs Operations, Inc. ©1995 All rights reserved. Teflabs Operations, Inc.

Responses
Provide the best product in a
category. Engineer and build it to
operate with other manufacturers'
equipment. Earning the blue ribbon
is abig part of our product
development strategy. It's based on the
insight that you want to create the most
adaptable, capable and reliable networks
possible. Enabling you to select the bestin-class components for your networks,
with open standards, best
serves your interests.

Turn Tellabs entire sales force upside down. Change
its organization. Restructure it to focus on specific
customers' markets and the way you want to do
business. Now, nearly two years later, our sales
people are more knowledgeable about your
industry, and even more closely attuned to
your goals and needs. As aresult, all of
Tellabs—every department—is better aligned
with customer interests. What's more,
we're poised for greater responsiveness
as you continue to grow and change.
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Each of these techniques effectively generBoth phase modulation and laser current
effects as sources of noise, acarrier-to-noise
ates third-order terms which are equal in magmodulation introduce afrequency dither on
ratio of 51.5 dB is achieved in a50 km link.
nitude to those generated by the modulator and
the optical signal.
subtracts the correction term from the signal to
If dithering is accomplished without introConclusion
linearize the output. Linearization improves
ducing intensity modulation, or if the resultIntegrated optic modulator circuits have
third order suppression by approximately 30
ing intensity modulation is outside the band
been designed which support the bandwidth
dB across the entire frequency band for the
of interest, the techniques will suppress the
requirements of hybrid fiber/coax systems
amplitude and phase characteristics
for the transmission of video, data and
Figure 7: Frequency response of an externally modulated
shown in Figures 4-6.
voice. The devices provide the optical
transmitter linearized using predistortion is flat to 1GHz.
The frequency response for alinearized
and electrical performance required to
CHI 1-2
transmitter using predistortion is shown in
frequencies of 1GHz.
Figure 7.
Additionally, the circuits include a
Cor
For 80 channel loading at three perphase modulator for line broadening.
EJE
cent optical modulation index per chanBalanced complementary outputs maxinel, the measured composite second
mize optical output power, and an inteorder distortion is -67 dB below the optigral photodiode generates an electrical
cal carrier, and the composite triple beat
current used to control the bias point of
terms are held to -66.5 dB. The level of
the modulator.
second-order distortion products is deterBecause the phase and intensity
mined by the accuracy to which the
responses, and the modulator impedoperating point can be set to quadrature.
ance, are nearly ideal across the band,
A carrier-to-noise ratio of 54 dB is
operation at high modulation indices is
achieved with a1mW optical power
possible in transmitters using predistorlevel at the detector.
tion circuitry without introducing

SBS suppression

START

40 000 000 MHz

unwanted distortion products into the
signal. Line broadening eliminates the
noise contributions related to nonlinear
fiber effects from the overall characteristics
of the optic link.
Optical links using externally modulated
transmitters provide for high power, long distance signal transmission, are compatible with
the dispersion characteristic of singlemode
fiber at 1550 nm, and can be used with optical
amplifiers. The modulators and the transmitters meet the extended requirements encountered in the transport of broadband signals in
modern cable TV and HFC systems. C:IED

STOP 1 000.000 060 MHz

Nonlinear, coherent fiber effects arise
in long distance, high-power optical links.
nonlinear effects without introducing artiSBS, in particular, can generate sufficient
facts onto the signal of interest.
noise at the optical receiver to completely
The upper trace in Figure 8shows the noise
dominate the received signal. The onset of
spectrum measured through 50 km of fiber
measurable SBS is afunction of optical power,
with +16 dBm optical input power and no line
fiber length and laser coherence length
broadening. The optical input was generated
(linewidth). It is commonly encountered in
using a1550 nm DFB laser and an EDFA. The
systems using optical amplifiers.
lower trace was measured when line broadenEven at relatively low optical power leving was employed and provided for up to 40
els, SBS will add noise to the transmission
dB of noise suppression.
and degrade the carrier-to-noise ratio at the
The noise floor at the fiber output (line
receiver in systems using optical sources
broadening on) was equal to the noise floor
with narrow linewidths, unless the coherence
at the EDFA, plus the noise added by the
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length of the optical transmitter output is
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1550 CONSIDERATIONS

aking informed
demsluHa
about 1550 gear
wi ftnet

Asking
questions
tough

By Frank La Barbera, Senior Systems
Engineer, Cableoptics, Transmission Network
Systems Business Unit, GI Communications
Division, General Instrument Corp.

T
he advantages of sending broadband sig-

nals over fiber at 1550 nm have been well
publicized. Standard singlemode fiber's low
intrinsic attenuation at 1550 nm, in combination with the ability to amplify optical signals at this wavelength, have created exciting opportunities to consolidate headends
and provide service to remote locations pre-

composite triple-beat (CTB). This information will arm broadband operators with the
right background to ask tough questions
about 1550 solutions, so they can effectively
select the best product offering.
Figure Iillustrates atypical 1550 fiber
optic link.
The various 1550 link components that will
be analyzed are:
if Fiber
if Laser transmitters
if Optical amplifiers
if Optical receivers.

Figure 1: A typical 1550 fiber link
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viously not within reach.
Figure 2: C/IIAI vs. link length
However, acombination of fiber
75
characteristics at the 1550 nm
wavelength must be overcome
before these opportunities can be
realized.
As the market grows with new
companies offering 1550 fiber
optic products, understanding the
advantages and disadvantages of
these offerings will be vitally
60
important in allowing the user to
maximize system performance.
Given the high cost of 1550
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equipment for broadband applicaLink length (km)
tions, the wrong decision about
its capabilities can impose afinancial burden
on broadband service providers. Possessing
Fiber
equipment that doesn't meet performance
The first topic to review before making a
needs, or having to mix and match equipment
comparison between 1550 systems is fiber.
to get desired performance, inevitably delays
After all, it's fiber that is the backbone supbringing subscribers online.
porting these systems. It is the characteristics
This article will dissect each component in
of fiber at the 1550 nm wavelength, specificala1550 link to understand its contribution to
ly, dispersion and non-linearities, that force
the overall link performance in terms of three
hardware complexity and costs. Ultimately,
main figures of merit: carrier-to-noise ratio,
how well asupplier's 1550 products compen(CNR), composite second-order (CSO) and
sate for these characteristics will determine the
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end-use performance.
High-power, narrow linewidth lasers have
revealed limitations in standard singlemode,
non-dispersive fiber which conventional,
directly modulated DFB sources never had to
overcome.
When high-power optical signals are
launched into the fiber, vibrations in the glass
will be induced, which absorbs light energy.
This phenomenon, known as Stimulated
Brillouin Scattering (SBS), limits the threshold of power that can be launched directly
into the fiber without significant degradation in
CNR. If no attempts are made to reduce the
effects of SBS, this threshold is between 8and
10 dBm, making the 1550 solution unattractive
for long-haul broadband cable TV applications.
To avoid SBS and thereby launch more
power directly into the fiber, the source
linewidth can be broadened, thus distributing
the power over several optical wavelengths.

Inter! erometric intensity noise (IIN)
Structural irregularities within the fiber can
cause multipath interference (MPI) resulting in
interferometric intensity noise (IIN) and
degrading system performance. The
effects of IIN can be seen both at 1310
nm and 1550 nm wavelengths. Similar
methods taken at the transmitter for
reducing SBS can also reduce the effects
of IIN in 1550 systems. Figure 2shows
that CNR degrades exponentially as the
fiber length increases. It also shows that
the CNR improves as afunction of
increasing laser linewidth.
The CNR contribution from the fiber
will add to the CNRs of other components
in the link. Figure 3shows link CNR
curves, with and without the contribution
from LIN. The link CNR performance
with fiber will be 0.5 dB worse when
using fiber between 40 and 60 km, versus
when fiber is not used.
With lengths greater than 64 km, the
receiver's optical input power drops
below 0dBm, and the link becomes
90 receiver noise limited.
The following chart assumptions were
made for Figure 3: Transmitter OMI-3
percent per channel; transmitter output
power-16.5 dBm; channel loading-77; loss
budget—all fiber plus 0.5 dB for connector loss.

Dispersion
Standard singlemode fiber has azero dispersion wavelength centered around 1310 nm,
while signals at 1550 nm can experience as
much as 17 ps/(nm-km) of dispersion. If atransmitter generates signals whose waveforms are
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1550 C ONSIDERATIONS

comprised of different wavelengths centered
around 1550 nm, they would propagate through
the fiber medium at different speeds, causing the
waveform to become distorted. This distortion is
asecond-order effect adding to the system's
other second-order contributors and degrading
the overall composite second-order (CSO).
Here are the key points to remember about
fiber equipment:
1. When a1550 product supplier provides a
link CNR specification, verify that this includes
the CNR contribution from the fiber. It is also
important that when comparing one supplier
with another, the same amount of fiber is used
to specify and test the CNR link performance.
2. Suppliers of 1550 transmitters with lower
SBS threshold (lower maximum power
launched directly into afiber) cannot transmit
Figure 3: CNR vs. link length
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signals as far, making their solution less attractive for long-haul broadband applications.
3. Some techniques used for reducing SBS
and dispersion effects are valid only for asingle fiber length. If your application requires
feeds to multiple fibers of different lengths,
these approaches may be incompatible.
4. When asupplier provides aCSO specification, verify it includes the contribution from
all link components including fiber. Verify the
length of fiber that this CSO specification is
valid for. This is important because increasing
fiber length increases dispersion-related distortions, which add to the other CSO contributions.

Transmitter
As described above, there are three main
fiber characteristics at 1550 nm that atransmitter must overcome in order to effectively
send signals down-line (e.g. dispersion, SBS,
IIN). Ultimately, how well atransmitter counters these characteristics will determine its true
value for agiven application. The difficulty in
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Figure 4: Typical 1550 architecture employing external modulation
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making acomparison of one supplier's link
performance with that of another stems in part
from different suppliers'
1550 transmitters having
varying degrees of success
in overcoming these fiber
effects.
This section of the article
provides an overview of
1550 transmitters. The
CNR contributions to the
overall link performance are
addressed, including under
what conditions these contributions hold. The section
concludes with alist of key

¡Bias

Microprocessor

Detectorl

Power supply

transmitter points that
should be considered before
selecting a1550 system
provider. A typical transmitter architecture
currently being used to counter these effects is
shown in Figure 4.

persion shifted singlemode fiber, because of
the severe dispersion these signals would experience.
To overcome these shortcomings, 1550
transmitters have employed intensity modulation external to the laser sources, as shown in
Figure 4. This method avoids linewidth chirping as experienced with direct modulating
techniques, minimizing dispersion-related distortions.
Unfortunately, intensity modulators are inherently non-linear, causing third-order distortions.
These distortions can be minimized by pre-distorting the broadband RF signals, linearizing the
output signal. The diagram in Figure 4shows
the typical shape of the L-V transfer characteristic of the modulator before and after pre-distortion. Tightly controlling the bias point on the
external modulator nearly eliminates the secondorder distortion (< -70 dBc). The diagram shows
aloop that is often employed to monitor and
maintain the proper bias level.

Overcoming dispersion

Overcoming SBS and IIN

70

80

When asemiconductor laser is intensity
Several techniques are available to reduce
the effects of SBS and IIN: external phase
modulated (direct modulation), its output optical frequency is
also modulated
Figure 5: Transmitter CNR, CTB & CSO vs. OM1
(FM). This modula69
58
tion technique is
typically employed
68
when using 1310
67 c.)
-,
nm DFBs. If a1550
nm DFB source is
66
o
directly modulated
65 U
with broadband signals in the same
64 G
manner, the chirping of the laser light
63
would make it prac62
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tically unusable in
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systems employing
OMI (Percentage per channel)
standard non-dis-
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1550 CONSIDERATIONS
modulation and direct dithering of the laser.
By phase modulating the laser, the power is
spread over several optical carriers, increasing
the effective linewidth, and therefore increasing the SBS threshold. This optical broadening
also reduces the IIN contribution from the
fiber. However, at this stage of phase modulator development, practical limitations make it
difficult to obtain an SBS threshold much
above 15 dBm.

Often asecond method is used to suppress
the noise generated from within the fiber.
Directly modulating the laser source's bias
current with aconstant tone increases the
effective linewidth of the laser. This approach
limits the distance over which asignal can be
sent without dispersion-related distortions;
therefore, there must be acompromise
between dispersion and SBS suppression. This
dithering with aconstant tone does not gener-

Quality made
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ensures optimum operation today and for the future.
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ate CSO in the same manner that would result
from direct AM modulation.

Performance parameters
The main noise contributor from the transmitter is generated by fluctuations in the
lasers' optical output power, known as relative
intensity noise (RIN). For 1550 nm DFB
lasers, RINs on the order of -160 dB/Hz are
available. For asystem with 77 channels and
an optical modulation index (OMI) of 3percent, the corresponding CNR limit imposed by
the transmitter is 60 dB (not including any
CNR contribution from an EDFA).
For every 1dB increase in RF power per
channel (OMI) into the laser, there is a1dB
improvement in the CNR for the transmitter.
This 1dB increase in RF level, however, will
correspond to an increase in the level of second-order terms by 1dB relative to the carrier,
and an increase in the level of third-order
terms by 2dB relative to the carrier. Figure 5
illustrates this relationship. This chart includes
the CNR contribution from an EDFA.
The following are key points to remember
when evaluating transmitters for 1550:
I. As previously emphasized, in order to
verify that the transmitter effectively counteracted the effects of the fiber, fiber must be used
in specifying and testing link performance.
2. Verify that the OMI value used by a1550
transmitter supplier in specifying the CNR for
the link is also the same OMI value used to
specify the distortions for the transmitter. This
is critical, because in asystem, there is no
option of selecting one OMI value for the best
CNR value, and another for the best distortion
performance. The level set for the OMI is a
compromise between CNR and distortion.
3. It is important to determine if the link
CNR performance asupplier provides is for
video or CW signals. Generally, suppliers provide CW CNR values, because lab evaluations
are done using aMatrix generator. There is
about a3dB to 4dB improvement in the CNR
numbers quoted, if video signals are used.
4. Not all 1550 transmitter suppliers have
the same amount of SBS suppression. The
maximum SBS threshold currently available is
around 17 dBm. Those transmitters with lower
thresholds cannot launch as much optical
power directly to any single fiber. This implies
these system solutions cannot extend service
as far, or they have to employ more optical
amplifiers to obtain the same distances, driving
up the cost of a1550 long-haul solution.

Optical amplifiers
Adding an optical amplifier to a1550 system can extend its reach, as well as increase
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0 1550 C ONSIDERATIONS
the number of nodes serviced. The location of
the amplifier in the link dictates its input
power, which in turn dictates its CNR contribution to the link. Often, suppliers specify the
CNR of the optical amplifier independent of
the link performance. A comparison between
the performance of amplifiers from one supplier to that of another is straightforward, as long
as the input conditions that both are specified
under are the same.
This section of the article provides an
overview of optical amplifiers. The CNR contributions to the overall link performance are
addressed, including under what conditions
these contributions hold. The section concludes with alist of key optical amplifier
points that should be considered before selecting a1550 system provider.
A typical architecture for an erbium doped
fiber amplifier (EDFA) is shown in Figure 6.
There are three main elements that comprise
an EDFA (i.e., wave division multiplexer
[WDM], laser pumps and erbium doped fiber
[EDF]). The WDMs serve to couple light from

emissions (ASE). In ASE,
Figure 7: EDFA CNR vs. input power
some excited electrons can
58.5
emit their energy sponta57.5
neously, without acting in
conjunction with the input
56.5
signal, and thereby
increase the noise in the
"0 55.5
system. This noise contri- cc
Z 54.5
o
bution increases as the
input power to the amplifi53.5
er increases. The second
contribution is from pas52.5
sive loss of the compo51.5
I
nents prior to the gain
o
2
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4
5
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7
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9
stage of the amplifier.
Optical input power (dBm)
These components include
WDMs and isolators, and may include taps.
1. Optical amplifiers' CNR varies with input
power. When comparing the CNR of various
The two contributions combine to degrade the
overall CNR of the link.
suppliers' 1550 optical amplifiers, verify that
both are specified using the same input.
The optical amplifier's placement in asys2. If the plan is to mix optical amplifiers
tem dictates its input power. The greater the
from one supplier with 1550 transmitters from
power into the amplifier, the less it degrades
another, verify the OMI used to specify CNR
the CNR of the overall link. A plot of the CNR
performance for the optical amplifier is the
of an optical amplifier, as afunction of input
same as the OMI setting required to obtain the
power, is shown in Figure 7.
Figure 6: Single pumped EDFA module
best transmitter performance.
As can be seen from Figure
Output
Isolator #1
3. Also, if planning to mix 1550 optical
7, the CNR of the optical
....Ql_s_olator
Input tap
ï
amplifier products from one supplier with
amplifier does not improve
— --I
,
-—/ WDM
-o
#2-—
tap
1550 transmitters from another, be certain
one-for-one with increasing
I
Erbium
there is wavelength compatibility.
optical input power. As the
980 nm
doped
4. Because transmitter suppliers have differinput power increases, the noise
pump
fiber
Power
Power
ent degrees of SBS suppression, verify that the
generated in the amplifier
monitor #2
monitor #1
optical amplifier output power can launch all
increases, but at aslower rate.
MicroFigure 8shows aplot of the
of its power directly into the fiber.
controller
EDFA CNR as afunction of
OMI per channel. This plot
Optical receivers
pump lasers within the amplifier into the EDF.
indicates that the OMI set at the transmitter
No two 1550 system suppliers use the same
The pumped light, of either 980 nm or 1480 nm,
will dictate the CNR contribution from the
receiver when specifying the overall link CNR
serves to excite the electrons associated with the
amplifier. Increasing the OMI will correspond
and distortion performance. This makes it
erbium ions to ahigher energy state. As the
to an improved amplifier CNR.
extremely difficult when comparing the overall
input 1550 nm light propagates through the
It is important to understand that no 1550
link performance of one supplier with that of
EDF, optical energy is transferred from the eleclaser transmitter has asingle defined waveanother. A comparison is also made difficult
trons to the 1550 nm signal, amplifying the siglength. Generally, they will be specified to probecause of the varying conditions under which
nal. Isolators within the system prevent degradavide awavelength that varies unit to unit over
suppliers operate their receivers in alink.
tion in performance due to reflections. The need
some range. Because an
Figure 8: EDFA CNR vs. OMI
for monitoring will dictate if taps are used.
optical amplifier's CNR
In broadband applications, the amplifiers are
performance is afunction
59
operated in saturation. As the input power to the
of the input wavelength,
57
amplifier is increased, the output power remains
this performance will vary
constant. The available pump power limits the
as afunction of the trans55
saturated power level; therefore, the amplifier
mitter wavelength. In fact,
output power requirements will dictate whether
some suppliers may place a
there is aneed for one or two pumps.
filter at the output of the
optical amplifier which
Performance parameters
may make it unusable at
49
To understand optical amplifier performance
wavelengths outside the
47
in alink, it is first helpful to realize there are
passband.
two contributors within the optical amplifier
The following are key
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Figure 9: Receiver CNR. CTB & CSO vs. link length
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er, the better the CNR
performance. For every 1
dB of optical power
increase into the receiver, the CNR contribution
from shot noise
improves 1dB, and the
thermal noise contribution improves by 2dB.
Figure 9shows the relationship of CNR as a
function of link length
(input power). The

lows: Receiver 2: receiver gain-22.5 dB;
receiver noise current-8 pA/Hz^0.5; transmitter 0M1-3 percent; transmitter output-16.5
dBm; loss budget-all fiber loss plus .5 dB of
connector loss; corresponding input power
range- -6.5 to +6 dBm.
If the receiver that asupplier uses for analyzing link performance has less gain, then the
receiver's contribution to the overall CNR will
be less, and the overall link performance specified will be better. However, if it requires that
additional gain stages be added in order to
provide enough power to downstream actives,
then the real link performance in reality will
be worse. What follows are the key points to
remember about receivers and 1550 systems:
I. When comparing link performance of various suppliers, verify that the input optical power
used for specifying the link CNR is the same for
specifying link distortions. Also, when making a
comparison of various suppliers' 1550 solutions,

assumptions for Figure 9
are as follows: Receiver
1: receiver gain-22.5 dB;
This section of the article provides an
receiver noise current-8 pA/Hz^0.5; transmitter
overview of optical receiver contributions to
0M1-3.0 percent; transmitter output-16.5 dBm;
the overall link performance, and under what
channel loading-77 NTSC; loss budget-all fiber
conditions these contributions hold. The secloss plus 0.5 dB of connector loss; correspondtion concludes with alist of key receiver
ing input power range- -6.5 to +6.0 dBm.
points that should be considered before selectDespite the improved
Figure 11: Link CNR vs fink length
ing a1550 system provider.
receiver CNR performance
Most optical receivers used for 1310 nm
with increasing optical input
54 applications will also work in 1550 applicapower, the distortions
52 tions. The only significant difference is the
degrade. As the optical input
responsiveness of the photodetector is higher
to the receiver photodetector
50for 1550 nm wavelength light, typically around
increases, the RF output
C
1
3'
-,„ 48 —
0.9 mA/mW vs. 0.85 mA/mW. This difference
increases. The second-order
yields agreater RF output power for the same
terms (CSO) increase 1dB
cc
46
received power.
relative to the carrier for
(.)
every 1dB increase in the
44 am Total link CNR (receiver
Performance parameters
RF output power, and the
Total link CNR (receiver
42To understand the receiver performance in a third-order terms (CTB)
link, it helps to realize two contributors from
increase 2dB relative to the
401
the receiver degrade the noise performance.
carrier for every 1dB
40
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The first contributor is shot noise, which is
increase in RF output power.
Link length (km)
generated within the photodetector. The sec(See Figure 9.)
ond major noise contributor is thermal noise,
Figure 10 shows the relationship between
verify that the link specifications all use the
which is afunction of the gain stages that folOMI and CNR, CTB and CSO.
same optical input power into the receiver.
low the photodetector. Given the OMI of the
Comparing the CNR and distortion contri2. Verify that the receiver used in specifying
transmitter, each of the above noise contribubutions of the receiver is adifficult task. No
the CNR and distortions for a1550 link is the
tors can be represented in terms of CNR.
two receivers offered by the various suppliers
same receiver that would be offered for use in a
The greater the optical power into the receivhave the same RF output power for agiven
real 1550 system.
optical input power. The
Over the last year, the author's company has
Figure 10: Receiver CNR, CTB & CSO vs. OM
differences result from
carried out athorough survey of the different
60 different numbers of
1550 products that are available or are soon to
-74
gain stages, different
be available. This effort has provided agood
-72 interstage padding, etc.
understanding of the advantages and disadvan58-4
This means that specitages of these various offerings. For broadband
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fied link CNR and disservice providers attempting to make informed
En' 56 a'
decisions, this article will help to put the key
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are not unique to 1550 systems, but all must be
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to ensure that the product will maxi-64
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mize performance. The key message in this arti1
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LASER SAFETY

The eyes have It:
Complacency
threatens fiber sale
Manageable
a
handy safety fear
tool

By Michael Lalierly

Asfiber optics continues to spread through-

alaser is expected to perform. Higher power
laser outputs use such things as gas molecules
or crystals doped with avariety of lasing
materials. Those used in optical fiber applications are made from semiconductor materials
that feature low voltage, high-speed operation.
Because some lasers have inherent physical

out broadband communication plants, and new
fiber equipment is beginning to feature higher
power outputs, many safety and training professionals in the industry are re-energizing
their fiber optic training efforts.
Figure 1: Fiber optic frequencies are in the middle
Kevin Wilkes, director of field serportion of the electromagnetic spectrum.
vices for Integration Technologies,
Freq. (Hz)
Freq.
(Hz)
says that while fiber optic technolo10 22
8x 10 21
gy continues to change, fiber optic
smic rays
safety issues have not. In fact, he
10 21
5x 1020
believes new technology only under10 20
mma rays
scores the importance of long-term
3x 10 19
10 19
safety training that needs ahealthy
dose of fear to succeed.
10 18
X-rays
"I think probably 99 percent of
10 17
the concerns about safety involving
10 16
fiber have not changed with technolUltraviolet
ogy," says Wilkes. "I think they've
1x 10 16
10 16
Visible light
been amplified by higher launch
4.3 x 10 14
1014
powers and connectivity. But, the
basis is still there for problems with
10 13
Infrared
the eyes.
10 12
"It's pretty straightforward.... Of
3x 10 11
10 11
course, there are other things to
worry about. But they're pretty triv10 10
Microwave
ial compared to the eyes. You instill
109
1x1o9
what Icall 'manageable' fear. And,
108
Cable TV
there's nothing wrong with that at
frequencies
all. Because too much comfort
10 7
5x 106
breeds carelessness."
106

Laser dangers are real

105

AM radio

1.605 x 1061•

5.35 x 106

The word "laser" is an acronym
104
for Light Amplification by
Stimulated Emission of Radiation.
1x 10 16
1x 10 16
The light we see is just asmall porFiber optics
visible right
1
ralle-111111111111111111111111111
tion of the entire electromagnetic
4.3 x 10 14
4x 0
spectrum (see Figure 1).
dangers, they have been classified into four
When light is amplified or intensified, the
major categories (see Figure 2).
atoms in achosen laser material are electricalTelecommunications lasers fall into category
ly stimulated into an excited state of high
three, typically.
energy. When the selected laser material
Optical fiber lasers operate at 850, 1300
absorbs enough energy, it's triggered to proand 1550 nm wavelengths. They range from
duce an enormous burst of light.
the lower part of the ultraviolet portion (1 x
The laser material used depends on the task
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10 15 Hz) of the electromagnetic spectrum
through the visible light section, to the upper
part of the infrared portion (4.0 x10 14 Hz) of
the spectrum.
Eye safety concerns are concentrated on
those lasers that operate at the 850 and 1300
nm wavelengths. That's because these wavelengths are naturally focused by the eye onto
the retina. The eye is opaque to the 1550 nm
wavelength.
The problem occurs when lasers with either
850 or 1300 nm wavelengths pass through the
cornea. As Wilkes notes, "If you give the eye
the chance, it's going to try to make something
out of the signal that's coming to it by amplifying it more and more." In fact, the cornea
will amplify such beams approximately
100,000 times (105).
As aresult, such beams, which are usually
invisible, can burn retinal tissue. This damage,
which usually results in permanent blind
spots, is neither instantaneous, nor does it usually cause any immediate pain. The retinal
damage occurs because the viewing time has
exceeded the damage threshold. For wavelengths used in telecommunications, these
threshold formulas are: 10 mW for 10 seconds
and 5.6 mW for 100 seconds.

Tidy formulas breed carelessness
Engineers and technicians who work in
telecommunications, by the very nature of the
industry itself and the exacting sciences that
define it, are usually very precise, tidy people.
There are immutable laws and limits that,
when broken or exceeded, will produce predictable results. And therein, says Wilkes, lies
one of the biggest dangers in fiber optic safety.
"There are atremendous (number) of misconceptions concerning fiber and light signals," remarks Wilkes. "A lot of systems you
go into, there's some overkill on fiber safety,
and then there are alot who have no idea
(about it). I've seen people stare right into the
end of afiber and say, 'Well, it's aclass three
laser; there's no worry.' It's really very scary."
Wilkes says in 1989, standard lasers had a
launch power of about 2mW. In those days,
"We had areal 'heater' if we had maybe 5or
6dBm launch power, which is about 3mW."
Today, however, 10 mW has become the nominal standard. And Wilkes notes he's seen
reports on units that will operate in the 200
mW range. Added to that, is the increased
opportunity for danger because of the everincreasing volume of fiber deployment.
"Now, we have atypical headend with
maybe 100 termination points, maybe even
200," notes Wilkes. "So, there are alot of
places there that someone can go in and sim-
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LASER SAFETY
ply take aconnection and take it apart and
look right into it."
According to Wilkes, when you combine
the more powerful equipment, and the
increased opportunities for danger, along with
afiber professional's unshakable belief in scientific formulas, agood dose of fear will go a
long way in promoting fiber optic safety.
"With the magnification we're using to look
at fibers and the launch powers we have now,
it's areal danger," states Wilkes. "If you look
at the formula, 10 mW for 10 seconds is the
damage threshold. So, what is it at 80 mW? A
half second?
"If you promote comfort...that there is atime
factor, and adistance factor, and alaunch power
factor, and an eye-loop factor...you get comfort
you don't want...but there is no middle ground.
You don't need to tell your people it's going to
burn ahole in the back of their head. But, you
definitely want to instill alittle bit of fear....
"It's like I've always said: Idon't want to
know the formula. Because Idon't want to
count 'one Mississippi, two Mississippi' and
stop looking.... The worst thing you can do is
to tell somebody that it's not dangerous until

Figure 2: Laser classifications
The four major laser classifications (1, 2 or 2a, 3a or 3b, or4)..are based on their
accessible emission limits and their ability to cause injury. In the United States, laser
product regulations and the classifications below are set by the Center for Devices
and Radiological Health (CDRH), which is part of the Department of Health and
Human Services in Washington, D.C.
Class 1

Very low-power lasers, deemed inherently safe.

Class 2

Consists of lasers ranging in output from 400 to 700 nm which require
only about lmW of power to operate. The eye's blink reflex (which
occurs within 0.25 seconds of exposure) is considered adequate to
provide protection from these low-power lasers.

Class 3

These medium-power lasers (3a/visible; 3b/invisible) are typified by
dangerous radiation levels that can cause eye damage (e.g.,
depending on the length of exposure and nearness of the laser beam
to the eye, more likely to cause blind spots on the retina, as opposed
to outright blindness). Damage can occur without optical instruments
or possibly be intensified by improperly using microscopes, magnifying
glasses or eye loupes.

Class 4

These high-power lasers are typically used in manufacturing
environments for jobs like drilling and cutting and use potentially lethal,
high-current, high-voltage power supplies. As such, they can injure the
skin and ignite fires. Eye damage can be caused by either direct or
reflected beams.
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LASER SAFETY
you have looked at it acertain amount of time
or at acertain amount of power, or whatever."

But, Ijust never looked into it. Ialways looked
at it from an angle, and Inever had to
worry...with that type of connection. But that's
changing."
That change, he points out, can be seen in
the increasing use of the metal-bodied twist
and lock FC connectors and the plastic-bodied,
push-in and click SC connectors. Both the FC
and SC require someone to look into the connector and the fiber attached to it, "Otherwise,

Damned if you do, damned if you don't
While the "don't look" rule is paramount,
Wilkes is the first to admit handling fiber optics
is not ajob people do blindfolded just to be
safe...now or in the past. "In the early days,"
says Wilkes, "when we did rotary mechanical
(splices), Ialways worked with them active.
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there's just no way of knowing whether it's
cleaned or not," states Wilkes. "Cleaning in
these connectors is incredibly critical, even if
you get them right out of the box brand-new."
For that reason, Wilkes stresses afour-point
plan, with aheavy emphasis on established
procedures for handling fiber as far as viewing
goes. First and foremost, says Wilkes, is for
people to keep the "don't look" rule running
through their minds like amantra, from start to
finish of every job. The second thing is to verify the equipment is turned off, locked out
and/or tagged out "so no one can go into the
headend or the CO and turn the laser on while
you're out there working on it."
Next, he believes fiber workers should have
areliable power meter or finder's scope to
confirm that the fiber is not transmitting. He
notes that some fiber technicians have been
using acheap, over-the-counter device for testing home remote controls to accomplish this
task. He strongly disagrees with this practice.
"I wouldn't dare use that as atool to see if
I'm dealing with an active fiber or not," declares
Wilkes. "How exact can that device be, and do
you want to trust your eyes to it? The answer is
'No, absolutely not,' especially with the higher
launch powers and the greater number of connectors that folks are dealing with now."
He also recommends workers take advantage of protective lenses or goggles designed
to attenuate (disperse) laser energy at key
wavelengths. Lenses that block specific wavelengths usually offer better protection than
broad spectrum glasses used to block anumber
of wavelengths.
Wilkes notes that while some companies are
really gung-ho on protective lenses, others hesitate to enforce such arequirement. Their hesitancy is based on afear that technicians will
"become too comfortable," expecting the lenses "to fully protect them." But Wilkes prefers
to err on the side of caution. "I don't think
there's alot of middle ground on protective eye
wear," says Wilkes. "Ultimately, the best way
is to use protective eye wear and keep hammering away at the policy of never, ever looking
into the end of afiber. It's double insurance."
The four-step plan, with its combination of
using equipment and procedures, is of critical
importance to Wilkes. "All these things should
be used together, never one by itself," insists
Wilkes. "My personal credo is 'Rely on the
equipment for what it's supposed to do. But,
back it up with no-fail procedures.'
"Procedures are awhole lot less likely to
fail than equipment is, because you're responsible. You can't always be responsible for
whether aparticular piece of gear is going to
work or not." CIED
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SCTE Focus

Brouse wins
toCioenliinaie 1995
Polaris Award

By Roger Brown and Leslie Ellis

J

ohn Brouse, director of network development at Jones Intercable, was named the 1996
Polaris Award winner at the SCTE Conference
on Emerging Technologies in San Francisco
last month. The Polaris Award is sponsored by
the SCTE, Corning Inc. and CED magazine
and was created to recognize the efforts of the
"next generation" cable engineer who exemplifies an aggressive and innovative approach to
fiber optics deployment. A reception was held
in Brouse's honor, and he was bestowed with
the "Rising Star," apiece of Stueben crystal.
Brouse has been instrumental in the design

ALL PHOTOGRAPHY BY PETER DaSILVA

and deployment of Jones' innovative fiber
optic architectures in both Broward County,
Fla. and Alexandria, Va.
As system engineering manager in Broward
back in the late 1980s, Brouse was responsible
for getting the "Cable Area Network" fiber
system installed. That unique design called for
the addition of aroute redundant fiber network
running in parallel to the coax network, with a
switch that connected the two. In the event of
alaser failure, the switch would activate, and
the coaxial network would seamlessly continue to provide service to customers.
After moving to Jones' corporate office in
Denver, Brouse became part of ateam that con-

John Brouse holds the "Rising Star"
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Congratulations, John Brouse, Jr.
Winner of the fourth annual Polaris Award.

olaris, one of the brightest
stars in the night sky, has long
been anavigational standard and areference
point for lightwave transmission.
In cable television, the Polaris Award honors an engineering manager who has helped
"light the way" towards adeeper industry
understanding of the strategic benefits of
optical fiber.
As established by Corning, the Society of
Cable Telecommunications Engineers
(SCTE) and CED Magazine, the award recognizes an emerging leader in the cable TV
engineering community. An individual who
has demonstrated aconsistently high standard of performance and acustomer-driven
approach to fiber deployment.
John Brouse, Jr., Director of Network
Development for Jones Intercable, Inc, embodies the principles of the Polaris Award.
We're proud to recognize his
exceptional vision, achievements and
contributions to the cable television
industry.

e

The winner
the Polaris award
receives the handsome Steuben
"Rising Star" crystal sculpture
shown here. Corning also will donate $2,000 to the SCTE in the
honoree's name to fund fiber-optic
technology training.

SCTE Focus

Attendance high in spite of weather

The SCTE's Bill Riker (left), Margot Botelho of Corning, and Rob Stuehrk (far right), publisher of CED. congratulate Brouse on winning the Polaris Award.

ceived and built aring-based fiber architecture
in Alexandria, Va. This network consists of 10
interconnected rings that provide complete network redundancy and route diversity. Its headend is recognized as amodel for the future.

Brouse thanked his colleagues, including
Hugh Bramble, John Linebarger and Bob Luff.
"I particularly want to thank Bob for having
the courage to hire someone who didn't know
anything about cable TV," Brouse said.
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More than 1,300 technology executives
gathered in San Francisco for the conference,
in spite of amajor blizzard which hit the East
coast. An estimated 200 Emerging
Technologies attendees spent the first day of
the conference stranded in their homes,
though, with mountains of snow separating
them from any plans for westward travel.
Those who made it to the conference were
privy to the latest information on network
availability, telecommunications and highspeed data. Several vendors, including
Motorola Inc., Scientific-Atlanta Inc., General
Instrument Corp. and others, stepped up to
deliver their technological viewpoints.
Despite the apparent plethora of quantitative
data which flooded this year's ET gathering,
some executives scheduled to present papers at
ET said there are still more questions than
answers about telecommunications, high-speed
data and digital video. But, they said, those
questions have moved well into adolescence
from last year's more elementary stance.
"I think, as an industry, we've moved ahead
significantly, but I'd say without hesitation that
there's along way to go," noted Andy Paff,
president of Integration Technologies, the joint
venture company recently formed by Antec
and Nortel.

Growing number of standards bodies
Significant progress is being made toward
development of standards that will greatly
impact the cable industry, but the growing
number of interested bodies represents a
"potential for conflict," according to apresentation by Curtis Siller Jr., adistinguished
member of AT&T Bell Labs, and arepresentative from the IEEE 802.14 committee.
Siller's comments were made during apreconference tutorial session on standards activities, which reviewed the progress of DAVIC,
IEEE 802.14 and the SCTE's own subcommittee structure. Furthermore, Siller said he'd like
to see more participation from the cable and
telephony industries in the 802.14 committee,
which is attempting to create astandard protocol for cable TV-based networks. Although
nearly 140 companies attended the last meeting
(held last November), Siller called for more
MSO representatives to attend future meetings.
Daljeet Singh of Harmonic Lightwaves
detailed the progress made so far by DAVIC,
which is attempting to forge aworldwide standard set of protocols for communications networks. The group's focus has been directed
toward its Release 1.0 document, which was
agreed upon following aweek-long meeting
last month in Berlin.
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Just how will those two groups work out
any differences between them, given that there
is aplethora of other, informal standards consortia? That will be akey question, according
to SiIler. Already, the Broadband Link consortium announced last December, which includes
AT&T, Hewlett-Packard and others, has different methods of accomplishing similar goals.
SiIler said these consortia shouldn't be viewed
as away to "go around" the standards-setting
process. He did, however, acknowledge that
cable system operators are on afast track and
felt that the IEEE process "needed to move
more quickly" than it had been so far.
Singh agreed, and noted that because the
DAVIC committee is run more like acompany,
it's focused on making significant progress
over ashort amount of time, much like the
MPEG process. SiIler noted that anumber of
steps have been taken to reduce the potential
for conflict, including the addition of liaisons
between groups and adoption of existing standards in whole.

Cryptography critical to security
As the explosive growth and popularity of
the Internet and other on-line services and

transactions continues, it will become increasingly important for both network providers and
content developers to use ever-better security
methods to control access to the content. That
was the message delivered by Harvey Gates,
Ph.D., of BDM International, during apreconference tutorial on digital cryptography.
In fact, these security systems will have to
be both dynamic and rugged as high-powered
computers make it possible to defeat sophisticated access control systems that had been
considered robust.
Gates' presentation focused on both secret
key and public key encryption systems and
how they work. Gates explained that more than
half of the 500 secret key systems are based on
the Digital Encryption Standard (DES), while
the public key system de facto standard was
developed by RSA Data Security Inc.
DES was developed by IBM and became a
government standard in 1977, Gates says. The
standard is recertified every five years and is
scheduled to be reviewed again next year, when
some changes are anticipated. Presently, DES
systems have 64-bit keys consisting of a56-bit
random key and 8bits for error correction.
Furthermore, symmetric secret key systems
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are considered to be quite secure—brute computing force is the only known way to defeat
them. These powerful computers would cost at
least $1 million to beat asingle DES system,
Gates notes. These secret key systems require
that the sender and receiver both have the
same key, which requires that the keys be
properly protected and managed.
Conversely, public key encryption systems
are asymmetric, which requires two sets of
keys—one "public key" published for the
owner, and one "private key" held securely by
the owner to decrypt the plain text. These
"one-way" systems employ avariety of techniques, but the most popular is exponentiating
prime numbers, Gates says. While these public
key systems eliminate the need for asecure
key distribution system, the process is slow—
typically between 0.6 megabits per second and
1.0 Mbps.

Dramatic network improvements
The introduction of status monitoring
devices and backup power throughout cable
networks can make a"rather dramatic" difference in network availability and the number of
perceived video outages, according to a
detailed analysis undertaken by David Large, a
principal with the Media Connections Group.
For example, simply by adding selective
power improvements, areal-world network's
downtime could be reduced by afactor of
more than two, while video perceived outages
can be reduced by afactor of six—all for a
total cost increment of one percent over the
cost of anetwork upgrade, or $2 per home,
Large said. "This has to be the cheapest thing
you can do to make your network work well,"
he concluded.
Of course, amajor rap against using standby power is the cost, maintenance and disposal
issues associated with lead-acid batteries and
generators. But new technologies are being
developed to overcome some of those shortcomings.
One development includes the flywheel
energy storage method, which is being pioneered by companies such as SatCon
Technology Corp. These devices often have a
life of 20 years, need maintenance only every
seven years and provide up to two hours of
service, fully loaded. They can be recharged
in five hours and provide 36V and 48V DC
output, according to Richard Hockney of
SatCon.
The company's new flywheels, designed
for telecommunications use, will be field tested later this year and are scheduled to be in
commercial production in 1997, Hockney
said. CIED
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DBS

DBS: Aminor
headache?
Or areal pain.

Prices headed down,
sales taking off

'What me worry?' response to the phenomenal
growth of Direct Broadcast Satellite (DBS)
systems seems to be growing alittle thin, if
not downright unbelievable. The signs, the

cable contenders are weighted down with debt,
an uncertain regulatory climate and indecision
on which technology paths to take into the
21st century, it only takes afew solid punches
in the market share midriff to put awobble in
the cable strut.
"One of the things you have to recognize,

studies and the expert opinions touting DBS
as arobust, long-term challenger to the cable
TV status quo are everywhere and getting
stronger.
No one is predicting DBS will score a10count KO over cable operators. But when

for example," says Michael Alpert, founder of
Alpert & Associates and former senior officer
of Comsat Corp., "is that agood percentage of
the DirecTv subscribers are coming from
cable areas and they're happy (DBS) subscribers. Cable (operators) are so heavily

By Michael Lafferty

F
rom all indications, the cable industry's

84

leveraged that if they start losing asignificant
percentage of their subscriber base, say just
five or 10 percent, it's going to have asignificant impact on their bottom line.
"The cable industry had better wake up.. .It
looks like close to 58 percent of the DirecTv
and USSB subscribers are in cable areas.
Nearly 65 percent of all home satellite viewers
live in cable areas...And, of those living in
areas without cable, more than 65 percent said
they were not interested in cable if it came."

OBS: above &beyond expectations
Despite agenerally flat 1995 holiday sales
season for most retail sectors, computers and
DBS systems were anotable exception. A
recent report in Multichannel News noted that
retailers around the nation were touting
"extremely strong" 1995 sales of Digital
Satellite System (DSS)
dishes that are used to
receive DirecTv and USSB
satellite services. In fact,
sales were so encouraging,
the divisional vice president and general manager
of home electronics for
Sears, Roebuck & Co.
(with 900 stores selling
DSS equipment) said the
company was predicting a
doubling of current penetration estimates (10-20
million) to eventually
achieve sales of 30 to 40
million units.
Many DBS critics take
issue with DBS' burst from
the gate (DirecTv/USSB:
1.2 million subs;
PrimeStan 1million subs)
during its first year of fullscale operations. These 2+
million subs, the argument
goes, represent the peak of
the so-called "early
adopters," the cutting-edge
consumers who have
money to splurge on the
latest gizmos or hottest
trends in the market.
While the logic of that
argument may ring largely
true now, it may be ahollow truth for cable operators by the year 2000.
That's when anumber of DBS watchers are
predicting direct-to-home satellite service will:
a.) at the very least take anasty bite out of
cable's subscriber base; b.) chew ahuge hole
in cable's market share; or c.) have awell-bal-
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New Subs -Prey. CATV Subs. (000)

4,625
4.7%
115.5%
1,335
1,144

7,609
7.7%
64.5%
1,443
1,541

9,964
9.9%
31.0%
1,140
1,215

Existing CATV System Homes Passed (000)
Existing CATV System Subs. (000)
Existing CATV System Penetration

89,600
60,017
67.0%

90,850
59,922
66.0%

92,120
59,811
64.9%

chowing down on cable's lunch?

9640

THERMOSTAT

This year DirecTv/USSB and PrimeStar are joined in the battle for
market share by two new DBS providers: Connecticut-based AlphaStar
Digital Television and Colorado-based EchoStar Communications Corp.
Many might think this increased competition will cause asubscriber
feeding frenzy primarily within the DBS industry itself. Others disagree. In fact, they say historical demand trends for consumer electronic products would tend to bolster the idea that the subscriber feeding
frenzy is going to take place around cable's table instead. Some
observers believe amore "polite" (i.e., conservative) view of the coming scramble for subscribers is more accurate, but no less disturbing for
cable interests.
In September 1995, Morgan Stanley & Co. released its 95-page U.S.
Investment Research Report entitled "Cable Television Metamorphosis
— The Arrival of DBS and RBOC Competition." The report's financial
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1998 (E)
100,660

Sources: Morgan Stanley Research Estimates, Warren Publishing, Sky Report

PROCESSORS
6130

anced meal of cable revenues, with an especially tasty portion of the
rich pay-per-view (PPV) cash cow.
Alpert tends to believe consumers have abig DBS appetite. "I think
it (the DBS subscriber base) could be as high as 20 million (by the
year 2000)," says Alpert. "It depends completely on the price of home
equipment. If the home equipment comes down to about $300 and
cable hasn't made their moves, DBS will make big gains.
"Don't forget it costs alot to rewire (the cable plant). Just with normal coax, it costs almost as much to wire one of the boroughs of New
York City as it costs putting up three high-powered satellites that cover
the whole country. The economics are staggering."

PrimeStar dish
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RECEI
VERS IPROCESSORS' MOdU[ATORS
and operating projections for the cable TV industry were based on four
fundamental conclusions regarding the emerging competition from DBS
and other multi-channel video service providers. They include:
V High-power, and to alesser extent medium-power, DBS "will
become the largest competitors to the cable television industry, with an
estimated 12.0-12.5 million in aggregate satellite customers by the end
of the decade." (see Table I.)
V That DBS penetration will vary in five key types of markets, including achieving a"20-30% household penetration in the 28.0-29.0 million
current homes" located in small communities with 40 or less channels
of cable TV service or are not passed by cable; and a7-8% penetration
rate in urban markets that currently total 42 million homes.
V DBS (and to alesser extent RBOC video service) penetration rates by 1996-97 will erode cable
1999 (E)
2000 (E)
subscriber growth (from a4-5% average growth
102,060
103,480
rate), "eventually leading to net subscriber losses in
1999-2000." The overall result, concludes the
11,551
12,491
11.3%
report, is that "total cable television industry sub12.1%
15.9%
8.1%
scribers should remain essentially flat" during the
779
500
1995-2000 period.
808
440
V The most successful cable television operators
93,410
94,720
will combat the DBS threat with new service
60,074
60,526
deployments that include digital video services
64.3%
63.9%
(near video-on-demand, games and àla carte services) and telephony.
Researchers at Morgan Stanley and other
observers in the telecommunications industry believe that DBS' future
is, to alarge extent, tied to the price tags DBS equipment will be sporting in the next 18 months. To bolster that premise, the Morgan Stanley
report documented the critical importance price has played in consumer
electronics product adoption in the past (see Table 2).
Among others, the report tracked the historical price/penetration
rates for cellular phones, personal computers and VCRs. While none of
the three is aperfect substitute for DBS
dishes and receivers, strong inferences can
be drawn, especially from the VCR example which Morgan Stanley called "one of
the best proxies for DBS systems."
The report noted that between 1981 and
1993, the average price of aVCR unit
"declined 70 percent while the number of
annual units sold rose from 1.47 million to
12.5 million, with household penetration
reaching 78 percent." Of critical importance for cable interests was the fact that
Michael Alpert
once "the price of the VCR fell below
$500 per unit (1984-85), penetration rose dramatically to 30 percent by
the end of 1985."
For cable operators, 1996-97 may be 1984-85 all over again.
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The DBS players
What follows is abrief rundown on recent and projected near-term
developments among the four DBS providers that are expected to help
punch ahole in the $500/unit DBS equipment dam that's expected to
flood the market in the next 12 to 18 months.
DirecTv/USSB — The "granddaddy" of U.S. DBS services has been
boasting about its achievement in securing more than 1million subscribers in its first year of operations, which it says moves "DirecTv
into the ranks of the country's top-10 largest multiple system cable
operators."
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DBS

EchoStar's MPEG-2/0VB compliant decoder

DirecTv is aunit of General Motors'
Hughes Electronics Corp. U. S. Satellite
Broadcasting (USSB) is aunit of Hubbard
Broadcasting Inc., the St. Paul, Minn. cable
company. Together they've put together the
DSS receiving system that is capable of delivering more than 175 (MPEG-2 compliant) digital channels from its state-of-the-art
Broadcasting Center in Castle Rock. Colo.
Retailers say amajor attraction to the
DirecTv/USSB system is its out-of-market
sports packages that include all four major
sports leagues and "thousands of collegiate
sports match-ups."
DSS hardware is currently manufactured by
Thomson Consumer Electronics, under RCA

and GE brand names, and Sony Electronics
Corp. The breach of the $500/unit barrier may
take place later this year when the DSS
licensee roster undergoes amajor expansion.
New DSS equipment manufacturers coming
up to bat include Toshiba America Inc.,
Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd., Sanyo
Electronics Co. Ltd., Uniden America Corp.,
Hughes Network Systems and Daewoo
Electronics Co.
Meanwhile, one of the most oft-heard criticisms of DBS, i.e., its inability to have more
than one television hooked up to the system,
seems to have been solved by Sony. During
the recently concluded Consumer Electronics
Show in Las Vegas, Sony debuted its MultiRoom Distribution (MRD-D1) system.
Scheduled to be shipped in early summer
($249 retail), the system brings in one video
source from the DSS receiver and another
video source from the VCR, cable system or a
broadcast channel, then splits them into as
many as five different signals that can be

transported to different TV sets around the
home through standard coaxial cable.
PrimeStar Partners L.P. — Taking the
"if-you-can't-lick-'em, join-'em" philosophy
to its natural telecommunications conclusion,
PrimeStar is cable's answer to DBS competition. PrimeStar backers include Comcast
Cable, Continental Cablevision,. Cox Cable
Communications, Newhouse Broadcasting,
Tele-Communications Inc. (TCI), Time
Warner Cable and G.E. American
Communications Inc. PrimeStar offers consumers an equipment lease option that skirts
the equipment purchase challenge faced by
other DBS suppliers.
This past year, PrimeStar suffered asetback
in its $1 billion plan to become ahigh-powered DBS service when the FCC International
Bureau bucked tradition by refusing to give
Advanced Communications Corp. an extension
of its DBS operating license. ACC's license
covered 27 orbital slots at the coveted 110
degree position, which provides aprized

Table 2: Average cost per unit to penetration rate for cellular phones, PCs and VCRs
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DBS
national "footprint." and another
24 slots at 148 degrees west longitude. Through avariety of
arrangements involving PrimeStar
panner ICI. PrimeStar was slated
to acquire the 110 degree slots so
that it could make the transition
from amedium-powered to highpowered DBS service.
The FCC, in amajor break with
its own long-standing DBS policies, announced its plans to put the
EchoStar 's Cheyenne, Wyo. broadcast center
disputed orbital slots up for aucMeanwhile. PrimeStar has continued to sign
tion (currently scheduled to take place January
on subscribers and improve its services with
24). Since the decision was announced late last
spring, aflurry of lawsuits and various appeals
the recent announcement that it would expand
its channel capacity to 150 in 1996. PrimeStar
have been filed by anumber of parties. includalso announced it will introduce adish
ing PrimeStar which already had satellites in
production and launches tentatively scheduled.
designed for multiple dwellings (another DBS
shortfall), enhanced remote capabilities in the
PrimeStar has bowed out of the auction and
home and improved digital services, including
opted to secure long-term capacity on aGE
high-speed download capabilities from the
Americom medium-power satellite scheduled for
Internet.
launch at the end of 1996. Instead, the auction
EchoStar Communications Corp. — One
may provide MCI the opportunity to finally chanof the newest DBS players on the block,
nel its $2 billion investment in Rupert Murdoch's
EchoStar, took off, literally, at the end of
News Corp. in apotentially dramatic direction.

December with the successful
launch and orbital positioning (119
degrees west longitude) of its first
Ka band satellite. The new DBS
provider is scheduled to be operational in March and the final piece
of its DISH (Digital Sky Highway)
Network will be in place in mid1996 with the launch of asecond
satellite. With a1million subscriber breakeven threshold,
EchoStar will be offering more than
200 channels of (MPEG-2/DVB
compliant) video, audio and data services from
its new broadcast center in Cheyenne, Wyo.
DISH receiving equipment will be manufactured and distributed under Magnavox and
Philips brand names through Philips retailers
nationwide. Headquartered in Englewood,
Colo., EchoStar will also use its existing
TVRO dealer network to distribute its DBS
receiving equipment under the EchoStar and
HTS (Houston Tracker Systems) brand names.
AlphaStar Digital Television — This year
will also see the debut of another DBS
provider, AlphaStar, which is owned by Tee-
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Added DBS advantage: Niche or narrowcast programming

Comm Electronics, one of North America's
largest manufacturers of home satellite
(TVRO) systems. Tee-Comm is also one-third
owner of ExpressVu Inc., Canada's first
national digital television service.
Starting in early 1996, AlphaStar will be the
first DBS digital (MPEG-2/DVB compliant)
provider to serve all 50 states, from its broadcast center in Oxford, Conn., providing digital
video and audio channels (120 in 1996, up to
200 in 1997) via AT&T's 402R satellite. The
company is leasing 14 60-watt, 27 MHz
transponders on the satellite positioned at 89
degrees west longitude. Because it has avoided
the cost of building and launching asatellite

DBS: 1004-channels and counting

and it's developed aunique marketing/distribution plan that bypasses more expensive consumer electronics distribution channels,
Murray Klippenstein, AlphaStar's president
and CEO, says its breakeven point "is around
500,000 subscribers."
"We have put together distribution agreements that are quite different than the others,"
explains Klippenstein. "Certainly we will continue to rely heavily on the TVRO satellite
industry that we've worked with for the past
13 years at Tee-Comm where we've built up
an approximately 20 percent market share in
the analog industry...We've already received

over 3,000 applications by mail from dealers
who wish to become (AlphaStar) dealers.
"We've also put together avery compelling
arrangement with O'Rourke Brothers
Distribution, the biggest of all the TVRO distributors. They have about 25 percent of the
marketplace and they'll be representing us.
And, we've put together an Amway distribution relationship."
The Amway connection is not only an innovative distribution strategy, but, it also exemplifies another DBS strength, niche or narrowcast
programming. AlphaStar and Amway are
putting the finishing touches on adistribution/programming deal that spreads
AlphaStar's sales efforts through more than 2
million Amway distributors. In return, Amway
will get its own dedicated channel over the
AlphaStar system.
"Our agreement," says Klippenstein,
"accomplishes what amounts to be awin-win
solution for both companies...It's one of those
sweet little deals that is good for both parties
that provides not only an internal sales mechanism, but also gives them aproduct they can
sell."
AlphaStar is pressing its programming
advantage to aggregate niche audiences with
the launch of the Asian Television Network
(ATN) in late February. The 24-hour channel
will provide afull range of programming, in
English and several major South Asian languages, targeted to more than 2.5 million
South Asians in North America.
This ability for narrowcast programming is
what Alpert believes is going to make DBS
stand out from the competition, particularly
cable. He believes the latest entrants into the
industry, EchoStar and AlphaStar, are in abet-

ter position to exploit the advantage. While the
total subscriber numbers for any one niche service may not sound like much, the bottom line
economics tell awhole different story.
"From aDBS operator's standpoint,"
explains Alpert, "if they can get 100,000 subscribers paying $10 amonth, they've hit a
home run. If they've got 200,000 subscribers
paying $10 amonth, they've got agrand slam.
The critical factor in the whole setup is marketing."
Even DirecTv is getting into the act with its
ongoing tests for areal estate based network
called RealNet Direct, ajoint effort between
Member Direct Television and the 750,000member National Association of Realtors.
Alpert foresees DBS niche programming
efforts not only in trade oriented programming
like RealNet Direct and foreign language
efforts like AN, but also in "minor" U.S.
sports (rugby, fishing, soccer) and various cultural programming (opera, ballet, independent
films).
According to Alpert the expanding DBS
industry has all the pieces in place and is positioning itself as astrong, long-term competitor
in the telecommunications industry. "I've
always said the key issue to this business is pro-

EchoStar's satellite receiving dish

gramming. And then price. And customer service," says Alpert. "There are alot of different
ways in which you can structure an offer...And
clearly, as the price of home equipment comes
down, which it will over time, you're going to
open up DBS opportunities to whole new segments of the population." CM
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Techniques such
as frequency
hopping that are
meant to
overcome noise
might not be
adequate for
long-term needs

Canadian MSO. "So far, we're getting good results
with 64 QAM (quadrature amplitude modulation), 256
QAM and 16 VSB (vestigial sideband), but we're just
getting underway."
Hamilton-Piercy notes that alarge portion of homes
in the MSO's serving areas have been newly wired or
rewired within the past five years. But more testing will
be necessary to confirm early results, especially since
the MSO hasn't looked at the impact of second outlet
terminations on the digital signals.
As research at Bellcore has demonstrated, microreflections from such unused termination points can
wreak havoc on digital signals (see CED, 10/95, page
80).
Equally important, as many engineers have noted,
ingress from all kinds of sources in the home can add
up over the coaxial bus to create adisastrous impact on
upstream signals from any given serving area.
"If we get to the ugly conclusion that we need traps
to isolate in-home wiring, we might have to think
about going to smaller node sizes," Paff says.
Arguing further for deeper fiber penetration, he
adds, is the possibility that, with bandwidth in the
upstream at apremium, techniques such as frequency
hopping that are meant to overcome noise problems

THERE ARE

might not be adequate for long-term needs.

Finding power solutions
Another area of continuing uncertainty is the means
by which operators will provide power and backup
power to network components, given the lifeline
requirements that come with telephony. Here, too, there
is an impact on the drop issue, insofar as most operators in field trials so far are relying on aseparate twisted pair connection from apower tap to deliver electricity to the home, rather than using the drop itself, thereby adding significant costs to the system.
"Do we want to power down that drop?" asks David
Large, aprincipal in the consulting firm of Media
Connections Group, who clearly believes the answer is
no. "The answer isn't 412 (gauge coax) to the house,
but we need to do something."
Both Iarge and Paff point to eliminating the F-connector and going to hard wiring as apossible solution.
"We have to come up with amigration path from the
current tap system," Paff says, noting that re-use of the
existing drop cable will be possible only "if the power
can be distributed down the drop center conductor."
Backup power adds further complications, given the
environmental and maintenance hassles associated with

coirmi PLACES

There's ajungle of opportunities out there for cable companies wanting to get into the residential telephone business. Let our more than
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maintaining lead acid batteries at every fiber node.
Here the industry is searching for new solutions and is
evincing some preliminary support for anew technology based on the principle of flywheel energy storage.
Satcon Technology Corp., astartup based in
Cambridge, Mass., plans to have flywheel power units
available for field trials by the fourth quarter of this
year, with commercial production slated to get underway next year, says Richard Hockney, vice president
and CTO of Satcon. The units, designed for underground installation at pedestal- or utility pole-mounted
node distribution sites, are capable of generating one
kilowatt of power for up to two hours in the event of a
power outage, he says.
"This is agood idea," says Dan Pike, vice president
of engineering for Prime Cable. "There's alot of interest in the technology."

Forging ahead
While MSOs want answers, they also understand
they can't wait forever to push forward with the
upgrades required to support full service ambitions.
While companies are hesitant to plow more money into
recently upgraded systems that operate at the 550 MHz,
2,000 homes per node tier, they understand fibering

aggressively is the name of the game.
Glenn Jones, chairman and CEO of Jones Intercable,
counsels an aggressive approach to expansion, noting
that "we can't wait for the RBOCs to find another way
into the home with high bandwidth services before we
get there."
"You can't go wrong by fibering the networks,"
Jones says. "That's awinner no matter how it goes with
regard to data and telephony."
Continental has the same view, having embarked on
acompany-wide upgrade to 750 MHz that is to be
completed by the end of '98, with most of those systems being activated for two-way communications as
they are upgraded.
"The transition to fiber-rich HFC will add the capacity
to do more with pay-per-view, service multiplexing and
adding new tiers to the core business, no matter where we
go with data and telephony," Cooper says. "And fiber
gives us the signal quality and service reliability we need
to make us more competitive with satellite services."
In fact, the core business imperatives behind fibering
the networks are cable's best guarantee that it will be in
aposition to launch voice and data services. As Cooper
puts it, "Ultimately, the engine for entry into new business is cash flow from our core business." CM
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\IS ONE OF THEM,/
I
TAC

20 years experience in the PBX industry help you capture them. Armed with aseamless

--

free copy of our residential communications brochure, call Hitachi today. 1-800-446-8820.
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John A. Brouse, Jr.

Director of Network Development,
Jones Intercable, Inc.

John, your exemplary deployment
of fiber optics has truly made
you one of our industry's
"Rising Stars."
Congratulations from all of us at CED magazine
on winning the 1996 Polaris Award.
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Downlink High Quality and Low Prices
with DH Satellite's Complete Line
of Antenna's and Mounts.

YOUR BEST INVESTMENT
DOWN THE LINE
THE L2 UNDERGROUND PIPE
• Lays wire or pipe to
& CABLE LAYER
16" depth

• Simple, efficient all
mechanical drive
• Rugged yet compact
& highly
maneuverable

The DH 3.7m Spun Aluminum one piece antenna gives you
high performance gain, easy assembly with outstanding
stability and delivery to your installation site.

CALL FOR PRICING
OR NEAREST DIST.
(800) 627-9443

DH Satellite

• 850 lbs. on rubber
tracks provide for
minimal lawn damage
• Reliable, consistent
performance in a low
maintenance machine

•Operator training
provided
• 16 hp. Kohler
magnum engine
• Boring attachment
available

600 N. Marquette Rd.
Prairie du Chien, WI USA 53821
Phone (608) 326-8406
Fax (608) 326-4233

Save Signal
SaVE TifTIE

Save Actives
Save Money

LINE. -WARD
CORPORATION
157 SENECA CREEK ROAD
B UFFALO, NY 14224 •716 675-7373
FAX 716 674-5334 • 800 816-9621

I

T
HE DIN minim T
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T
HAT nEUER S
CORES!

Find out how over 1,900 users
are currently saving thousands
of dollars using Lode Data Design
and Drafting Software.
Save time and money by optimizing your
system design with the industry's most
powerful design package. Then Import
directly into AutoCAD v12 & v13.
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Call today or fax us for afree brochure!

KT Series Strippingoring Tool

• Creates beveled-edge to prevent "0" ring damage.
• Removes outer conductor and dielectric in one easy step.
• Can be used with Ratchet T-handle or drill.

JCS Series Jacket Stripping Tool
LodE Data Corporation
7120 E. HampdEn AvEnuE
DEnvEr, CO 80224
TEI: (303)759-0100 Fax: (303)759-0214

• Fast, safe jacket removal.
• Plastic guide prevents scaring.
• Knurled body provides positive grip.

CablePre
Tools You Trust.

ABen linens CŒTUn Probe Came

For More Information
Call: 1-800-320-9350

Literature &Source Guide—Winter '95
Unattended/Automated Playback for Local Origination

Blonder Tongue's Full Line Product Catalog

For over adecade, TECH Electronics
has set the standard for highly reliable
and cost-effective controllers for unattended/automated playback. The PVC
Family of Controllers offers full functional control for up to 16 VCRs with
three channel output. Creating and
composing playback schedules is easy
with optional Windows-based scheduling software. TECH Electronics will
save your LO operation time and
money. For more information, circle
the Reader Service Number, or çall
(800) 572-4935.

For over 40 years, Blonder Tongue
Laboratories, Inc. has been manufacturing professional quality, commercial
cable television products. Our catalog
includes product photos, descriptions,
specifications, and application notes for
our entire product line. Look for
extended frequency range to 750 MHz
on our complete family of headend and
distribution products, 13 and 18 GHz
microwave systems, and VideoMask,
our new interdiction system. Call or
fax today for aFREE copy. Tel: (908)
679-4000 Fax: (908) 679-4353

THE PVC FAMILY
N.,•••••il.

tammi../.

emu.
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BLONDER
TONGUE
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Cheetah's Answer to Monitoring

ADC Frameworx Fiber Frame Architecture

Cheetah' m provides an integrated network monitoring solution that is
designed to evolve with your network
requirements. This solution offers flexibility, reliability and the ability to integrate equipment from multiple vendors.
Cheetah provides status monitoring of
headends, fiber nodes, power supplies,
amplifiers and end-of-lines. For the "10
Questions You Need To Ask Before
Ordering A Status Monitoring system,"
call Superior Electronics Group at
(941) 756-6000.

This complete package contains information on ADC's integrated approach
to total fiber distribution frame cable
management. Frameworx is aplatform
on which service providers can build a
total fiber distribution frame management system that provides automated
record keeping, remote test capabilities,
patch cord traceability, optical amplification and advanced circuit schematics
such as signal monitoring, switching,
attenuation and wavelength division
multiplexing. ADC
Telecommunications (800) 366-3891.

1
1

QUESTIONS
TO ASK
BEFORE
BUYING
STATUS
MONITORING
SYSTEM
Circle Reader Service No. 123

Cable Construction Manual for

Headend Power Protection
Continuing its tradition of providing
cost-effective state of the art power
protection for the telecommunications
and cable television industries, Alpha
Technologies introduces arack-mount
configuration of its CFR
Uninterruptible Power Systems. With a
wide variety of power ranges available,
you can protect selected critical revenue-producing equipment, such as
pay-per-view or ad insertion hardware,
or provide full protection for the entire
headend. Call (360) 647-2360 for more
information.
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CommScope is now making available a
revised and updated edition of its widely distributed and use Cable
Construction Manual for CATV and
Broadband Systems. The new manual
includes sections on storage, testing
and construction procedures for coaxial
trunk and distribution cables in aerial
and subsurface applications, fiber optic
cables as well as safety procedures. For
more information, call
CommScope/GI (800) 982-1708.
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INTEGRATING
FIBER FRAME
MANAGEMENT
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um Broadband Systems
Cable Construction Manual
Fbr CATV and Broanteand Symms
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Vela Research for Video Servers, Encoders and Decoders

NEW! Amplifier Catalog

Vela Research Inc. designs and manufactures video servers, encoders and
decoders. Their Perspective 2000 video
server stores digitized video (movies,
video clips, commercials, etc.) in acompressed digital format (MPEG-I, MPEGI+ and MPEG-2) and can deliver multiple NTSC or PAL video outputs. Vela's
MPEG Encoder can compress and multiplex audio and video signals into MPEG
compliant data streams. Vela's MPEG
decoder boards are designed for awide
range of video applications. Contact Vela
Research at (813) 572-1230.

Viewsonics Inc. full color catalog contains photos and specifications of all of
their amplifiers, including their newest
low noise models with the figure at
3dB and 3.5 dB, depending on the
gain, as well as several new 2-way
models. You'll find their amps all over
the world including places you've
never heard of, so call I-800-645-7600
and/or fax 407-998-3712 for your free
Viewsonics Amplifier Catalog today.

Solutions
Beyond
Tomorrow
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Optical Links and "Simple to Use" Remotes

FREE Handbook

Call ABC Cable Products now for
information on the CBLinX fiber optic
transmitters and receivers that transport
point-to-point video, audio, and data
where high performance is required.
Also, our latest addition to our CATV
remote family of products. The
ProMote II and III Universal remotes
have the capability of operating CATV
converters, TVs and VCRs. Call now
and let ABC make your job simpler
and more cost effective!
1-800-777-2259.

The FREE pocket size Cable TV Power
Supply and Battery Handbook contains
125 pages of information for installers,
maintenance technicians, system designers and cable TV engineers. Subjects
such as power supply evaluation, plant
layout, installation, maintenance and
common problems encountered in the
field are fully covered. Included is a
special section on battery selection,
management and testing. Performance
Cable TV Products, Roswell, GA
30077-0947 (800) 279-6330 e-mail to:
jud.williams@industry.net

THE CBLinxTe4-1

ABC CABLE PRODUCTS, INC.
offers afull line of:
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All Your ESI) Needs With PSSI Protective Storage Systems

BARCO ROSA CAW Network Monitoring System

Plug-In Sotrage Systems, IncJPSSI
manufactures the highest quality
Protective Storage Systems. Pictured is
our ESD Protective Double Storage
Cabinet. The cabinet creates afaraday
cage which protects against ESD,
EM1/RFI. PSSI's Product Brochure
contains acomplete line of ESD
Cabinets, Workstations, Containers,
Matting, Training and Grounding (personnel and equipment). For your free
catalog phone and/or fax PSSI at 800231-5952/800-532-2999 Fax.

ROSA is aRemote Control and
Diagnostic System (RCDS) for headend and network performance monitoring and automatic service restoral. The
RCDS Open System Architecture
(ROSA) provides network-wide monitoring and control through an easy-touse Windows graphical environment,
controls both BARCO and nonBARCO network equipment, and interfaces to most leading data base packages. Call BARCO at (770) 590-7900
or Fax (770) 590-8836 for more information.

Circle Reader Service No. 131

NCTI Spanish/English CAW Illustrated Dictionary

Optical Links Literature

The National Cable Television Institute
(NCTI) offers anew Spanish/English
illustrated dictionary of cable television
and broadband technology terms. The
first section presents English terms
with Spanish translation and Spanish
definition. The second section offers
Spanish terms with English translation
and English definition. Cost $29.95
plus S/H; quantity discounts. Please
contact: NCTI, 801 West Mineral
Ave., Littleton, CO 80120-4501, (303)
797-9393, Fax (303) 797-9394.

AEL Industries, Inc. offers afull set
of product data sheets on their
AELINK family of products entitled
High Performance Optical Links for
the Cable and Cellular Industries. Line
performance information, power
requirements, and physical characteristics are described in detail. AEL
Industries, Inc., 305 Richardson Road,
Lansdale, PA 19446-1485.

DICCIONARIO

ILUSTRADO
DE TELEVISIÓN POR CABLE
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DRAKE VM2552 Stereo Video Modulator

ESR1260 IRD Earth Station Receiver

Bring Stereo audio into your cable system at an affordable cost. The Drake
VM2552 modulator incorporates BTSC
stereo encoding, providing asignificant
cost savings when compared to purchasing separate components. Professional
noise reduction circuitry reproduces the
RISC signal with good stereo separation and audio fidelity. The frequencyagile VM2552 features frequency coverage up to 550 MHz with apowerful output of +60 dBmV. Contact Mr. Philip
Hawkins, R.L. Drake Company, (513)
847-4523.

The Drake ESR1260 IRD is ahigh
quality commercial integrated receiver
descrambler with synthesized frequency
tuning of IF and subcarrier audio frequency. The VideoCipher® RS module
can be accessed directly through the
front panel, providing added convenience for the operator. Major operating
functions are also selected via the front
panel and programming is simplified
with liquid crystal displays of operating
parameters. The ESR 1260 IRD's compact design optimizes valuable rack
space. R.L. Drake Co. (513) 847-4523.

VM2552
IITSC VIDEO MODUIATDR
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Eagle Telephone and Ingress Suppression Traps

OEMs, Systems Integrators and Developers...

Need to activate your sub low spectrum
for telephone or other two way communication? Eagle has the answer, no
matter how complex your return system may be. A complete line of high
pass filters for the non-return subscriber or high pass filters with return
window for the active-return customer.
In addition, tier traps of every variety,
audio reduction traps and the latest in
positive filters, Side Band interdiction.
Call 1-800-448-7474 or Fax 315-6223402 for literature or free samples.

The video industry is in the midst of a
mass migration to digital technology.
PC-based open systems are the wave of
the future. Move from expensive black
box solutions to competitively-priced,
PC-based open systems. Make the transition for your product by building it on
Matrox DigiSuite—a solid foundation of
digital video hardware and software
development tools that you put together
in myriad configurations to meet your
requirements. Call Matrox Video
Products Group, 1-800-361-4903 or
(514) 685-2630, Fax (514) 685-2853,
Internet: http://www.matrox.com/video
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FREE Design Guide—Hennessy Outdoor Enclosures

E-1EK's Catalog

Hennessy designs and manufactures
quality aluminum enclosures to protect
sensitive electronics outdoors. Turnkey
systems include: thermal management
for main chamber and batteries, AC
power distribution, 19" or 24" racks,
splice chamber and are designed to
meet U.L. and Bellcore 487 specifications. We offer complete custom
design services—mechanical, electrical
and thermal. 78-page catalog with
application photos available. 800-9507146.

E-TEK combines innovative excellence, affordability and fast delivery
for awide range of fiberoptic applications. Products in this catalog include
optical isolators, couplers, passive
components, active devices, instruments and systems, plus new products
including Bandpass WDMs, 980nm
Pump Laser Module and touch-screen
instruments. Also listed are E-TEK's
worldwide sales representatives. ETEK Dynamics, Inc., 1885 Lundy
Ave., San Jose, CA 95131 Phone (408)
432-6300, Fax: (408) 432-8550
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Zenith's MetroAccessn" System

Zenith's Broadband Solutions

MetroAccess is acomplete, cost-efficient family of RF data communication
products from Zenith Electronics
Corporation. It uses proven, highspeed technology for hybrid fiber/coax
systems linking businesses, communities, schools and residences for awide
range of applications, including workat-home, distance learning, real-time
video conferencing, Internet access and
on-line services. For more information,
call 1-800-788-7244.

With more than 15 years of experience
in the Network Systms areas, Zenith
Electronics Corporation has extensive
development and deployment expertise
in advanced analog set-top decoder
technology, including video and audio
scrambling, real-time two-way cable
systems, digital transmission technologies and computer networks, and is the
industry-leading supplier of high-speed
cable modems to more than 300 cable
systems worldwide. For more information, call 1-800-239-0900.
Circle Reader Service No. 141
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FREE: Wavetek's New 1996 CATV Selection Guide

New CABLESPAN Tm Brochure from Tellabs

The new 27-page Cable Television
Selection Guide presents afull line of
sophisticated test equipment designed to
meet cable television's specific system
testing needs. The guide features
Wavetek's new leakage meter and combination leakage/signal level meter, the
W-1450. The new CMS 1000 Central
Monitoring System is included, along
with info on the complete line of
MicroStealth signal level meters. In addition, the popular Stealth System Sweep,
Flash Mini OTDR, and other test equipment are featured. Call 800-622-5515.

A new, full-color brochure from
Tellabs describes the benefits of the
company's CABLESPAN 2300
Universal Telephony Distribution
System, which allows cable television
operators to provide telephone and data
services using the existing CATV infrastructure. Alternate-access providers
will also find the CABLESPAN system
to be aunique, innovative approach to
providing business and residential
telecommunications services around the
world. To receive acopy of the
brochure, call 1-800-445-6501.
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Free Sprint/North Supply CAW Catalogs

Up in the Air About Aerial Lifts?

Sprint/North Supply is aleading
nationwide provider of integrated solutions for voice, data, teleconferencing
and CATV product needs through its 11
strategically located distribution centers.
We offer more than 30,000 products
from over 1,200 manufacturers. Let us
show you asample. Ask for our new
broadband catalog containing thousands
of products from 97 suppliers. Ask, too,
about the following catalogs: Fiber
Optics, Outside Plant, Tools, Test and
Supplies, and Security Products.
800-639-CATV, FAX 800-755-0556.

ARMLIFT, the aerial lift that provides
you with years of dependable
service—lifts built tailored to your
needs. With up to 34' working height,
Armlift offers avariety of power
sources, two speed operation on all
units, gravity or hydraulic bucket leveling, choice of buckets and 720 degree
non-continuous rotation. Truck or van
mounts with afull line of equipment
options. Armlift, Div. of TG
Industries, Inc. Call (712) 864-3737.
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Cable Network Manager"

SystemSelect Tm ...Strength in Service

C-COR' sCable Network Manager
(CNM)Tm is the complete network
management system for the complex
communication systems of the 1990s.
The new challenges of network management include managing hybrid
fiber/coax systems, redundancy/failsafe
control and inventory management.
CNM manages all of these and even
records any accessories that are
installed. Call C-COR, the Network
Company, at 1-800-233-2267.

C-COR's comprehensive service organization provides the support you need
to plan, design, build and maintain
today's complex communication networks. Whether it's network maps, a
bill of materials, installation assistance,
training programs or more, C-COR's
customer driven approach is designed
to serve you diligently, creatively and
promptly. Service is C-COR's strength.
Call C-COR, the Network Company, at
1-800-233-2267.

RIP 79.9rx
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Cable Leakage Technologies, Inc.

Free Catalog—Filters/Traps for Broadband Systems

CABLE LEAKAGE TECHNOLOGIES (1-800-783-8878) offers anew
family of WAVETRACKER products. The WAVETRACKER system
has undergone major enhancements,
with anew compact size, aVGA quality LCD display, and aNEW LOW
PRICE. CLT's new Windowirmbased A.P.L.A.S. Software offers
ONE STEP data processing, using the
newest, most current mapping product available. The DELTAWAVE
Differential G.P.S. Base Station now
offers 2to 5meters accuracy.

Catalog Vol. INo. 4describes acomplete
line of filters and traps for CATV featuring the full line of "brickwall" filters deleting single or multiple channels without
sacrificing adjacent channels while passing up to 1G1-17.. A selective line of bandpass filters is also described which suppress adjacent channel, off air interference
while maintaining low loss in the passband. Other products are: notch and bandpass filters, co-channel eliminators, payTV traps, bandsplitters, CARS band filters
and terrestrial interference filters. Call
Microwave Filter Co. (315)437-3953.
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FREE Microwave Catalog

New Catalog from TRILJTHIC

Point-topoint 13 GHz and 18 GHz
Systems. Channel Master® manufactures acomplete line of 13 GHz and 18
GHz point-to-point microwave equipment for franchised CATV, private and
wireless cable. For afree catalog, write
to Channel Master, MICRO-BEAM®
Division, 1315 Industrial Park Drive,
Smithfield, NC 27577 or call
MICROBEAM@ Sales Manager Glenn
Martin at 919-989-2234.

From signal level meters to leakage
detectors, from frequency counters to
calibration equipment, the new
Instruments Catalog from TIULITHIC
has all of the products you need to test
and maintain your CATV/Broadband
distribution system. Updated in
September, the catalog now includes
such popular new instruments as the
TRICORDER II and III and the
SUPER PLUS leak/ingress locator, and
the current price list. Trilithic Inc.,
9202 E. 33rd St., Indianapolis, IN
46236 Phone (800) 344-2412
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Philip's Rack-Mounted Transmitter

Philip's FM Distance-Transport Systems

Philips Broadband Networks, Inc., is
initiating aseries of colorful product
datasheets, starting with one detailing
our 862 MHz Diamond Nei,'" fiberoptic receiver, RF amplifier and
Diamond TransportT m rack-mounted
transmitter (pictured here). Also, available is asheet describing our new
9000T Series Telephony Tap. These
information sheets will soon be available for all new products and many of
the company's most popular established
product lines. Call (315) 682-9105 or
Fax (315) 682-9006 for more info.

Philips Broadband Networks, Inc.,
offers afour-page product brochure on
the company's FM distance-transport
systems. The four-color piece describes
the advantages of Philips interactive
video equipment and lists specific
applications in education, data and telephony services, surveillance and business and training. Call (315) 682-9105
or Fax (315) 682-9006 for more information.
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Cable Securitr provides Ultimate MN Security Package

FREE Catalog for Powering Broadband Networks

Cable Security manufacturers of the
BeastTm box and distributors of Cable
Ready nA ultra high security steel molding has merged the products together
for the ultimate MDU security application. When these product groups are
used together they will supply the
Telecommunication Industry with the
highest security level for multiple
dwelling units available today. Please
call 1-800-288-1507.

Power Guard is the leader in providing powering solutions for advanced
broadband networks. If you're building
aCATV plant or an advanced broadband network carrying voice, video and
data, we have apower supply to meet
your requirements. Power Guard can
offer the most technically advanced,
cost-effective systems on the market,
because we have invested more toward
research and development than all of
our competitors combined. For afree
catalog and to see how we can help call
1-800-288-1507.
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NEW Trilingual Catalog and New Training Video

FREE 1996 Fiber Optic Test Equipment Catalog

Ripley Company's Cablematic Div.
has anew trilingual catalog on its
CATV, telecommunication and fiber
optic cable preparation tools. New tools
have been added, including the JCST
for three preparations in one tool, new
CR assembly tools for compression connectors, TW Torque Wrenches and DP
Adjustable Jacket Strippers for fiber
optic applications. Ripley's new training
video demonstrates proper cable preparation techniques, available in English
or Spanish, in NTSC or PAL format.
Call 800-528-8665 or 860-635-2200.

Noyes Fiber Systems announces its
new FREE 1996 Fiber Optic Test
Equipment Catalog. The full color catalog provides an overview of the products and services offered by Noyes
Fiber Systems including Optical Power
Meters, Light Sources, Loss Test Sets,
Return Loss Test Sets, OTDR's, Fiber
Scopes, and Fiber Identifiers. Call
Noyes Fiber Systems, PO Box 398,
Laconia, NH 03247 (603) 528-7780,
(800) 321-5298 or FAX (603) 5282025.
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The issue: outages
As cable companies enter acompetitive era with
other service providers, one key to eventual success or
failure could be network reliability and outages. This

month, we'd like your thoughts on the strides you're
making to reduce outages and bolster reliability.

The questions:
1. Assuming that an "outage" is defined as aloss of
signal for any length of time, how many outages does
your system suffer in atypical month?

7. Has your system worked with the local power utility
to reduce outages?
Yes

0-2

3-5

6-9

2. Of those, how many are caused by system testing,
maintenance or other internal operational policies over
which you have control?

None

Few

Half

Most

All

3. Of those outages you have no control over, what are
they most typically caused by?
Weather

Cable cuts

Traffic accidents

Other

Electronics

4. Has your system taken specific steps within the last
12 months to reduce the number of outages it suffers?

Yes

No

No

Don't know

10+
8. Overall, would you consider your local power company to be reliable and easy to work with?

Yes

No

Don't know

9. Has your system performed surveys to determine
subscriber attitudes about service interruptions?

Yes

No

Don't know

10. In your opinion, can your system's cable network
be made as reliable as the local telephone network?
Yes

No

Don't know

Fax us at
303-393-6654
Make acopy of this page
and fax it back to us at the
number above, or mail it to
CED, 600 South Cherry
Street, Suite 400, Denver,
Colo. 80222.
*Every month, we'll pick
one response from those we
receive and award $50. See
official rules below.
Names won't be published if you request your
name to be withheld, but fill
out the name and job information to ensure that only
one response per person is
tabulated.
Your name and title

Your comments:

Don't know
System name:

5. Do you think your system could do even more than
it already has to reduce outages?

Location:
Yes

No

Don't know

6. In comparison to two years ago, has your system
reduced the number of outages it suffers, on average?

Your FASO:

Yes

Your job function:

No

Don't know

Daytime phone #:
Official rules: No survey response necessary.
Enter by returning the completed survey via fax

or mail to the locations indicated above, or print the words
ED Return Path" on a3"x5" card and mail it along
with your name, address, daytime phone number and signature. To be eligible for the drawing, entry forms must
be received by 5p.m. on March 31,1996. CED is not responsible for lost or misdirected mail. One entry per person. Forms mutilated, illegible or not in compliance with these rules shall be considered ineligible in the sole discretion of the judges. Odds of winning depend on the number of entries received. Arandom drawing from eligible entries will be held on or about April 1, 1996. Winner will be required to provide his/her social security number and proof of identification and is solely responsible for all federal, state and local taxes incurred. Prize is not
transferable to any other person. Sweepstakes participants agree to waive any and all claims of liability against

CED magazine, Capital Cities Media Inc., Capital Cities/ABC Inc. and its affiliated and independent contractors
for any injury or loss which may occur from participation in this sweepstakes or receipt of the prize. Winner consents to publication of his/her name for publicity purposes without further compensation. Participants must be 18
years of age or older. Employees of CED magazine, Capital Cities Media Inc., Capital Cities/ABC Inc. and its
affiliated and subsidiary companies, and their respective employees, agents and independent contractors, and
their immediate families are not eligible to participate. Void wherever prohibited, license required, restricted or
taxed by law. Sweepstakes sponsors reserve the right to change or modify the sweepstakes rules while the
sweepstakes is in progress. Participation in the sweepstakes constitutes acceptance of all sweepstakes ivies.
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The issue: Interconnects
Cable companies that are serious about entering the
telephony or high-speed datacom markets will have to
be able to send and retrieve signals across traditional
cable system franchise boundaries to cover wider geo-

graphic areas. This is amajor break with tradition,
where each cable system was its own island. Some say
it can't be done easily. This survey attempted to see
what you think.

The results:
Cable network operators
are steadily adopting the
idea of creating central
"superheadends" but are
much slower when it comes
to developing strategies to
interconnect their system
with neighboring cable
plants, according to our latest survey on interconnects.
In fact, operators are split
over the issue, with half having considered the concept
and half not. In addition, a
paltry few have actually
approached their neighbors,
so few really know how they
would react to such an
arrangement.
Yet an overwhelming
majority believe interconnects will become increasingly important in the
future—and would result in
more revenue from data
delivery, advertising and
other applications. Almost
everyone agrees the industry
needs to do more to determine the feasibility of interconnecting, however.
Surprisingly, there seems
to be little industry support
for Sonet technology, perhaps because operators are
wrestling over the benefits
vs. additional costs for hardware.
Congratulations to Joe
Van Dyke of Las Cruces
Cable for winning $50 in
our latest giveaway. To make
yourself eligible for afuture
drawing, fill out the survey
on the previous page and
send it in!
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1. Has your system consolidated headends by adding
fiber to your system?
Yes

55%

No

36%

Don't know

0%

2. Has your system considered constructing one regional "superheadend" to serve the community?
Yes

64%

No

18%

Don't know

9%

3. Has your system either considered interconnecting
or already completed an interconnect project with an
adjacent cable system owned by other MSOs to fully
"cover" the metro area you serve?
Yes

27%

No

73%

45%

No

Don't know

36%

9%

5. Do you think your neighboring MSO would welcome the opportunity to interconnect with your system?
Yes

27%

No

18%

Don't know

55%

6. Do you believe an interconnect could bring your
system more revenue through data delivery to businesses, advertising or other services?
Yes

64%

No

27%

Sonet

Proprietary

18%

45%

9. Do you think cable operators can overcome individual preferences (i.e. signal security) to be able to interconnect their systems effectively?
Yes

No

64%

18%

55%

Somewhat

45%

Don't know

18%

10. Do you think anew set of standards should be created to allow for neighboring cable systems to interconnect seamlessly?
Yes

No

45%

17%

Don't know

17%

11. Do you think the cable TV industry should do
more, less or about the same amount of work to determine the feasibility of interconnecting?
More

Less

91%

9%

About same

0%

Your comments:
"It sounds real good, but getting operators to work
together in order to bring interconnects to the front
lines will be aproblem."
—Kim Collins, TCY, Marietta, Okla.

Don't know

9%

7. How important will interconnects be in the future?
Very

Don't know

36%

Don't know

0%

4. Do you think such an interconnect could save your
system money over the long term?
Yes

8. Today, would you be inclined to deploy Sonet equipment or go with aless costly analog or proprietary
uncompressed digital fiber system?

Not at all

0%
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FEBRU.
5-9 Broadband Communica-

tions Network Design, produced
by General Instrument. Location:
St. Petersburg, Fla. This five-day
course includes ahigh-level
overview of the network with a
focus on operational theory and
design. Call Lisa Nagel at GI (215)
830-5678, or fax (215) 830-5602.
6-7Arizona Cable Television
Association's 1996 Annual
Meeting. Location: Doubletree
Suites Hotel, Phoenix, Ariz. Call
the ACTA office at (602) 9554122.

6-8 Telecommunications

Network Engineering for
Technicians, produced by
General Instrument. Includes
technical instruction on distribution networks, architectures and
fiber transport. Location: St.
Petersburg, Ha. Call Lisa Nagel
at GI (215) 830-5678, or fax
(215) 830-5602.

7West Virginia Mountaineer

SCTE Chapter, Technical
Seminar. Location: Ramada Inn,
South Charleston, West Virginia.
Topic: Annual meeting and technical program. Call Steve
Johnson (614) 894-3886.

8SCTE Satellite Tele-Seminar
Program. To be transmitted on
Galaxy 1R, transponder 14, 2:303:30 p.m. Eastern time. Topic:
Inside FCC form processing,
from Expo '95 in Las Vegas. Call
SCTE National Headquarters
(610) 363-6888.

14 Dakota Territory SCTE

Trade shows
February
14-15 Sixth Annual Northern
California Vendors Day.
Location: Fairfield, Calif. Call
Steve Allen (916) 786-1610.
21-23 Texas Cable Show.
Location: San Antonio, Texas.
Call the Texas Cable TV
Association at (512) 4742082.

Chapter, Technical Seminar.
Topic: Headend video and subscriber proofing, with Tony
Gauer of TSB Inc. Location:
Mandon Service Center,
Bismarck, N.D. Call Tony Gauer
(605) 426-6140.

14-15 Utilities-based
Telecommunications:
Implementing Strategies to
Increase Market Share. Location:
The Renaissance, Atlanta, Ga.
Call (312) 540-3083.
1416 SCTE Regional

12-13 Video Networks. Telcos
Meeting Customer Needs in
Video Services. Location: The
Renaissance Atlanta Hotel,
Atlanta, Ga. Call Pam Watson
(312) 540-3856 for more information.
12-13 SCTE Regional
Training Seminar. Topic:
Introduction to telephony, with
SCIE director of training Ralph
Haimowitz. Location:
Milwaukee, Wis. Call SCTE
National Headquarters for more
information (610) 363-6888.
13-15 Wheat State SCTE

Chapter, Testing Session. BCT/E
certification exams to be administered. Location: Wichita, Kan.
Call Joe Cvetnich for additional
information (316) 262-4270.

Training Seminar. Topic:
Introduction to fiber optics, with
SCTE director of training Ralph
Haimowitz. Location: Milwaukee,
Wis. Call SCIE National
Headquarters (610) 363-6888.

15 Dakota Territory SCTE
Chapter, Technical Seminar.
Topic: Headend video and subscriber proofing, with Tony Gauer
of TSB Inc. Location: Governor's
Inn, Pierre, S.D. Call Tony Gauer
(605) 426-6140.
15 Michiana SCTE Chapter,
Technical Seminar. Topic:
BCT/E Category III
tutorial—transmission systems,
with Ron Hranac of Coaxial
International. Location: Comfort
Inn, Buffalo, Mich. Call Russ
Stickney (219) 259-8015.
16 North Country SCTE
Chapter, Testing Session.

BCT/E and Installer certification
exams to be administered.
Location: Columbia Heights,
Minn. Call Bill Davis (612) 6468755.

20-23 Fiber Optic Training,

produced by The Light Brigade.
Featuring anew, four-day format. Location: Honolulu,
Hawaii. Call Pam Wooten at
(800) 451-7128 for more information.

20-23 Fiber Optic Training,

produced by The Light Brigade.
Featuring anew, four-day format. Location: Tampa, Fla. Call
Pam Wooten at (800) 451-7128
for more information.

21

New England SCTE
Chapter, Testing Session.
Installer certification exams to
be administered. Location:
Worcester, Mass. Call Tom
Garcia at (508) 562-1675.

23 Wheat State SCTE

Chapter, Testing Session.
BCT/E and Installer certification
exams to be administered.
Location: Great Bend, Kan. Call
Joe Cvetnich for more information (316) 262-4270.

27 Desert SCTE Chapter,

Testing Session. BCT/E and
Installer certification exams to
be administered. Location: Palm
Desert, Calif. Call Bruce
Wedeking for additional information (909) 677-2147.

8Hudson Valley SCTE

3days of informative, cost-effective, up-to-date
instruction for cable tv technicians.

M

Chapter, Technical Seminar.
Topic: Broadband TV applications and connectors, with arepresentative from Augat
Communications, and Cable
security procedures, with Stan
Durey of General Instrument.
Location: Century House Inn,
Latham, N.Y. Call Robert Price
(518) 355-3086.
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Comm system
simulation tools
RICHMOND HILL, Ontario—RHR
Laboratories has introduced Rflntercept, a
communications system simulation tool which
provides statistical system simulation and timedomain analysis of non-linear behavior. The
package provides four ways to analyze comm
systems and their components, including the
capability to: allocate channels for minimum
intermodulation distortion interference; reduce

IIIIPEG-2 encoder chip set
Slue «me Inra

lielempt 91..1 dud modem feraWom camaniceace ',goo ed N.«
MIR Mon« 11031104,14

Rf Intercept from RHR Laboratories

achain of devices to an equivalent single
device described by its gain, equivalent noise
figure, second and third order intercept points;
obtain the statistical distributions of overall
system gain, output level, noise figure, intercept point, and signal-to-noise ratios, given the
statistical distributions of the system components; and simulate the response of non-linear
devices to arbitrary input, such as triple-beat
distortion and channel loading simulations.
Rfintercept can successfully analyze radio and
microwave frequency receivers, exciters, feedforward amplifiers, balanced amplifiers, cable television distribution systems and microwave hops.
Circle Reader Service number 61

FM receiver

MIAMISBURG, Ohio—The R.L. Drake
Company has announced the FMR1000, a
commercial grade receiver that utilizes AFC to
lock into frequencies and eliminate the opportunity for frequency drift. The economical FM
broadcast receiver is intended for
SMATV/CATV installations, background
music/programming, monitoring and other
applications demanding areliable receiver.
Cable companies can utilize the FMR1000 to
apply audio as background music to video
channels that run program listings.
Circle Reader Service number 62
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SUNNYVALE, Calif.—The Electronic
Device Group of Mitsubishi Electronics
America Inc. has announced areal-time
MPEG-2 encoder chip set that provides
high integration and good performance.
The new encoder can provide Main
Level @ Main Profile encoding with one

Fiber optic transmitter

PALO ALTO, Calif.—Hewlett-Packard
Company has announced afiber optic transmitter and receiver pair designed for operating
Ethernet backbones over singlemode fiber.
These new LED-based singlemode components cost substantially less than typical laserbased singlemode fiber transmitters and
receivers, according to the company.
HP's HFBR-0305 components can be used
in proprietary singlemode fiber data links operating at distances up to 14 km, vastly extending
the distance of Ethernet connections beyond
the 2km specification for multimode fiber
backbone connections. The HFBR-0305 series
consists of the HFBR-1315TM transmitter and
HFBR-2315T receiver. Both have ST style connectors and a2x4 dual-inline footprint—pincompatible with and having the same footprint
as HP's de facto industry standard HFBR-1414.
850-nm transmitter, and HFBR-2416, 850-nm
receiver for multimode fiber. Substitution of
the HFBR-1315TM and HFBR-2315T for the
HFBR-1414 and HFBR-2416, with the change
of afew component values, converts amultimode fiber Ethernet product to singlemode
fiber operation, without any changes to board
layout. The HFBR-1315TM transmitter incor-

controller, one pixel processor and four to
eight motion estimators, depending on
search window resolution required. The
chip also encodes I-, P- and B-frames.
The company's integrated 10-chip
MPEG-2 solution will enable significant
reductions in MPEG-2 digital video encodporates a1.300-nm wavelength edge-emitting
LED. The HFBR-2315T receiver contains an
InGaAs PIN photodiode and alow-noise transimpedance preamplifier that operate in the
1,30041m wavelength region.
Circle Reader Service number 63

Optical return loss meter

WESTLAKE VILLAGE, Calif.—Aerotech
World Trade has launched ahigh-performance
optical return loss meter in North America following the signing of
an agency agreement
with Australian manufacturer Kingfisher
International.
The KI 5000
Series requires no
user calibration or
Optical return loss
warm-up period and
meter
is designed for use in
rugged environments. The unit employs an easily disassembled optical interface to allow
rapid cleaning in the field. Versions are available for fiber line testing as well as extended
range measurements at 1300 and 1550 nm or
dual wavelengths.
Measuring 190 x120 x95 mm, the KI 5000
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Mitsubishi Electronics America Inc. 's
MPEG-2 encoder chip set

ing and transmission for the television and
cable broadcast industries, according to
the company. It will also enable lower-cost
video servers and authoring systems for
digital video disks.
Adding to the high integration of the
MPEG-2 solution is the fact that external
synchronous DRAM, used for frame
memory and I/O buffering, is controlled
by the chip set, eliminating the need for a
separate memory controller.
The encoder chip set supports all
MPEG-2 prediction modes—I-, P- and Bframes—and offers real-time encoding of
720 x480 pixels at 30 frames per second
(conforming to ITU-R-601-resolution
video). Another key feature of the chip set,
which is fully MPEG-2 compliant, is its
ability to provide ML@MP encoding with
exhaustive search windows, scalable from
±32 x±16 (horizontal xvertical) pixels
(with four motion estimators) to ±64 x
±16 pixels (with eight motion estimators)
with half-pixel resolution.
Circle Reader Service number 60
Series will operate for 10 hours using its nickel-cadmium battery power source, and features
a0-40 dB LED and 0-60 dB laser range. The
display has a0.1 dB resolution and accuracy is
+0.5 dB. The meter will accommodate either
slant polish or physical contact types of connectors, while screw-on adapters allow the unit
to be employed with all standard connectors.
Circle Reader Service number 64

Cable preparation

CROMWELL, Conn.—Ripley Company's
Cablematic Division has introduced anew tool
for preparing trunk and distribution cable. The

JCST tool
JCST tool simultaneously removes the outer
jacket, cores the inner dielectric and strips the
outer sheath with asmooth, beveled cut in one
fast, precise operation. Several models are avail-

able, each designed to connector manufacturers'
specifications to assure correct cable preparation dimensions. Tools are available for
CommScope P3, Times Fiber T6, T1 0, TX and
Trilogy MC2cables. All tools are durable allmetal construction. Strip stops can be ordered
for easy changes to different jacket seizure connector types. Sheath cutting blades are heattreated for extra long life and can be replaced
without changing the coring bit. A long tool
housing and compact diameter design eliminate
lateral movement. The standard models have a
"r handle with abuilt-in 3/8-inch drill adapter.
Aratchet "T" handle model is available with a
separate drill adapter.
Circle Reader Service number 65

Quad splitter

MELVILLE, N.Y.—Vicon Industries Inc. has
introduced the GSP430 Monochrome Quad
Splitter. The GSP430 is afull-featured quad
splitter in acompact package.
The GSP430 accepts video from four cameras, processes it digitally, and displays the
complete video from all four in each quadrant
on one monitor screen. The quad splitter
includes alarm response capabilities for each
camera input, and adual alarm relay output is
provided for connection to additional equipment, like aVCR. A video loss alarm is also
provided. A user-programmable, eight-character title is available for each channel. All operating and programming functions are performed with on-screen menus and front panel
keys. The unit can be remotely operated by a
dry-contact switch closure system or an RS232 system for control by ahost computer.
The GSP430 offers manually selected fullscreen display of individual cameras and a
sequencing program that displays each camera full screen and then the quad image as
part of the sequence. Each camera can be
assigned its own dwell period, as can the
quad display.
Circle Reader Service number 66

Optical power meter

VANIER, Quebec—EXFO is announcing the
FOT-40, aWavewise-optical power meter and
integrated light source. Wavewise, an intelligent
signaling protocol, communicates with another
compatible power meter which immediately
matches the sending wavelength to the receiving wavelength. It acts as an advanced productivity tool, allowing the user to test fibers more
quickly, without error. Communication problems are avoided, and efficiency is increased.
The FOT-40's five calibrated wavelengths
and its Wavewise feature work well in avariety
of environments such as LAN, data comm,

cable TV and telco. It measures in dBm, dB
and watts. The unit comes equipped with 2
kHz generation and detection features for easy
fiber identification. Each meter benefits from a
rugged PVC holster which not only protects the
unit, but also provides space for aspare battery
and optical adapters.
Circle Reader Service number 67

Cross-connect system

PAWCATUCK, Conn.—Ortronics has introduced
its 110 Cross-Connect System that is used to
facilitate the administration of cross-connect
fields for voice and data systems. The high-density, quick connect terminating system is
designed to support TIA/EIA-568A specs. It
includes 110 wiring blocks, 110C connecting
blocks, 110 patch cords, 110 cross-connect system terminal blocks and optional accessories.
The 110 wiring blocks are offered in 100
and 300 pair sizes and are used with 3, 4and 5
pair 110C connecting blocks. These 110 crossconnect system terminal blocks are available
field or factory terminated. The pre-assembled
blocks are available with or without legs for
either frame or direct wall mounting. The modular design of the
\\, Wing blocks and
troughs allows for
future expansion.
The terminal blocks
are available in 300,
600 and 900 pair con110 Cross-Connect
figurations which
System
include wiring
blocks, connecting blocks, connectorized pigtails, and horizontal jumper troughs for patch
cord arrangement. The wiring blocks and
troughs are mounted on ametal backboard
equipped with cable troughs at top and bottom.
Circle Reader Service number 68

"Green" utility line markers

STOW, Ohio—GreenLine Products has introduced anew line of utility cable markers.
Utilizing advancements in polymer technology,
GreenLine markers are designed to withstand
substantial field abuse. Temperature stable
from -100 degrees Fto +200 degrees F, the
markers can handle vehicle impacts, livestock
rubbings and vandalism in virtually all weather
conditions, according to the company. The new
line is more durable than fiberglass-filled products that can absorb water, delaminate and
splinter, or commodity grade plastic products
that can become brittle when exposed to sunlight or cold temperature, says GreenLine.
The markers contain more than 50 percent
post consumer recycled engineered polymers.
Circle Reader Service number 69
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C-COR to supply new build in Japan

CableSolt, GI announce partnership

E/O starts shipping FDS-1

STATE COLLEGE, Pa.—C -COR Electronics
Inc. will supply equipment to Titus
Communications Corp. for a1,050-mile new
build in Tokyo, Japan. The network, which will
eventually link two million homes, will provide
telephony services over cable. The is the first of
three phases, with construction expected to
begin in early 1996, and to be completed by
December 1997.
C-COR will provide FlexNet trunks, bridgers
and line extenders for ahybrid fiber/coax network that will service 2,000 homes per node. In
addition, the company will be providing field
engineering service and has received anetwork
design contract for up to 1,000 miles of design.
The amplifiers have been designed with a55/70
split, specially for the Japanese market. A larger
reverse path bandwidth allows more telephony
capacity. The amplifiers, which are 90 volts
capable, will initially function at 60 volts, conforming to Japanese regulations. Titus is ajoint
venture company that was started by US West
Inc., Time Warner, Toshiba Corp. and ITOCHU
Corp. to offer both cable TV and telephony over
cable networks.
In other news, C-COR has been chosen as the
recipient of the Region 4Job Creator Award by
the Pennsylvania Department of Labor and the
Employer Advisory Council (EAC). Region 4
consists of Juniata and Mifflin Counties. C-COR
was nominated for the award by Gary Gill, manager of the Lewistown Job Service Center, for
the efforts made during the start-up of the manufacturing facility located in Reedsville, Pa. By
creating approximately 300 jobs in the
Juniata/Mifflin area, C-COR earned recognition
for helping to improve that area's economy.

BURLINGTON, Mass.—CableSoft Corp. and
General Instrument Corp. have entered into a
non-exclusive marketing agreement to co-market the first suite of commercially-supported,
integrated, turnkey software applications for
interactive television.
CableSoft develops software for interactive
television applications that operate on GI's
advanced, analog addressable CFI' 2200 settop terminals. The company's locally-branded,
locally-based, on-demand applications can
enable cable operators to derive commercial
revenues by implementing services such as
interactive classified advertising, interactive
yellow pages and LocalWorks, the company's
interactive community directories. The applications will operate as virtual channels that
use the vertical blanking interval in atelevision signal for data transport.

HAYWARD, Calif.—E/0 Networks has begun
shipping its "fiber to the fartn"—Fiber
Distribution System (FDS-1) product—to rural,
independent telephone companies. Four telephone companies based in the Midwest have
taken delivery of the product, which will reach
406 customers initially.
FDS-1 is afiber-based telecommunications
distribution system designed to benefit customers seeking first-time or improved access to
telephone and advanced communications services in rural, low-density areas. With FDS-1,
telephone companies can economically deliver
basic telephony and enhanced voice, data and
video service to customers' homes up to distances of 75 miles.
A single FDS-1 system delivers support for:
384 telephone subscribers on asingle fiber ring;
750 MHz of broadcast video (up to 110 channels of AM video, 500-plus channels of digital
video); all high-speed data services up to 1.5
megabits, including Ethernet and ISDN; afiber
distribution loop covering 150 miles (75 miles
from the central office); and 30 Optical Network
Units (ONUs).

Jones Satellite goes digital audio
DULUTH, Ga.—Wegener Communications
has received an order from Jones Satellite
Networks for digital audio transmission products
to convert its six in-house radio formats from
analog to digital. Jones Satellite Networks (JSN)
will purchase Wegener's Addressable DR96Q
QPSK SCPC Digital Audio Receivers for the
conversion.
The custom addressable DR96Q takes
advantage of QPSK modulation to reduce the
bandwidth required for digital transmission.
The receivers use the ISO-MPEG Layer 2digital audio algorithm and feature real-time diagnostics. Link analysis, data rates, acquisition
history, current frequency assignments and
other features are available using aterminal or
PC running communications software. The
JSN receivers will be controlled through
Wegener's ANCS (Addressable Network
Control System).
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Cablevision building N.E. Ohio system
CLEVELAND, Ohio—Cablevision Systems
Corp. and its subsidiary, Cablevision of Ohio,
will invest $300 million in northeast Ohio to
construct anew fiber optic telecommunications
system. Cablevision has begun constructing the
750 MHz system that will provide aplatform
for programming choices and advanced twoway communications services.
"The initial benefits that customers will
immediately recognize are more basic choices
and channels for traditional video program services," said Lawrence Drake II, senior vice
president and general manager for
Cablevision's Midwest Region. "The new
telecommunications network will initially provide 77 analog channels with future digital
capacity. In the near future, those programming choices will be joined by the...new capabilities that our fiber optic telecommunications
system allows, including video-on-demand,
interactive services and high-speed computer
connections."

Continental picks Fleetcon in Florida
AUSTIN, Texas—Continental Cablevision
has awarded Arrowsmith Technologies Inc. a
contract, in excess of $1.6 million, to provide
Fleetcon to the MSO's Pompano Beach, Fla.
operations.
Continental's Pompano Beach operation
serves 165,000 subscribers and contains 1,500
miles of plant. Arrowsmith's Fleetcon system
will manage a100-technician workforce. This is
the second purchase of the Fleetcon system by
Continental; the first was at the Continental system in Chicago. In Chicago, Fleetcon has been
installed with areal-time interface with the
CableData billing system.

TV Guide On Screen taps Probita
ENGLEWOOD, Colo.—TV Guide On
Screen has chosen Probita Inc. to design,
develop and implement adata management
system for its interactive program guides. The
system will incorporate adatabase that allows
for easy integration of all types of video
servers, transport carriers, delivery systems
and set-top boxes used for TV Guide On
Screen's program guides.
The data design for TV Guide On Screen
enables the download of information from a
variety of sources, including program information from satellites. The data architecture also
addresses the differences among cable systems
nationwide and accommodates last-minute program changes. The system allows operators to
change their mix of technologies and services
without disrupting the delivery of accessible,
easy-to-understand program information to
viewers.

California Amplifier gets IBC contract
CAMARILLO, Calif.—California Amplifier
has received a$7 million order to provide the
company's MultiCipher products to International
Broadcasting Corp., PLC (IBC), awireless cable
system operator in Thailand. The contract represents product requirements for IBC to outfit its
current installed subscriber base in Bangkok and
other parts of Thailand with MultiCipher product. Currently, IBC transmits multichannel TV
programming "in the clear." CND
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1-800-Jumpers

CUSTOM MADE CABLE ASSEMBLIES INCLUDING
Fto F, N to N. BNC, RCA, F-81
RG-56
AG-59
AG -il
RG-213
AG-214

Gilbert AHS
LAC
Off Shore
Amphenol

Belden
Times
Comm/Scope
Intercomp

We will make any cable assembly. Quick delivery on all colors and lengths
Fax (602) 582-2915 Ph (602) 581-0331

335 W. Melinda Drive, Phoenix, Az 85027
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FILTERS & ANTENNAS FOR CATV /SMATV /MMDS /LPTV

1
R EPAIR

CATV and other video systems, MMDS & LPTV
Transmitter Channel Combiners and other broadcast
filters and Terrestrial Interference filters for TVRO systems.

Contact:

Steve Shafer or Vince Clippies

•Designed, built and installed to your spec's. Call on us
to be your "Partners in Quality."
Professional Teleconcepts, Inc. NY, IL, CA (800) 283-2794

TCI
AFFIL.

• Fiber Fusion Splicing Specialists
• Optoelectronic Equipment Installation
• CW Proofs to 750MHz
• Upgrade/Rebuild Construction
• Computer Drafting and Design
508 Industrial Drive
PH (770) 591-1670
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717/828-6235
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Fax 717/828-6335

RR I, Box 86-V7 Dingman's Court.
Dingman\ Ferry. PA 18328
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u CALAN WAVETEK TRILITHIC CALAN WAVETEK TRILITHIC F

• Woodstock, GA 30189
• FX (770) 591-1484

DESIGN
EXTENDER

-.-. Need repair? Don't despair! e
1._
Specializing in Repair,
e
3
-c

Free delivery
& pickup in
certain arcas

TKR Repair Center
Tel: (908) 583-2026 •Fax: (908) 290-1677
25 Industrial Drive • Cliffwood Beach, NJ 07735

CALAN WAVETEK TRILITHIC CALAN WAVETEK TRILITHIC ra
a

INC

DP5, DP7 & DPV7 / Panasonic 1402, 1403

GTS ENTERPRISES, INC.

•Central Office, Controlled Environment Vaults/Manholes
Huts, Cabinets and Customer Prem. applications.

Le CTV

In Warranty Repair
Jerrold Addressable Repair Specialist

For more information contact:

"Partners in Quality"

•Full Service E.F.&L Telecommunications Contractors

c.

REPAIRS & SALES

Remote Repair (URC 450, 550)

Tel 315-452-0709
Fax 315-452-0732
US/CAN 800-882-1587

PRO-TEL

CENTER

a
a
a

Manufacturer specializing in fast delivery of Filters for

7395 Taft Park Drive
East Syracuse, NY 13057

Quaeity Repai at Competitive hieing

THE MAPPING INNOVATORS
Est. 1982

A Division of GLA Intornational
Strand Mapping
As Built Mapping
Rebuild Mapping
Fiber Optic Routing
MDU Surveys
Map Digitizing
System Design

FTF-FTSA Design
Fiber Optic Design
Lode Data -AutoCad
Lynx, Focus, CableView
Microstation (DGN) Experts
File Conversions DWG -DGN -DXF
CAD System Sales & Training

425 Woods Mill Rd South Ste. 300 Town &Country, Mo. 63017
Phone: 314-579-4627 or 800-875-8786 Far :314-579-4628
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Quality Cable & Electronics Inc
1950 N.W. 44TH STREET • POMPANO BEACH, FL 33064

Scientific Atlanta
Magnavox
Amphenol
Texscan
Comm/Scope
Blonder Tongue
Ivan'

errokilir
ompedco
-COR
ley
Lemco
Cabletech
Panasonic

Orr
\

ew ise s

qmpment/Competitive Prices

Phone: (954) 978-8845 Fax: (954) 978-8831

(800) 978.-8845

IVIEZ

in PROOF OF PERFORMANCE TESTING
FIBER OPTIC DESIGN &
ACTIVATION
HEADEND OPTIMIZATION
COMPLETE SYSTEM AUDITS

MICROWAVE

(605) 665-1393

(800) 292-0126

NIATIONVVIDE INSTALLATIONS
NaCom a contractor with over 24 years experience
offering outstanding customer service for:

•
•
•
•

Residential Premise Wiring
MDU's
Drop Buries
DBS

(800) 669-8765 Ext. 3046

NaCom

Building Communication Systems Throughout America

•Terrestrial Interface Filters
Contact Terry Owens, Sales Manager
6743 Kinne St., East Syracuse, NY 13057
800-448-1666 •(315) 437-3953 •FAX (315) 463-1467 or 437-3893

3

CABLE CONSTRUCTORS, INC.

COMPLETE TURNKEY CONSTRUCTION

• Coaxial and Fiber
• Mapping and Design
• Make Ready
• Splicing and Activation
• Fusion Splicing
• Material Supply
• Aerial, Underground &
Fiber Construction

1-800-338-9299

• Emergency Fiber
Restoration
• System Sweep
• Proof of Performance
• Turnkey Headend
• Complete Turnkey
Project Management

quality service performed on a timely basis

CED Classifieds +Your Advertisement =
THE Winning Combination!
Make 1996 More Profitable...Call 800-866-0206
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COMPANv

•Super Selective Bandpass Filters
•Channel Deletion/Reinsertion Filters
•Pay-TV Traps
•Channel Combiners
•Antennas

AUTOCAD CUSTOMIZED CATV MENU
& SYMBOLS LIBRARY
CAD DRAFTING & DESIGN
STRAND MAP & AS BUILT
MAP DIGITIZATION & REVISIONS
P.O. Box 244
Yankton. SD 57075

FILTER

Filters for CATV, Wireless Cable, LPTV, TVRO

CEO : C OMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & D ESIGN
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PRODUCTS, SERVICES

FIBER OPTIC
'Design

•Instailation

•Testing

Sr

EQUIPMENT DIRECTORY
Base Mapping •Strand Mapping •As-Builds •Make Ready •
Digitizing •Broadband Network Design •Fiber Optic Network Design

•Full Turn Key Services
P.O. Box 571
Danielson, CT 06239-0571
Tel: 860-774-4102; Fax: 860-774-4783

APPLICATIONS: Telephone •Cable TV,
802 Networks •Process Control •Security •
IVHS •Educational Networks
Planes 1057
SERVICES INCLUDE: System Engineering & (1405) Buenos Aires
Republica Argentina
Design •Outside Plant Construction •Project Tel: 582-2915; Fax 582-1372
Management •Aerial &Underground Cable
Installation •Systems Integration •Premises
Wiring •Splicing •Termination •Testing •
Activation •Training •Emergency Service

New England Distributor of American Digital Cartography Maps

N
AutoCAD
Lode CAPO
Lode DATA

MicroStatior
Lynx CAPO
FOCUS

üivicAno

P.O. Box 365 •North Springfield, Vermont 05150
Voice: (502) 885-9317 Fax/Modem: (802) 885-9328

•Door to Door Sales

CEN-COMM COMMUNICATIONS INC.
SURVEY

•System Audits

DESIGN

@Converter Placement
Campaigns

AUTOCAD
—
FIBER
CABLE NETWORKING

C.A.T.V.
COAX

"GI.OBAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN"

CALL:

1-800-819-6939

Looking for "the beer' in

apping & Desigrer,
Field Mapping Services
Design Engineering
Asbuilt Digitizing
High Capacity
On-time Delivery
First Class Quality
International Expertise

SECA

RCH
CABLE

609-786-1701

301

Route 130 South /Cinnaminson, NJ 08077
Fax 609-786-0121
Serving the industry since 1977

Satellite Antennas
• One piece spun aluminum
• Easy installations

• C & KU high gain
• Delivery Worldwide

Az\el, Polar, Horizon & motorized Dual Axis Mounts
CALL OR FAX FOR BROCHURE AND PRICING

DH Satellite

Rd.
du Chien, WI USA 53821
Phone (608) 326-8406 or Fax (608) 326-4233
600 N. Marquette

350 Indiana Street, Suite 200, Golden, Colorado 80401
(303) 279-7322 •fax: (303) 279-2546

email: mapping@seca.com

ProDesign

inc.

RR. Box 20, Metamora. IL 61548

Your One Stop Design Shop!
Full Service Design

Construction

Mapping

Aerial

Digitizing

Underground

Lode Data and Lynx (FOCUS)

Directional Boring

File Conversions DWG-DGN

Splicing

•All Architectures/Upgrade/New Builds/Extensions •
Contact Tony Lasher at (309) 383-2655

AZ:r

Prairie

NEW BOOKS
Bill Grant, author of the widely read textbook
-Cable Television, - offers two soft cover books.
"A Study on Integrating Exchange Telephone and
Cable TV Services on aCommon Transmission Facility"
Basic information on both Telephone Exchange plant and Cable TV system
Presents a method of integrating both on any broadband system. 110 pgs.
"BroadbandTransmission"
Includes 12 examples of hybrid fiber/coax engineering and how to establish
system specs or specs for seperate elements for end performance. 150 pgs.
$40 per book or both for $72
Prices incl. USA oostaae,
GWG Associates, Dept 3, RD 3 Box 367D, Schoharie, NY 12157
Phone 518-295-7954 ----FAX 518-295-8876

Call Tim Reeder to reserve space in the next
available issue of CEO! 800-866-0206
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CLASSIFIEDS
PRODUCTS, SERVICES SEEQUIPMENT DIRECTORY

Professional Installation
HTG

I.& Technical Services, Inc.

Holland Telecommunication Group, Inc.

An Engineering Services Company dedicated to:

"The 21st Century By Design"
•Engineering and Design

•SWEEP -FORWARD -REVERSE

•Field Engineering Services

•Project Management

•MOU Turnkey

•COMPUTERIZED REPORTING

JONESuRpLus

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
JUMPER CABLES

Industry

Service
Since

LINE AMPLIFIERS, TAPS, CONNECTORS
CONVERTERS -ALL TYPES AND MAKES
HEADEND EQUIPMENT

1966

FAX US YOUR SURPLUS INVENTORY LIST
PH:(619)757-3008 ** FAX:(619)757-4048

•ELECTRONIC UPGRADES -RESPLICE

CINCINNATI, OHIO
FAX: 513-583-1140

Fax: 303-986-0346

WE BUY AND SELL QUALITY CATV EQUIPMENT

•ACTIVATION BALANCE

•CALAN -WAVETEK -1GHz •PROOFS

12567 W. Cedar Drive, Suite 102 Lakewood. Co. 80228
Ph: 303-985-7200

Since 1986

P.O. BOX 9707 •HELENA MT 59604

800-457-4569
Custom Made Jumper Assemblies
All Brands Fittings/Cable

•FMale
•RG -56
•PL

•RG -59
•BNC
•Other

•FFemale
•RG -11

Our jumpers never leave our plant during construction, insuring inspection of each phase of construction. Our
quality control insures you the lowest RF leakage possible. Call for pricing and free sample. (406) 458-6563

TEST EQUIPMENT
Reg onditioned Wavetek, HP, Tektronix and more. Signal Level Meters,
Sweep Systems, TN's, Power Meters, Spectrum Analyzers, Frequency Counters
and Fiber Test Equipment. Guaranteed to meet/exceed
manufacturers specs. 90 day warranty standard.
SATELLITE ANTENNAS
Usei Scientific Atlanta, Andrews, Vertex, PSI and ()titers. 7meter &up.
PTL Cable Service, Inc., USA
Phone (407) 747-3647
Fax (407) 575-4635
BUY-SELL-TRADE

WE BUY &SELL
SURPLUS NEW &USED
CONNECTORS,TAPS,
HEADEND, LINEGEAR, MISC.

TM BROKERS

5402 HIGHWAY 95 -COCOLALLA, ID 83813
TEL: 208-683-2797 OR 208-683-2019
Fax: 208-683-2374

HIGH TECH CABLE, INC.
NEW, USED and REFURBISHED LINE
GEAR
SA, JERROLD, SYLVANIA, MAGNAVOX,
AND C-COR
Warranty Available
CONVERTERS also AVAILABLE
We always BUY EQUIPMENT
PHONE: 407-375-9458
706-213-0385
FAX: 407-375-8631

EMERGENCY
ALERT SYSTEMS
By

Idea/onies
*up to 90 channels

AFL Fiber Optic
Field Services

•14 day delivery

*compatible with all headends
—AFFORDABLE-

Tel: 701-786-3904 Fax: 701-786-4294
Splicing by Alcoa Fujikura Ltd., whether
Mass Fusion or Single Fusion, is accomplished with state-of-the-art Fujikura
equipment. Our field forces are equipped
with high quality OTDR's for final test
measurements. Service is on time, meeting
your specifications. And the splice is right
... the first tinte.

Video Units Also Available
ASK ABOUT COMPLETE SYSTEMS TO
MEET THE NEW FCC MANDATE

It's A Fact!

1-80D-552-5688

When you place your business card in the CED Classified

INFORMAIION •SCHEDULING •PRICING

Professional Directory, you place it in the hands of over 18,000.

Alcoa Fujikura Ltd.
.c.LCOA

Telecommunications Division
Spartanburg Operations
150 Ridgeview Circle
Duncan, SC 29334

112

Specifying Engineers, Engineering and Corporate Managerial
Personnel employed in Cabletelevision and TV Industries.

To place an ad Call Tim Reeder
610 -964 -4982
CED: COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & DESIGN FEBRUARY 1996
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CLASSIFIEDS
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

SYSTEM TECHNICIAN

TRAINING

SCTE Sustaining Member

oeh
Fr
Froeh

2+ yrs CATV experience.
Forward Resume to:
Multimedia Cablevision of Indiana
Attn: Julia Braun
17 N. Washington St.
Valparaiso, IN 46383
EOE M/FN/H
Drug-Free Workplace

Peter

lich
lich & Co.
search

PO. Box 339 Weatherford, TX 76086
(800) 742-4947 FAX (817) 594-1337

PLANT MANAGER
Needed in progressive cable company.
Apply your technical ability to organizing an upcoming fiber rebuild. To qualify
you must possess the skills of teamwork,
supervisory, PC skills, and FCC testing.
Ability to manage multiple projects. We
offer a competitive salary and benefit
package. Please submit resume to:
Charter Communications
General Manager

TRAINING
Learn to splice,
test, connect and
troubleshoot a
fiber optic network.

(970) 663-6445

All levels of Technical
Positions -Corporate to
Hourly. Positions

12

/, INTERNATIONAL

Available Nationwide.
Call or Write. Fees Paid.

PO Box 6445,
Asheville, NC 28816.
Equal Opportunity Employer

(

II>

COI Telecommunications, Inc
is hiring experienced people

HOTEL

DESIGN ENGINEERS

the nation's fastest growing HFC

Design Fiber & Coax
Broadband Routes.

network design contractor, is presently
accepting applications for the
following positions:

CADD DRAFTERS

›- FIBER SPLICERS
)›. FIELD ENGINEERS
». FIELD MAPPERS
Excellent Compensation &Benefits
Mail Resume to:

finding the

Installation, Cut-over,
Testing, Upgrades

needle is easy.

Call: (800) 669-1890

Use The

Ext. 895
Fax: 800-875-1904

CED

Attn. C8895
Mail resume to:

1355 Old Norcross Road, Atlanta, GA 30245

P.O. Box 4056, Dept. 95

put your

haystack

TECHNICIANS

DIGITEL NETWORK SERVICES
or fax to: (770)682-4500

Ft. Collins, CO 80526

in the right

›. DATA ENTRY PERSONNEL
). SYSTEM PROOF/SWEEP &
BALANCE TECHNICIANS

2100 W. Drake, #269

recruitment ad

for the following positions:

NETWORK SERVICES. INC

BROADBAND DESIGNERS

.f.

When you

CHARTER

(UNINII 'NICATIONS

}

)›.

FIBERLIGHT

CLASSIFIED

Scottsdale. Arizona 85261-4056
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M Y VIEW

S

ome observers, and not just those born and reared in
telephony, believe upstream cable is too burdened with
noise and ingress to compete successfully for telephone
or interactive services. Not many cable
TV return paths have actually been
activated yet. However, it is undoubtedly true that many of them do provide a
"hostile environment" for upstream
voice or data transmission. But this is
neither intrinsic nor mysterious.
Engineers and suppliers already know
how to make return paths work, and are
ready to roll whenever favorable regulations and business plans are in place.
It would be amistake to underestimate
the technology of atwo-way HFC
(hybrid fiber/coax) architecture.

Making
the return
path
work

Favorable conditions

By Archer S. Taylor,
Director and Senior
Engineering Consultant,
Malarkey-Taylor Associates

The factors for successfully using
HFC return paths are well known:
V Small optical node serving areas
V Segregated return bandwidth
V Proper hardware and software protocols
V Skillful installation
V Maintenance and test.
Ideally, the coaxial networks would
be entirely passive, limited to 150 or
fewer living units per optical node,
with no RF amplification. However,
return paths can be successful even
with RF amplifiers in the network, but at the cost of
more demanding maintenance. Twenty 64-kbps digital
telephone return lines can be accommodated per megahertz of useable bandwidth. Thus, the sub-split 5-30 (or
5-40) MHz upstream spectrum available at each node
could be expected to accommodate several hundred
living units, depending on subscriber penetration, traffic statistjcs, potential demand for multiple lines, and
higher upstream data rates.
Each 5-30 (or 5-40) MHz band must be separately
transmitted to the headend. This may be accomplished
by means of separate fibers between the node and the
headend; or by block conversion to different frequency
bands; or by optical wavelength division multiplexing
(WDM). This is the least developed component of the
upstream architecture, although suppliers have begun to
offer four, or even 20, different block conversions for
the upstream band, and some WDM devices are being
tested, with separation as low as one nanometer.

Aggregate noise and ingress
Reducing the size of the serving area also minimizes
the impact of cumulative noise and interference in the
upstream transmission paths. Aggregate Gaussian (random) noise decreases the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by
about 10 times the logarithm of the total number of
return amplifiers in the serving area. For up to 1,000 or
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so living units passed per optical node (assuming an
aggregate of fewer than 50 RF amplifiers), Gaussian
noise is not likely to impair digital return transmissions,
even at data rates of several hundred kilobits per second.
The overriding concern, however, is with ingress
interference, generally resulting from avariety of
abnormal conditions. Complete continuity along the
inside surface of all components of the coaxial system
is the essential condition needed to prevent ingress. If
the coaxial system is securely and completely enclosed,
ingress cannot occur. Solid sheath aluminum cable is
impervious, providing the connectors are tight, and the
sheath is not damaged. Connectors with integral internal sleeves are essential to ensure complete sheath continuity. Enclosures for active and passive equipment
must be tightly closed and consistent with EMC (electromagnetic compatibility) practices. External grounding and bonding have negligible effect on ingress interference. Drop cables should have high shielding efficiency, with F-connectors designed for low leakage and
competently applied. Unused tap ports should be
sealed with aleak-proof terminator. Additionally, it is
important that even the center conductor connections
remain free of oxidation or corrosion in order to avoid
internally generated intermodulation interference.
TV sets, VCRs and various unauthorized equipment
connected in the home to the coaxial network tend to
pick up all kinds of interference generated by devices in
the home, or radiated from outside. The high/low-pass
diplexer filter, incorporated in aproperly designed
modem, connected to the network with well-shielded
cable, effectively blocks interference originating in the
user's premises. However, ahigh pass filter should be
installed in non-user service drops at the point of entry.
Acontinuous and systematic program for monitoring and maintenance is needed to assure the continued
integrity of the return path. The FCC requirement for
periodic measurement of CLI (cumulative leakage
index) is amajor first step. While 64 dB may be an
acceptable CLI for downstream transmission, satisfactory service on the return path probably requires more
restrictive criteria. Instrumentation is available for continuously monitoring the return path facilities for
ingress, signal levels, bit-error rates and outages.
Reliable communication, even under less than perfect
conditions, can be assured for upstream (and downstream) digital voice and data transmission on HFC
networks by means of error correction protocols and
dynamic frequency assignment.
It should be no more difficult to provide dependable
voice and data return transmissions for telephony and
interactivity on HFC networks than to upgrade acomparable, end-of-the-war, analog telephone network of
copper subscriber loops for modern digital services. The
business motivation and the technological know-how
already exist. The hard part will be revamping the existing multi-layer regulatory framework, embedded in
decades of monopoly control and political habit, so as
to remove the obstacles to competitive service. cap
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epePsumI
Looking at the "big picture" Cheetah
came up with asimple idea: anetwork
monitoring system that is designed to
evolve and adapt to changing technologies.
Flexible Solutions to Complex Problems.
As new products for signal distribution and alternative services come
into the market, the Cheetah System architecture will be compatible. This
system was designed by the Cheetah development team, which includes the
best hardware and software engineers from around the world. Simply put, their
job is to develop an open system that offers compatibility and flexibility.
The Cheetah System allows you to grow from afew line monitors for FCC testing to anetwork
monitoring system that meets your evolving system requirements for network reliability and
deployment of new services. By integrating equipment from multiple vendors into one global
network monitoring system, Cheetah provides aflexible solution that offers seamless interconnections. In addition, as you add services like interactive video and data transmissions, be
assured that you can expand your Cheetah System to provide one integrated monitoring tool.
The International Standard.
From this big picture perspective, we offer you asimple network solution. This is what has made
Cheetah System astandard around the world. From the Pacific Rim to Europe and North America,
the Cheetah System has been selected to monitor the world's broadband networks.
Network Monitoring. Performance Monitoring. Status Monitoring.
The Cheetah solution will work for you now and in the future.

SUPERIOR E
,
.
,
-132

Parkland Drive

TRONICS GROUP, INC.

• Sarasota, Florida 34243

• ‘:441) 750-0d(''

Circle Reader Service Nc: 53
7

•

•

Strap yourself in. tighter. Access to new applications is inEtcnt,
ible and custom-fited to your cnoice of broadband architectures_
New markets and ncremental revenues are closer than

Dgined,

via solutions like our Regal PowerTap and Digital Video' file sereers.
We are paving the highway to the driveway. Radar clocks us at Now.

network know—ho

NOW.

1.800.TO.ANTEC
Circle Reader Service No. 54
- '"

